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It is well-known that the meaning of a word often changes depending on the context in
which the word is used. Determining the appropriate interpretation for a word occurrence requires a knowledge of the range of possible meanings for that word, and consideration of those possibilities given available contextual evidence. However, there is still
much to be learned about the nature of our lexical knowledge, as well as how we make
use of that knowledge in the course of language comprehension. I report on a series of
three experiments that explore these issues.
I begin with the question of how precise our perceptions of word meaning in
context really are. In Experiment 1, I present a Magnitude Estimation study in which I
obtain judgments of meaning-in-context similarity over pairs of intransitive verb occurrences, such as The kid runs / The cat runs, or The cat runs / The lane runs. I find that
ix

participants supply a large range of very specific similarity judgments, that judgments are
quite consistent across participants, and that these judgments can be at least partially predicted even by simple measures of contextual properties, such as subject noun animacy
and human similarity ratings over pairs of subject nouns. However, I also find that while
some participants supply a great variety of ratings, many participants supply only a few
unique values during the task. This suggests that some individuals are making more finegrained judgments than others.
These differences in response granularity could stem from a variety of sources.
However, the offline nature of Experiment 1 does not enable direct examination of the
comprehension process, but rather focuses on its end result. In Experiment 2, I present
a Speed-Accuracy Tradeoff study that explores the earliest stages of meaning-in-context
resolution to better understand the dynamics of the comprehension process itself. In
particular, I focus on the timecourse of meaning resolution and the question of whether
verbs carry context-independent default interpretations that are activated prior to semantic integration. I find, consistent with what has previously been shown for nouns, that
verbs do in fact carry such a default meaning, as can be seen in early false alarms to stimuli
such as The dawn broke – Something shattered. These default meanings appear to reflect
the most frequent interpretation of the verb.
While these default meanings are likely an emergent effect of repeated exposure to
frequent interpretations of a verb, I hypothesize that they additionally support a shallow
semantic processing strategy. Recently, a growing body of work has begun to demonstrate
that our language comprehension is often less than exhaustive and less than maximally
accurate – people often vary the depth of their processing. In Experiment 3, I explore
changes in depth of semantic processing by making an explicit connection to research on
human decision making, particularly as regards questions of strategy selection and effortaccuracy tradeoffs. I present a semantic judgment task similar to that used in Experiment
2, but incorporating design principles common in studies on decision making, such as
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response-contingent financial payoffs and trial-by-trial feedback on response accuracy. I
show that participants’ preferences for deep and shallow semantic processing strategies are
predictably influenced by factors known to affect decision making in other non-linguistic
domains. In lower-risk situations, participants are more likely to accept default meanings
even when they are not contextually supported, such as responding “True” to stimuli such
as The dawn broke – Something shattered, even without the presence of time pressure.
In Experiment 3, I additionally show that participants can adjust not only their
processing strategies but also their stimulus acceptance thresholds. Stimuli were normed
for truthfulness, i.e. how strongly implied (or entailed) a probe sentence was given its
context sentence. Some stimuli in the task posessed an intermediate degree of truthfulness, akin to implicature, as in The log burned – Something was dangerous (truthfulness
4.55/7). Across 3 conditions, the threshold separating “true” from “false” stimuli was
moved such that stimuli such as the example just given would be evaluated differently
in different conditions. Participants rapidly learned these threshold placements via feedback, indicating that their perceptions of meaning-in-context, as expressed via the range
of possible conclusions that could be drawn from the verb, could vary dynamically in
response to situational constraints. This learning was additionally found to occur both
faster and more accurately under increased levels of risk.
This thesis makes two primary contributions to the literature. First, I present
evidence that our knowledge of verb meanings is at least two-layered – we have access to
a very information-rich base of event knowledge, but we also have a more schematic level
of representation that is easier to access. Second, I show that these different sources of
information enable different semantic processing strategies, and that moreover the choice
between these strategies is dependent upon situational characteristics. I additionally argue
for the more general relevance of the decision making literature to the study of language
processing, and suggest future applications of this approach for work in experimental
semantics and pragmatics.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
The title of this thesis is a three-level self-referential pun. This is work on the processing
of semantic ambiguity, and the word “resolution” is itself semantically ambiguous, meaning either the act or process of resolving, or the amount of detail something contains (as
in the resolution of an image). Additionally, the fact that that word is enclosed in quotes
in the title conventionally implies a sense of doubt as to what extent resolution can really be seen to have taken place. Moreover, the “process of resolving” interpretation was
probably activated first when you read the title, followed by the retrieval of other possible
meanings. All of these possible interpretations are highly relevant to the work presented
here. This work will discuss how our knowledge of word meanings is represented, how
much detail those representations contain, how we make use of that information when
resolving meaning in context, what initial assumptions about meaning we have at the start
of the comprehension process, and how our meaning resolution behavior varies across situations, particularly as regards the question of whether people’s perceptions of meaning
in context are always maximally accurate.
The approach taken here is psycholinguistic in nature, which is to say that this
work consists of a series of language processing experiments which are connected most
closely with previous findings in the experimental literature. However, the broader question of lexical ambiguity is relevant to a number of other fields of study, and the work
presented here attempts to make interdisciplinary connections whenever possible. For example, semantic ambiguity is also an important question in linguistic theory, and while
the work presented here is not an attempt to experimentally test the predictions of different semantic theories, these perspectives have provided a substantial amount of the inspi-
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ration behind the present work. Similarly, semantic ambiguity is also closely related to
long-standing questions in research on concept representation. While the work presented
here is experimental in nature, it is not work on concept representations per se but rather
how our conceptual knowledge is used for linguistic comprehension. Exactly how closely
related linguistic and conceptual knowledge are is an important and timely question, to
which this work is very relevant. Theoretical models of linguistic meaning, psychological
findings on language processing, and research on reasoning and concept representation
more generally are all important underpinnings of the present research.
In this thesis, I report on a series of three experiments designed to explore the
nature of lexical representations of verbs as well as how those representations are utilized.
Over the course of the following chapters, the first (representational) question gradually
gives way to the second (processing) question. The primary question of interest here is
the relationship between two sources of information about verb meanings. I show that
people have access to schematic characterizations of verb meaning-in-context, informed
by prior experience with likely interpretations of those verbs and retrieved without consideration of any given context. People also have access to a very rich base of conceptual
information to which word meanings are connected. The existence of these two sources
of information has implications for how meaning-in-context is processed, and I demonstrate this via exploration of offline similarity judgments, semantic decisions under time
pressure, and semantic decisions given different situational characteristics.
Chapter 3 presents the results of a Magnitude Estimation study in which participants rated the semantic similarity of pairs of verb occurrences. One aim of this study was
to identify contextual correlates of these similarity judgments, but another, even more intriguing, finding emerged, which is that participants in the study appeared to be making
use of different responding strategies – some participants’ responses were very coarsegrained, and others’ very fine-grained. This question is examined further in Chapter 4, in
which I present the results of a Speed-Accuracy Tradeoff experiment in which participants
gave judgments about word meaning-in-context under varying degrees of time pressure.
This experiment shows that when a verb is initially encountered, a context-independent
default meaning of that verb is initially activated prior to the integration of contextual
information. This default meaning forms the basis for the existence of a more schematic
level of semantic representation above the rich base of event knowledge. However, the
differences in responding strategies seen in Experiment 1 imply that this schematic knowledge could be relevant at longer processing intervals as well, challenging assumptions that
2

semantic processing is exhaustive given sufficient time.
In Chapter 5, I present the results of another timed meaning-in-context judgement
task, this one taking inspiration from the psychological literature on human decision
making. In that literature, one important question is how people make use of different
available processing strategies in different types of situation. I present semantic ambiguity
resolution as a type of decision problem in which different meaning resolution strategies
are available, and show that preferences for these strategies are affected by factors known
to influence decision making in other non-linguistic domains. Chapter 6 explores future
research possibilities, both in the direct context of the present work as well as possible
extensions of this work in related fields including experimental pragmatics and broader
applications of language tasks in decision making research.
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Chapter 2

Background
This thesis explores two related questions about verb meanings: how they are mentally
represented, and how we make use of those representations in the process of semantic
comprehension. This chapter provides a review of the most relevant background literature on this topic, particularly that pertaining to the question of representation. Much
of this work comes from research on semantic processing. Other questions related to
how we make use of information in our semantic representations will be discussed in
Chapter 5. Additional work will be discussed as it becomes relevant during the course
of this thesis, but the main goal at present is to provide the reader an overview of the
main experimental and theoretical findings regarding the nature of semantic ambiguity at
the word level. In particular, this chapter is designed to motivate an important principle
underlying the remainder of the work in this thesis: that the determination of meaningin-context is a nuanced, information-rich process, and that individual word occurrences
can be conceived of as specific points in the word’s space of possible meanings.
I begin by providing a general overview of the nature of lexical ambiguity, particularly the distinction between homonymy, polysemy, and logical metonymy, and then
move on to discuss the treatment of lexical ambiguity in several semantic theories. As the
work presented here is not primarily theoretical in nature, I do not attempt an exhaustive
review of this material, but it is useful both terminologically and in establishing the general domain of inquiry. I then move on to spend the majority of the chapter reviewing
empirical findings on the representation of word meanings, as seen via psycholinguistic
experimentation and the production of natural language corpora.

4

2.1

Lexical Ambiguity: Description and Theoretical Approaches

It is well-known that the meaning of a word can vary from one context to the next, which
is to say that a word can have more than one possible meaning. However, not all cases
of lexical ambiguity are equivalent in terms of how those multiple meanings relate to
one another – two meanings of a word can be more or less semantically similar, to varying degrees. On one extreme are cases of homonymy, where two words are completely
unrelated in meaning and share only a phonological form, as in “river bank” and “financial bank” which, though they do share an etymological root (Wechsler, In Prep), are at
this point entirely dissimilar in meaning. Conversely, cases of logical metonymy, such
as the subtle difference in meaning between “finish the book” (finish reading) and “finish
the beer” (finish drinking), are so similar that it is generally agreed they are differentiated
in meaning only via the integration of semantic information from their different contexts. Between these two extremes lie various forms of polysemy – cases where a word
has multiple distinguishable meanings that, despite seeming separate, are nonetheless related. Consider as an example the noun “show”, which has four senses listed in WordNet
(Felbaum, 1998):
(1)

1.

the act of publicly exhibiting or entertaining: "a remarkable show of skill"

2.

something intended to communicate a particular impression: "a good show
of looking interested"

3.

a social event involving a public performance or entertainment: "they wanted
to see some of the shows on Broadway"

4.

pretending that something is the case in order to make a good impression:
"that ceremony is just for show"

The distinctions between these senses are clear enough, but equally clear is the
fact that large parts of their meanings overlap. Senses 2 and 4, for example, seem quite
similar in that they both suggest a sense of artificiality, in a way that Sense 1 seems not
to and which does not seem particularly relevant to Sense 3. At the same time, Senses 1,
3, and 4 also appear similar, because they all make reference to a concept of deliberate,
public exhibition. Whatever the similarities and differences between these senses are, it
appears that their relationship is a complex one, and characterized by several semantic
dimensions.

5

In addition to questions of similarity or dissimilarity, the senses of a polysemous
word can be related in many different specific ways including metaphorical extensions,
such as the “coward” sense of chicken, and metonymic extensions, such as the “meat”
sense of chicken. In many cases the particular semantic relationship between two senses
of a word may be less clear than in these examples, and instead be characterized simply by
a sense of general analogical similarity (cf. Nunberg, 1979).
An important question in research on lexical ambiguity is the relationship between literal and figurative meanings of a word, and how the latter are derived. However,
in many cases capturing this relationship is less than straightforward. It is very difficult
in fact to say what the literal meaning of “show” is in (1) above, and in exactly what way
its other senses are related to it. While the different types of meaning extension in polysemy (and lexical ambiguity more generally) can be meaningfully differentiated, these
specific differences are not the primary focus here, though I do crucially make use of the
observation that the degree of semantic similarity between meanings-in-context can vary
from one pair of occurrences to another, which is a fact that depends in part on differences between different types of meaning extensions. I follow Apresjan (1974) and Tuggy
(1993) in the view that lexical ambiguity is a continuum, ranging from cases of extreme
difference such as homonymy to cases of extreme similarity such as logical metonymy.

2.1.1

The Generative Lexicon and Related Approaches

Probably the largest body of research on lexical ambiguity in linguistic theory is the work
carried out in the Generative Lexicon paradigm and related efforts (Pustejovsky, 1991,
1993; Copestake and Briscoe, 1995). The full body of work using this general approach is
quite large, and I will not discuss it exhaustively here because its primary research focus
– very subtle, contextually-induced differences in word meaning – falls largely outside of
my main aims in this thesis. However, I do still briefly review the general characteristics of these approaches because: (1) they represent one of the farthest-reaching efforts
in linguistic theory to create information-rich explicit models of lexical knowledge; (2)
they do seek, at some level, to model the inference processes over those representations
in resolving meaning-in-context, and (3) because there is no clear dividing line that separates the selection of a meaning from a lexical representation, and the information-rich
computation of a meaning in context from rich contextual information.
One of the primary foci of research in the Generative Lexicon tradition is logical
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metonymy, a level of ambiguity where the possible meanings a word can attain are not
considered to exist independent of a word’s occurrence in a given context (nor would
they be considered to be separately listed in the mental lexicon). Additional examples of
logical metonymy are given in Examples 2 and 3.
(2)

(3)

a. Kim finished the novel.

(= finish reading)

b. The author finished the novel.

(= finish writing)

a. Kim enjoyed the book.

(= enjoy reading)

b. Kim enjoyed the cake.

(= enjoy eating)

The first sentence pair differs only with regards to their subject. The average person generally interacts with novels by reading them, and authors often interact with novels by
writing them, leading to the different preferred interpretations in (2). Similarly, in (3), the
typical use of the two different objects leads to the sentences’ respective interpretations.
Of course, it’s possible that Kim is an author who just finished writing a novel, and authors do also read books as well as write them. It is also possible that Kim enjoyed gazing
upon the cake, or perhaps Kim is a goat and enjoyed eating the book (cf. Lascarides and
Copestake, 1995). However, in the absence of richer contextual information, the most
likely interpretation of these sentences is clear. These cases are interesting because they
both require the reader (or hearer) to access knowledge about the types of things being
referred to, and use that knowledge to make inferences about the likely meaning of a sentence (Lapata and Lascarides, 2003). Such knowledge includes facts such as the fact that
authors write books, that books are usually read, and that cake is usually eaten.
In the context of the Generative Lexicon, information such as this is referred to
as qualia (Pustejovsky, 1991, p. 426). Qualia structure forms a component of lexical
representations alongside argument structure, event structure, and inheritance structure
(the word’s relation to the rest of the lexicon). The qualia structure of a word contains,
for example, information on the referent’s composition and size (Constitutive Role), orientation and shape (Formal Role), function (Telic Role), and origin (Agentive Role). An
example of the qualia structure for the noun “book” is given in 4, from Pustejovsky (1991):
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(4)

novel(*x*)
Const: narrative(*x*)
Form: book(*x*), disk(*x*)
Telic: read(T,y,*x*)
Agentive: artifact(*x*), write(T,z,*x*)

This qualia structure contains the information that a novel is a narrative, that it can occur
in the form of a book or can be on disk (an updated version of this qualia structure would
likely include the possibility that novels can now occur online as well), that its purpose is
to be read, that it is an artifact that is created by writing, and that the intended reader is
some individual that need not be the author. While still a schematic description, this does
go a long way to characterize what a novel is, and the information contained here can be
used to coerce an event interpretation out of the noun in sentences such as those in (2).
The qualia structures of the two subject nouns in that example further refine the default
conception of the nature of that event, in this case whether the novel was read or written.
Changes in meaning due to logical metonymy are not the sort of information
that one would choose to list as separate senses of the word in any dictionary, because
they quite clearly are derived via the process of semantic composition itself. Additionally,
they are simply too numerous – the possible interpretations of open, as in “open window”, “open door”, and “open mind” are as diverse as the number of nouns that it can
modify, rendering their enumeration in a lexicon effectively impossible. Other instances
of contextually-induced word meaning differences that are not viewed to be lexicallyspecified include cases of systematic meaning changes. For example, virtually any English
noun can be used to refer to a depiction of that noun, as in “Van Gogh’s sunflowers”, and
English also allows the conversion of many count nouns into mass nouns and vice versa
via the processes of so-called “grinding” and “portioning”, as discussed by Copestake and
Briscoe (1995). Examples of these processes are contained in (5). The notion that these
cases of meaning difference do not constitute sense distinctions arises in lexicography as
well, via the criterion for distinguished word senses to be sufficiently frequent and insufficiently predictable (Kilgarriff, 1992). In fact, there are many interesting systematic
meaning extensions that can be observed in language (Nunberg, 1979, 1995), some derived online and some which become lexicalized over time (Bowdle and Gentner, 2005;
Nunberg et al., 1994).
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(5)

a. There was watermelon all over my car.
b. Would you like a beer?

(Grinding)
(Portioning)

While work on logical metonymy and regular polysemy is in some respects orthogonal
to my main research goals, in other respects it is quite germane. In particular, through
its focus on modeling meanings at the instance level and its attention to subtle contextual effects, it is well-suited for demonstrating the fact that our semantic knowledge must
be very fine-grained, and not readily capturable in anything approaching full detail by
traditional enumerative approaches such as dictionary entries. While the Generative Lexicon does still provide a dictionary of meanings, the entries are more “active” in that they
engage directly in the process of semantic composition. Because meaning-in-context is
determined through the merging of semantic information of different components of the
sentence, the range of a word’s meanings can be as varied as the number of sentential
contexts in which it can occur.
Perhaps the clearest demonstration of how fine grained meanings-in-context can
be comes from the use of co-predication tests in making sense distinctions, as discussed
extensively by Copestake and Briscoe (1995). It has been observed (also by Cruse (1986)
and others) that, when two different senses of an ambiguous word are forced to simultaneously apply to an occurrence, a sense of semantic anomaly is produced, commonly
referred to as zeugma or, more accurately, syllepsis (Wechsler, In Prep) . Two examples of
this zeugmatic effect are given in (6), from Cruse (1986):
(6)

a. Arthur and his driving license expired last Thursday.
b. He was wearing a scarf, a pair of boots, and a look of considerable embarrassment.

Both of these examples achieve humorous effect through forcing two generally incompatible interpretations of a word to simultaneously apply – in (a), the “die” and “cease to be
valid” senses of expire, and in (b) the rather more subtle difference between literal wearing
(as of clothes) and the metaphorical wearing of an expression. In these cases, the semantic anomaly does not interfere with interpretability, since the two interpretations can be
independently computed. Rather the fact that there is a sense of a clash in such cases has
been argued to provide evidence for making a distinction between two senses of a word.
However, a given co-predication can be more or less zeugmatic than another,
which complicates the practical utility of using such tests in making sense distinctions.
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This is seen in fact in the two examples just given, but more starkly in the example below,
from Copestake and Briscoe (1995:54).
(7)

a. That newspaper is owned by a trust.
b. That newspaper is left-of-center.
c. That newspaper supported the Democrats.
d. That newspaper carries long articles about the Democratic party.
e. That newspaper has obscure editorials.
f. That newspaper is full of metaphorical language.
g. That newspaper is full of long sentences.
h. That newspaper is full of spelling mistakes.
i. That newspaper is full of typographic errors.
j. That newspaper has an unreadable font.
k. That newspaper has lots of smudged type.
l. That newspaper is covered with coffee.

The above sentences, Copestake and Briscoe argue, all yield slightly different interpretations of “newspaper”, ranging from interpretations as an abstract corporate entity at the
top of the list, through the actual staff and editorial practices in the middle, to individual physical artifacts at the bottom. Any nearby pair of them can be combined without
any noticeable zeugmatic effect, as in “That newspaper is left-of-center and owned by a
trust” or “That newspaper has lots of smudged type and is covered with coffee”. These
are combinations of what can be referred to as “contiguous local senses” (Cruse 1986,
Wechsler In Prep). However, the zeugmatic effect becomes increasingly apparent when
one tries to combine increasingly far apart sentences from the list, as in “?That newspaper
is owned by a trust and is full of long sentences” or “??That newspaper is owned by a trust
and is covered with coffee”. This yields a somewhat paradoxical situation in which two
senses which are clearly distinguishable via zeugma test can also be connected by a chain
of co-predications which do not produce any zeugmatic effects.
There have been some attempts to model the effects of co-predication in semantic
theories, most notably recently by Asher (2011). While Asher’s approach does predict the
anomalous nature of highly zeugmatic co-predications such as the examples just given, it
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at this point does not provide an account for the graded nature of semantic anomaly that
appears to be a function of the (dis)similarity of the two interpretations being simultaneously activated. This is an important fact to remember moving forward: meaning-incontext similarity, and by extension meaning-in-context itself, is a graded phenomenon.

2.1.2

Cognitive Linguistic Research on Lexical Ambiguity

The field of cognitive linguistics approaches word meaning from a perspective that is
strongly influenced by fundamental findings from the psychological literature on categorization (Rosch, 1975; Rosch and Mervis, 1975), particularly the observation that our
knowledge of categories is structured, graded, and not readily captured by necessary
and sufficient conditions on category membership. This influence is readily apparent
in works such as Coleman and Kay (1981), Cruse (1986), Fillmore (1995), and Lakoff
(1990), which seek to characterize linguistic meaning in a manner that departs from the
logic-based models of formal semantics. Given the discussion above, the main interest in
cognitive linguistic approaches to word meaning is their sensitivity to the fact that word
meanings appear not to be best characterized solely through an enumeration of possibilities. Of particular interest in cognitive linguistics is work that views word meanings as
regions in semantic space.
Cruse (1995, 2000) presents an approach to word meaning that does not enumerate
possible meanings but rather allows them to range over a continuous space of possibilities. In this space of possible meanings, Cruse (2000:30) argues that there will be regions
with higher semantic “density” than others, “forming, as it were, more or less well-defined
‘lumps’ of meaning with greater or lesser stability under contextual change.” In this approach, the precise meaning-in-context of a word occurrence is viewed as a single point in
a semantic space, and the sum total of that word’s possible meanings cluster together in
regions of relatively high density in that space. However, an appealing characteristic of
Cruse’s description is that those “lumps”, or regions of higher semantic density, are not
without their own internal structure and instead exhibit “facets”, or regions of semantic similarity that correspond to lower-level aspects of a word’s meaning – for example, a
word such as “book” would contain [TEXT] and [TOME] facets corresponding roughly to
its physical form and its written content, or a word like “bank” can refer to the premises
of a certain branch (“The bank in the High street is being refurbished”), the bank employees (“The friendliest bank in town”), or the institution owning the bank (“The bank was
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founded in 1575”).1 This notion of facets is also evocative of arguments made by Lakoff
(1990) with regard to what he termed “radial categories”. Under this theory of category
structure, Lakoff argues that categories can be composed of proper parts that, instead of
overlapping with each other, are each connected to the prototype in their own way.
It should be clear through examples such as this that Cruse’s facets are similar
in some respects to the roles in a Generative Lexicon qualia structure. We have already
seen an example of the qualia structure for “novel” in (4). Possible candidates either for
inclusion in the qualia structure for “bank”, or as results of sense extensions as seen in
Copestake and Briscoe (1995) and Nunberg (1995), are the fact that a bank can be housed
in a physical building, that a bank is a company, and that a bank has employees that
interact with customers, all of which could be characterized as facets of meaning under
Cruses’s proposal. Both Cruse’s proposal and the Generative Lexicon pay special attention to the fact that there are linguistic phenomena that require access to a finer-grained
specification of word meaning than is found in a typical dictionary entry.
While Cruse’s description of word meanings in a semantic space lacks explicit
formalization (i.e. the dimensionality of the space is unclear and no explicit process is
described for determining the nature of the relatively complex structures he describes),
it does present some very appealing hypotheses about the structure of word meanings,
including that (1) meaning-in-context can vary in a subtle, even perhaps continuously
valued manner; (2) what we view as word senses are essentially emergent from repeated
exposure to occurrences with relatively similar meanings-in-context; (3) word occurrences
and word senses can exhibit varying degrees of semantic similarity, and senses could even
overlap, and (4) it suggests the possibility of simultaneously capturing coarser-grained
(i.e. sense-driven) and finer grained (i.e. instance-driven) treatments of meaning, since the
accumulation of individual instances as points in a semantic space would begin to reveal
larger-scale regularities in the distribution of meanings.2
1

At some points, Cruse’s proposal focuses on meaning as the collected range of possible meanings-incontext of a word, and at other points emphasizes the internal structure of the regions of semantic space
corresponding to those meanings. However, some occurrences of a word can correspond to more than one
of that word’s possible “facets” of meaning (for example: “That book is very inexpensive [TOME] and an
enjoyable read [TEXT].”). The specific relation between word meanings as aggregate collections of possible
meanings-in-context and the precise specification of the structure of those regions in semantic space is not
made explicit in Cruse’s proposal.
2
This point dovetails nicely with work on the connectionist modeling of word senses as attractor basins,
e.g. Kawamoto (1993).
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There has also been some work to provide formal models of semantic spaces similar to those described by Cruse, particularly by Gärdenfors (2004). Gärdenfors motivates
a spatial characterization of concepts as convex regions in high dimensional space, and
supports this characterization with examples from multiple domains, including color categorization and language. While Gärdenfors’s examples are relatively simple, his proposal
does represent a promising start towards a mathematically well-specified spatial characterization of meaning. Somewhat relatedly, though certainly outside the domain of cognitive
linguistics, there is also much work in computational semantics that seeks to model word
meanings in high dimensional spaces based on co-occurrence frequency with other words
(e.g. LSA, Landauer and Dumais, 1997). These approaches use the contexts a word has
been seen in as a model of that word’s meaning, so meaning becomes characterized as a
“bag of words” wherein frequent co-occurrences indicate greater similarity along some
dimension in a high-dimensional semantic space. The drawback of most such approaches
is that the bag-of-words model does not afford the study of how meaning varies from one
context to the next, or at least not what a word’s range of possible meanings are. However, some recent work has adopted a more structured approach and actually models more
nuanced differences between meanings in different contexts (Erk and Pado, 2008). While
these approaches to meaning are not cognitive linguistic in nature, they do bear some
similarities to theories such as Cruse’s and Gärdenfors’s through their representation of
meanings as points in space.
Despite the growth of interest in computational spatial models of language, the
majority of work in cognitive linguistics has yet to receive empirical evaluation, and in
many cases does not make sufficiently specific predictions as to be readily directly testable
in such a way. Arguably, the primary shortcoming of cognitive linguistic approaches to
word meaning is that they are difficult to implement in a manner that gives them utility
beyond being general conceptualizations of the phenomenon. However, these intuitions,
even if schematic, do provide a very valuable perspective from which to approach the
problem. Outside the domain of cognitive linguistics, however, there has been a substantial amount of empirical investigation into the nature of lexical ambiguity both through
psycholinguistic experimentation and through efforts to annotate text corpora with dictionary senses.
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2.2

Experimental Findings on Lexical Ambiguity

It has long been recognized that our conceptual knowledge exhibits characteristics of
graded structure (Barsalou, 1983; Hampton, 1979; Rosch, 1975; Rosch and Mervis, 1975;
Wittgenstein, 1953, and many, many others). It is also apparent that word meanings and
conceptual knowledge are related in some important way (Malt, 1991; Murphy, 2004).
The question of this relationship is much too broad to discuss here. However, it does
pose the important question of whether our knowledge of word meanings is graded in
a way that mirrors our graded conceptual knowledge. One way of characterizing this
question is to ask whether our intuitions that polysemous senses are related are in fact
supported by psychological evidence.
Historically, the majority of experimental research on lexical representations has
focused on the processing of homonym meanings, because as discussed above those cases
exhibit maximal semantic differentiation. A perspective from linguistics might question
whether homonymy is really a case of lexical ambiguity at all, since the prevailing view in
that field is that homonyms are separate words that simply happen to share a phonological
form. However, in the context of word recognition studies, the focus on homonymy
makes sense in that the number of homonym meanings corresponding to a word form is
a quantity that can be readily determined.
However, the work of greatest interest here is psycholinguistic research concerning the mental representation of polysemy. Intuitively, homonymy and polysemy are
different in that the former is characterized by semantically unrelated meanings and the
latter by related senses which overlap semantically or share a semantic core. However, it is
not clear a priori that these intuitions reflect any actual underlying differences in the representation and processing of meanings. Put another way, the question is one of whether
word meanings-in-context can always be viewed as discretely represented in the mind or
whether there is evidence for shared representational structure to match intuitions about
sense relatedness. There has been fairly substantial research into these questions in the
domain of psycholinguistics as well as some relevant work in the semantic annotation of
natural language corpora.

2.2.1

Psycholinguistic research on the representation of lexical ambiguity

Broadly speaking, the findings of psycholinguistic studies of polysemy can be divided
into two groups: studies that found evidence for a psychological distinction between
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homonymy and polysemy, and studies that did not. The observation that homonyms
have completely different meanings has been well-established (see Klepousniotou (2002);
Klepousniotou et al. (2008) and other references contained therein). The question, then,
is whether similar or different effects are observed when people comprehend polysemy.
The majority of psycholinguistic studies into lexical ambiguity do find a processing difference between homonyms and polysemous words, and as such support a graded view of
lexical ambiguity, as opposed to one in which words’ meanings are stored and processed
according to clear boundaries. I begin here by reviewing the majority of experimental
research that finds in favor of overlapping mental representations for polysemous senses,
then turn to a pair of studies by Klein and Murphy that find otherwise, and finally examine subsequent work that responds directly to those studies’ findings.
Studies supporting a polysemy / homonymy distinction in the mental lexicon. Frazier and Rayner (1990) examined the processing of homonymy and polysemy by presenting participants with sentences that contained either a homonymous or a polysemous
word and recording their eye movements and reading times as they read through the sentence, with the goal being the measurement of word-by-word reading times as a correlate
of processing difficulty. In some sentences, the target word was disambiguated by prior
context, and in others it was disambiguated by the following context. Examples are contained in (8) and (9) (Frazier and Rayner, 1990, p. 186).
(8)

Homophonous:
a. Being so elegantly designed, the pitcher pleased Mary.
b. Throwing so many curve balls, the pitcher pleased Mary.
c. Of course the pitcher pleased Mary, throwing so many curve balls.
d. Of course the pitcher pleased Mary, being so elegantly designed.

(9)

Polysemous:
a. Lying in the rain, the newspaper was destroyed.
b. Managing advertising so poorly, the newspaper was destroyed.
c. Unfortunately the newspaper was destroyed, managing advertising so poorly.
d. Unfortunately the newspaper was destroyed, lying in the rain.
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Example

Condition
Experiment 1: Verbs with Multiple Meanings

As he had all the power, that sultan ruled this very nice country as he thought best.
By using a fine artist’s pencil, Max ruled this very nice line on all his papers.
As there was no one to ask, Mr. Jones ruled this very nice country as he thought best.
As there was no one to ask, Mr. Jones ruled this very nice line on all his papers.
Experiment 1: Verbs with Multiple Senses

Supportive - dominant
Supportive - subordinate
Neutral - dominant
Neutral - subordinate

After the capture of the village, we disarmed almost every rebel
With his wit and humour, the speaker disarmed almost every critic
Mr. Graham is quite certain that they disarmed almost every rebel
Mr. Graham is quite certain that they disarmed almost every critic

Supportive - dominant
Supportive - subordinate
Neutral - dominant
Neutral - subordinate

Table 2.1: Sample Stimuli from Pickering and Frisson (2001), Table 1 (p. 559). The
target verb appears in italics in each sentence. Condition codes are as follows: Supportive:
preverbal context supports the correct interpretation; Neutral: preverbal context does
not bias any interpretation; dominant: verb’s meaning-in-context is the dominant sense;
subordinate: verb’s meaning-in-context is a subordinate sense.

Frazier and Rayner found that in the subsequent disambiguated conditions, participants’ reading times were significantly longer for homophonous words than for controls,
but significant differences were not observed for polysemous words. They interpret these
findings as resulting from the separate meanings of a homophonous word forcing the
listener to commit to an interpretation, which they refer to as the “preferred” interpretation and likely corresponds to that word’s most frequent meaning. When that meaning
proves not to be applicable, reanalysis must occur thus increasing comprehension time.
On the other hand, they argue that the different senses of a polysemous word do not
force the same commitment, and in fact they explicitly argue against the presence of an
initial semantic commitment upon encountering an as-yet undisambiguated noun. They
take their evidence to support the position that the different meanings of homophones
are stored separately, but that the different senses of a polysemous word are not.
Frazier and Rayner’s study focused on nouns. A similar finding for verbs is contained in Pickering and Frisson (2001), which also examines the processing of lexical ambiguity by recording eye movements during reading. Examples of stimuli containing
homonymous and polysemous verbs are contained in Table 2.1. In the homonymous
verb condition, the authors found context effects on participants’ reading times throughout the part of the sentence following the target verb. However, for polysemous verbs
and controls, context effects were delayed until near the end of the sentence or during
rereading. The authors take this as an indication that, in line with the conclusions of
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Frazier and Rayner, homophonous verbs with multiple meanings force listeners to commit to one or the other interpretation and this resolution process increases comprehension time when the commitment is made incorrectly and must be reevaluated, whereas
polysemous verbs with multiple senses do not force such a commitment, and the only
processing cost is witnessed during the integration of semantic information of the verb
and its arguments. They argue for underspecification of lexical entries for polysemous
words, in keeping with some theoretical linguistic approaches including that of Copestake and Briscoe (1995). Despite arguments that nouns and verbs differ importantly in
how they are processed (e.g. Gentner and France, 1988), Pickering and Frisson argue that
“they make a fairly similar distinction between meaning and sense ambiguity” (p. 567)
– in other words, that overlap between semantically similar senses of words may be a
general feature of the mental lexicon.
Both Frazier and Rayner (1990) and Pickering and Frisson (2001) find support for
differences between homonyms and polysemous words by way of the fact that homonym
meanings compete, and interfere with each other, in a way that polysemous senses do not.
As such, initial commitment to an incorrect homonym meaning incurs a greater processing delay when reanalysis is forced to occur. This finding regarding the resolution of word
meaning in context is mirrored by the word recognition findings of Rodd et al. (2002,
2004), in which lexical decisions are slower for homonyms than for polysemous words,
also accounted for by the competition between multiple homonym meanings slowing
down the recognition process, while polysemous words’ richer semantic representations
facilitate recognition.
Williams (1992) approaches the question of homonymy and polysemy using semantic priming tasks as opposed to by looking at eye movements, using one lexical decision task and one sensicality judgment task. The focus in this study is on adjectives.
Examples of primes and targets used in Williams’s study are listed in Table 2.2. In these
experiments as in those just discussed, evidence was found that supports a difference in
processing between polysemous and homonymous words, in this case by showing that
the activation of contextually irrelevant senses of polysemous adjectives perseveres for
much longer than is normally observed for homonym meanings. While the two studies
discussed above base their arguments on processing delays incurred by semantic commitments with homonyms, Williams’s findings are based on the fact that “it does not appear
possible to suppress the irrelevant meanings of a polysemous adjective in the same way as
it is possible to suppress the irrelevant meanings of a homonym” (p. 202). This study also
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Prime
awkward
tight
dull
firm
smooth
deep
dirty
strong

Targets
Central Noncentral
clumsy embarrassing
taut
compact
dreary
stupid
solid
strict
even
slick
low
profound
soiled
obscene
mighty intense

Table 2.2: Primes and targets from Williams (1992)
goes further, in suggesting that polysemous words have one core meaning from which the
related senses are derived. This was argued for based on differential priming from central
meanings to non-central ones, versus from non-central meanings to central ones, with
the priming of central meanings being stronger. In other words, these findings appear to
indicate that the different senses of a polysemous word are not all equally salient. Rather,
a central meaning is recalled more rapidly and more strongly than other more peripheral meanings. This meaning was also seen to remain active over longer periods of time.
Williams suggests that this difference in salience may be due in part to relative frequency
(see also Simpson, 1981; Tabossi et al., 1987).
Williams’ findings point to the possibility that different types of polysemy are
processed differently. Because of the differences he found between central and non-central
interpretations of target words, and the fact that he argues for the presence of a core meaning from which others are derived, it is possible that some meanings, or some processes
of meaning derivation, exhibit greater semantic difference than others. To investigate
this possibility, Klepousniotou (2002) constructed a semantic priming task to compare
homonymy with three sub-types of polysemy: metaphor, mass/count metonymy, and
“name” polysemy (as producer-for-product and place-for-people extensions, such as using “Dali” to refer to a Dali painting or “London” to refer to the London office of an
organization). Klepousniotou found that reaction times were significantly faster for ambiguous target words versus controls in the Homonymy, Metaphor, and Metonymy conditions. Within these three, a significant difference was found between homonymy and
metonymy. This is consistent with approaches that view lexical ambiguity as a continuum with homonymy and metonymy near its endpoints, such as that of Apresjan (1974)
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Condition
Unrelated
Distantly related
Closely related
Same sense

Prime
banked the plane
ran the track
broke the glass
cleaned the shirt

Target
banked the money
ran the shop
broke the radio
cleaned the cup

Table 2.3: Stimuli from Brown (2008)
– if a difference were to be found, it would be found with this pair of conditions.
More recently, there has been further experimental research into how semantic
similarity affects the processing of word meanings in context, though without classifying different meanings in terms of metaphor, metonymy, etc. as Klepousniotou (2002)
did. Brown (2008, 2010) conducted a semantic priming study exploring whether there is
a processing correlate for intuitive judgments of meaning-in-context similarity. Stimuli
consisted of pairs of short phrases which shared an ambiguous word, such as banked the
plane and banked the money, and were rated for semantic similarity in an initial task, using a 4-point scale. These averaged judgments were then used to classify stimuli into 4
levels of semantic similarity, as in Table 2.3. Note that in the Unrelated example we see a
case of homonymy and in the Same Sense example we see a logical metonymy. Semantic
similarity judgments were also verified using WordNet (for establishing Same Sense pairs)
and the Oxford English Dictionary (for establishing Unrelated pairs).
In the main experiment, each trial consisted of the presentation of one pair of
phrases in sequence, where participants were primed with the first phrase in a pair and
then provided a sensicality judgment for the second, i.e. whether or not the phrase made
sense.3 All phrases in the task were grammatical, so the real question of interest in this
study was the extent to which the proper recognition of a phrase was impacted by the
prior activation of a different sense of the target word.
Brown found a highly significant positive correlation between meaning-relatedness
and response accuracy, and a highly significant negative correlation between meaningrelatedness and response time. This means that subjects responded faster and more accurately the closer in meaning the two instances of the verb were, and slower and less
accurately the more different the meanings were. These data support the existence of a
processing correlate for intuitive judgments of graded similarity in meaning. These find3

Participants actually provided judgments both to the prime and target, but only judgments to the target
were of interest.
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ings are of particular interest because they go beyond the question of a homonymy /
polysemy distinction in the mental lexicon to provide evidence for a still more graded
view of shared representational structure for different meanings-in-context of ambiguous
words.
Taken together, the studies discussed above provide a substantial body of evidence
for the view that homonymy and polysemy are psychologically different, including findings for several different parts of speech and using a wide range of methodologies. However, the psycholinguistic literature on this question is not unequivocal, and I now turn
to two studies that arrive at the opposite conclusion – that the different senses of words
are in fact separately represented in the mental lexicon.
Two studies not supporting a homonymy / polysemy distinction.

In contrast to the

work discussed above, Klein and Murphy (2001, 2002) report on an extensive series of
experiments which find uniformly against the hypothesis that polysemous senses share
representational structure in the mental lexicon, or at the most if they are related, they
are not related substantially. All of their studies made use of two-word phrases in which
the second word was semantically ambiguous, and the first word provided a minimal
disambiguating context, as in “wrapping paper”, “shredded paper” and “liberal paper”.
In the examples just given, the first two phrases were categorized as exhibiting the same
sense (a substance made out of wood pulp) whereas the third phrase was categorized as
being a different sense (a newspaper company).
Klein and Murphy explore the homonymy/polysemy distinction using a wide
range of experimental methods, including recall, sensicality judgments, priming, offline
sorting, primed sorting, and semantic induction. Across these different studies, they find
no evidence for substantial amounts of shared representational structure between the polysemous senses included in their tasks. This is particularly clear in Experiment 3 of Klein
and Murphy (2001), a priming study in which they find no significant distinction in speed
or accuracy in processing polysemous and homonymous pairs. Klein and Murphy (2001,
2002) conclude that the senses of polysemous words are stored separately, and that if there
is any overlap between their meanings, it is very minimal. They argue that while polysemous senses may be somehow related, in keeping with our intuitions, that relation is not
manifested in our mental representations.
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A possible explanation for Klein and Murphy’s findings.

Klein and Murphy do ac-

knowledge that their findings are quite surprising, and run contrary to both previous
empirical results and established theoretical positions. One possible account for their
surprising results could lie in their specific choice of stimuli, a possibility investigated by
Klepousniotou et al. (2008).
The stimuli included in Klein and Murphy’s studies could have predominantly
consisted of polysemous words whose senses were quite distinct, and as such harder to distinguish from homonymy (Klein and Murphy 2001:278, Klepousniotou et al. 2008:1535).
Given results such as Brown’s, which suggest that meaning-relatedness is a continuum,
these would not be the ideal words to use in examining the homonymy-polysemy distinction. The potentially continuous nature of meaning-relatedness is something that Klein
and Murphy (2002:569) acknowledge themselves:
It is widely recognized that polysemous senses range from nearly identical to nearly
unrelated, and it seems likely that the latter are processed much like homonyms are,
but the former are not. Therefore, the study of polysemy will likely continue to
distinguish the phenomenon from homonymy...

What this quote implies is that there is a potentially wide range of variation in meaningrelatedness that is not being accounted for in these studies, because they both treat polysemy as a well-defined and consistent phenomenon, which evidence suggests it is not. To
return to a previous example, the two senses of “paper” in “shredded paper” and “liberal
paper”, while related via a readily-reconstructable chain, are nevertheless very different.
In fact, in the context of (7) above, they can be seen to occupy nearly opposite endpoints
of the possible meanings of the word.
Based on this observation, Klepousniotou et al. (2008) conducted a study that used
the same methods as Klein and Murphy (2001), but controlled for the amount of semantic
overlap between the senses of polysemous words. They predicted that polysemous words
with highly overlapping senses would be processed differently than words with moderate
to low overlap between senses, and this prediction was supported by their data. That is
to say, this version of the study does find a homonymy-polysemy distinction where the
original version did not. As Klein and Murphy acknowledge and as Klepousniotou et al.
confirm upon more detailed examination of Klein and Murphy’s stimuli, the majority of
the polysemous words used by Klein and Murphy are moderate to low overlap. While
Klepousniotou et al. only run a variant of one of Klein and Murphy’s 11 experiments,
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the high degree of semantic difference in Klein and Murphy’s stimuli provides a plausible account for their failure to find significant differences between the representations of
homonym meanings and polysemous senses.
The role of generalized event knowledge.

Recently, there has been a growing body

of research interested in just how information-rich our semantic representations are, particularly regarding the role of what has come to be called Generalized Event Knowledge
in the semantic comprehension process. Taken as a whole, this work argues that the information we associate with words is much richer than what is often argued, especially
in linguistic theory. Elman (2011:3) cites Jackendoff’s (2002:130–131) description of the
lexicon as a typical example of this attitude:
For a first approximation, the lexicon is the store of words in long-term memory
from which the grammar constructs phrases and sentences...[A lexical entry] lists a
small chunk of phonology, a small chunk of syntax, and a small chunk of semantics.

Contrary to this attitude, research on the role of Generalize Event Knowledge in semantic
comprehension explores the possibility that our knowledge of words is tied directly to
more than the “small chunk” of semantics allotted it by the likes of Jackendoff.
For example, Hare et al. (2009a) conduct a series of short stimulus onset asynchrony (short SOA) priming studies that explore the manner in which nouns activate
general knowledge of the events they typically occur in. They find that event nouns
prime both commonly associated people and objects (sale–shopper and trip–luggage), as
do location nouns (hospital–doctor and barn–hay). Instruments prime objects that they
are commonly used on (key–door), but they do not prime people that typically use them
(hose–gardener). This lack of an effect is viewed as important by Hare et al. because it
demonstrates that the other priming effects they observe are not the simple result of frequent co-occurrence of the target and prime. Rather, they argue that unlike their other
experimental conditions, the set of individuals that commonly use the instruments in
question is too large to be primed using their short SOA design – “Although a knife is
indeed used by a chef, for example, it is not exclusive to chefs; many others commonly
use knives as well” (p. 158). Hare et al. view the root cause of their priming results to
be the nouns’ activation of rich knowledge about commonly associated events and their
participants.
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Hare et al. (2009b) explored the role of event knowledge in shaping people’s subcategorization preferences, focusing on change-of-state verbs (Levin, 1993) that participate in the causative/inchoative alternation. In this study, they demonstrate that people’s
structural expectations are shaped by the meaning of the subject noun – some words are
more predictive of an intransitive use of the verb and others more predictive of the transitive use. For each verb in the study, two intransitive sentences and two transitive sentences
were created; in each case one sentence had a congruous (good theme) subject and one of
which had an incongruous (good cause) subject, as in (10):
(10) Intransitive Stimuli:
a. Good Cause: The brick shattered into tiny pieces when it hit the floor.
b. Good Theme: The glass shattered into tiny pieces when it hit the floor.
Transitive Stimuli:
a. Good Cause: The brick shattered the fragile goblet when they bumped together.
b. Good Theme: The glass shattered the fragile goblet when they bumped together.

Using a self-paced reading design, Hare et al. measured how rapidly participants progressed through the sentences. In both cases, an effect of subject noun on structural expectations was observed: reading times were significantly slower in the postverbal region
when the verb’s subcategorization frame was not predicted by the subject noun (intransitive with a Good Cause subject, or transitive with a Good Theme subject). As with the
above study, Hare et al. take this as evidence that people are rapidly accessing rich information about typical events that nouns participate in, however this study further argues
that people are accessing specific knowledge about how those nouns participate in those
events.
Bicknell et al. (2010) further pursue the question of how event knowledge influences incremental sentence comprehension, not by looking at structural prediction but
rather by looking at how subject+verb context shapes our expectations regarding upcoming verbal objects. Also using a self-paced reading design, they explored participants’
word-by-word reading times in sentences containing objects that were either congruous
or incongruous with the preceding context. Examples of their stimuli are contained in
(11):
(11)

a. The journalist checked the spelling of his latest report...
b. The journalist checked the brakes on the car...
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(congruent)
(incongruent)

c. The mechanic checked the brakes on the car...
d. The mechanic checked the spelling of his latest report...

(congruent)
(incongruent)

Stimuli in the actual experiment contained a much larger spillover region than is shown
here, however the examples in (11) are sufficient to communicate the manipulation of
interest – while all sentences were completely acceptable, some depict events that are
much more typical than others. However, stimuli were created such that the two subjects
paired with each verb combined equally plausibly with that verb, and as such a semantic
anomaly, if present, was not discoverable until the reader encountered the object in the
sentence. Word-by-word reading times clearly indicate that participants in the study were
sensitive to this object incongruity, because participants’ reading slowed significantly following presentation of incongruous objects. However, the significant finding is not only
the fact that participants slowed down following detection of an anomaly, but that the
slow down in reading time was observed on the very first word following the incongruous
object. The rapidity of this effect, which the authors subsequently verify using an ERP
experiment with the same stimuli, is a strong indication of how quickly people make use
of rich event knowledge in online sentence processing.
In fact, the effect onset observed by Bicknell et al. is so rapid that it has led Elman
(2011) to argue that it must be included in our lexical representations for words, since
there is no evidence for any processing delay incurred by retrieval of additional information. Based on the findings of the studies discussed above as well as quite a few others,
Elman argues that our semantic knowledge is so richly informed as to be effectively coextensive with world knowledge and, by extension, that there is no reason to postulate a
mental lexicon in the familiar sense advocated above by Jackendoff. The work discussed
above does indeed demonstrate that we rapidly recruit very detailed information about
the world in the course of our sentence comprehension, but the question of whether or
not we also have a more schematic level of lexical representation will prove relevant later
in discussing Experiments 2 and 3 of this thesis.

2.2.2

Perspectives from the semantic annotation of corpora

This thesis reports on a series of psycholinguistic studies, but in the final part of this chapter I turn to review some relevant information from the field of corpus linguistics, more
specifically from word sense annotation efforts. These projects provide a complementary
perspective on the nature of meaning-in-context – corpus data is not controlled in the
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way that experimental stimuli are, and as such provides a more naturalistic platform for
exploring the problem.
In computational linguistics, word sense disambiguation (WSD) has attracted much
attention for quite some time (Agirre and Edmonds, 2006; McCarthy, 2009; Navigli,
2009), both for its status as an AI-complete problem (on par with the most difficult tasks
in artificial intelligence) and its relevance for many practical language technologies including machine translation and search. Traditionally, computational WSD systems have
relied on training data in the form of semantically annotated corpora produced by teams
of human annotators. The preparation of these corpora involves, for every word occurrence to be annotated, the selection of an applicable sense from the dictionary resource
being used by the project (most often WordNet, due to its free availability, fine-grained
sense inventory, and structural organization conveying some semantic relations between
words). While annotation projects have differed in their specific guidelines, the general
assumption is that the senses listed in the dictionary are to be treated as mutually disjoint
and discrete, and that any given word occurrence will be adequately described by one
sense. However, there is some evidence that this assumption may be flawed.
One common measure in word sense annotation tasks is inter-annotator agreement, the overall rate at which annotators assign the same sense to word occurrences.
Inter-annotator agreement is an indication of how difficult word sense annotation is (Krishnamurthy and Nicholls, 2000) – with WordNet, agreement ranges from 67% to 78%
(Landes et al., 1998; Mihalcea et al., 2004; Snyder and Palmer, 2004), and other dictionary
resources face similar difficulties (see Erk et al. (To appear) for a much fuller discussion).
Performance of WSD systems trained on these corpora hovers in the same general range
(Kilgarriff and Rosenzweig, 2000; Mihalcea et al., 2004; Pradhan et al., 2007). These issues
are partly ameliorated by a switch to a coarser-grained dictionary resource (Hovy et al.,
2006), but only partly, as even under these approaches the same fundamental problems
still appear.
Various accounts have been suggested for why the application of dictionary senses
to natural language text is such a challenging task, and many of them mirror the issues
we saw raised in the previous discussion of psycholinguistic research on word meaning
– the treatment of word meaning as consisting of a set of discrete, disjoint senses fails to
capture at least some of the nuance that we see in words’ ranges of possible meanings. Such
enumerative approaches have received criticism from outside the field of lexicography, but
it is worth noting that similar arguments have been made by lexicographers themselves.
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Kilgarriff (1997, 2006) points out that dictionaries are not authoritative pictures
of exactly what words can mean, but rather are helpful resources produced to aid a target
audience accomplish language tasks. As such, it is not really in keeping with dictionaries’
basic design principles to expect that there is some static, task-independent “true” enumeration of possible word meanings – rather, the sense disinctions to be made should be those
that are important for the task at hand. Kilgarriff argues that in the context of machine
translation, for example, the senses to be distinguished should be those that lead to different translations of a word in the target language (cf. also Resnik and Yarowsky, 2000,
who explore translation-based approaches to sense distinction). Hanks (2000) also questions the view of word senses as discrete and disjoint, noting that there are cases where
senses clearly fit, and other borderline cases where they apply less well. Hanks argues
that word senses should possibly be viewed more as prototypes, reminiscent of findings
in cognitive psychology regarding graded concept representation.
To explore the notion of graded sense applicability, and graded meaning-in-context
more generally, Erk et al. (2009; To appear) conducted a series of annotation studies that
drew on design principles of psychological experiments. The first of these studies, dubbed
WSSIM (for Word sense similarity), differed from traditional word sense annotation tasks
described above in two important ways: annotators did not provide judgments only on
whether or not a sense applied, but to what degree it applied, and annotators provided
judgments for all listed senses of the target word. The results were striking – compared
to previous annotation tasks, annotators provided many more judgments of multiple dictionary senses applying to a given occurrence, and made extensive use of the intermediate
values on the rating scale, in support of positions such as Hanks’s that word senses themselves exhibit graded structure. Because annotator responses exhibited greater variance
absolute interannotator agreement was of course lower, but that is not an appropriate
comparison of performance between these and more traditional tasks. Annotators did
perform this task quite consistently, with a respectable correlation (using Spearman’s rho)
compared to other similar tasks (e.g. Mitchell and Lapata, 2008). While traditional annotation tasks often seek to minimize variation between annotator responses, the spread of
judgments collected here was retained as potentially valuable information.
Erk et al. also conducted a second annotation study to explore the annotation
of meaning-in-context without recourse to dictionary senses, through collecting annotator judgments of meaning-in-context similarity, dubbed USIM for “usage similarity”.
Semantic similarity judgments between words were also used in the stimulus norming
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judgments in Brown (2008, 2010), but had not been explored in the context of corpus
annotation. Annotators were presented with pairs of corpus sentences each containing
an occurrence of the target word, and rated the similarity in meaning of those two occurrences again using a 5-point scale. As before, annotators made extensive use of the
graded rating scale, and again performed the task very consistently from one annotator
to the next. Moreover, performance was very consistent between the two tasks – for
the sentences contained in both WSSIM and USIM, judgments of similarity in meaning
were highly significantly correlated with the distributions of annotator judgments over
the applicability of those words’ senses in those two contexts. Taken together, these two
annotation projects provide further motivation for the view of word meaning-in-context
as a graded phenomenon, and they demonstrate that this graded conceptualization can be
captured both with and without recourse to descriptive resources such as dictionaries.

2.3

Recap

This chapter has surveyed perspectives on lexical ambiguity from several different perspectives including semantic theory, psychological experimentation, and the semantic
annotation of text corpora. In each of these domains, there can be found a body of
work arguing that word meaning in context is graded in nature and characterized by finegrained contextual differences. This argument is presented slightly differently in each of
these bodies of work, but there are some common elements spanning these different approaches. In all of these approaches, the notion of word senses as discrete entities is called
into question through study of the similarities and differences between individual word
occurrences. It was argued that word meanings-in-context vary in a graded, fine-grained
manner not readily capturable by a discrete listing of senses.
The position that word meaning-in-context is a graded and information-rich phenomenon underlies the work in the remainder of this thesis. In particular, over the
next three chapters I explore several questions: 1) how fine-grained our intuitions about
meaning-in-context similarity are; 2) to what extent those intuitions can be accounted
for by properties of immediate linguistic context; 3) what the dynamics and timecourse
of meaning-in-context resolution are; 4) what the structure of our lexical representations
looks like, particularly as regards differing degrees of semantic detail, and 5) whether
meaning-in-context resolution is sensitive to extralinguistic situational constraints.
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Chapter 3

Experiment 1: Magnitude
Estimation of Semantic Similarity
3.1

Introduction

Erk et al. (2009, To Appear) report on the results of a semantic similarity judgment
task, conducted as part of a corpus annotation study, in which annotators were presented
with pairs of corpus sentences containing a word in common and were asked to rate the
similarity in meaning between those two occurrences on a 5-point scale. They found
that annotators frequently provided graded judgments of partial similarity in meaning
between occurrences, and showed these judgments to be significantly correlated to other
graded meaning-in-context judgments, such as graded assignment of dictionary senses.
However, Erk et al. do not report on the underlying sources of these similarity
judgments, i.e. what differences in contextual properties of the two sentences predict
people’s meaning-in-context similarity judgments. In this chapter we discuss a meaningin-context similarity judgment task designed to begin exploring this question, as well as
further exploring the question of how fine-grained people’s offline judgments of meaningin-context similarity actually are. The study reported here differs from those conducted
by Erk et al. in two primary ways: (1) instead of naturally-occurring corpus sentences, we
use simple, controlled stimuli, and (2) we employ Magnitude Estimation (Stevens, 1957),
as opposed to ordinal scales, to collect participant judgments. The specifics of this design
are discussed further below.1
1

An earlier version of this work appears as Gaylord (2011).
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Sentences
If we see ourselves as separate from the world, it is easy to dismiss
our actions as irrelevant or unlikely to make any difference.

Ratings
1, 2, 3, 3
3, 4, 4, 5

Simply thank your Gremlin for his or her opinion, dismiss him or
her, and ask your true inner voice to turn up its volume.
Table 3.1: USIM example: annotator judgments for a pair of usages of “dismiss” from Erk
et al. (To Appear).

3.1.1

Motivation

The semantic similarity judgment task employed by Erk et al. (2009, To Appear) formed
part of a series of corpus annotation studies discussed above in Section 2.2.2. These studies
were collectively aimed at exploring alternative methods of annotating natural language
corpora for meaning-in-context – methods that did not rely on annotators selecting a single dictionary sense, and which focused on the possibility of eliciting more fine-grained
meaning judgments than had been collected previously in such a context. These studies
included WSSIM, in which annotators provided graded applicability judgments for dictionary senses in describing meaning-in-context, and USIM, in which annotators directly
rated the similarity in meaning of two word occurrences. Both studies collected responses
using a 5-point ordinal scale. Of these USIM is the most relevant to the present study, but
it is worth reiterating that annotator responses on these two tasks were highly significantly correlated, suggesting that word meaning in context may be effectively describable
using a variety of means.2 An example of a pair of sentences annotated as part of the
USIM task is contained in Table 3.1, from Erk et al. (To Appear).
Meaning-in-context similarity judgments also form an important component of
the work in Brown (2008, 2010), where they are used in norming the stimuli in a semantic
priming task. Pairs of short phrases such as banked the plane and banked the money were
rated for similarity in meaning using a 4-point scale, and each pair was classified by its
average similarity rating. In a subsequent sensicality judgment task using these stimuli,
prime-target semantic similarity was shown to be significantly correlated with response
accuracy and significantly inversely correlated with response time, i.e. the more similar
in meaning the prime and target phrase were, the faster and more accurately participants
2

Erk et al. also compare their graded semantic judgments to lexical substitution based approaches (McCarthy and Navigli, 2007), and find a significant correlation in these cases as well.
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responded. This study provides evidence that there is a processing correlate of intuitive
meaning-in-context similarity judgments.
Klepousniotou et al. (2008) was also seen above to make important use of semantic
similarity judgments over pairs of word occurrences in their adaptation of an experiment
by Klein and Murphy. Klein and Murphy had previously found, contrary to much previous work, that polysemous senses appeared to be separately represented in the mental
lexicon and processed in largely the same manner as homonym meanings. However, Klepousniotou et al. demonstrated that these findings could have resulted from the overall
high degree of semantic difference exhibited by the word occurrence pairs in their stimuli.
In a repetition of one of Klein and Murphy (2001)’s studies, in which sense overlap (i.e.
word occurrence semantic similarity) was controlled for, Klepousniotou et al. showed
that low overlap pairs were in fact similar to homonyms, but higher overlap pairs were
processed differently after all.
The work by Erk et al., Brown, and Klepousniotou et al. all supports the notion
that meaning-in-context varies in a graded fashion, and that one way of measuring that
is through the collection of semantic similarity ratings over pairs of word occurrences.
However, the work discussed above does not directly address the question of just how
fine-grained people’s judgments of meaning-in-context actually are, i.e. whether people
can only reliably indicate something like high, medium, and low similarity, or whether
they in fact have highly precise intuitions about the subject, as might be predicted by
advocates of very information-rich models of semantic composition such as Elman (2011).
Additionally, the work discussed above is principally concerned with the question of whether meaning-in-context can be characterized through semantic similarity judgments, and less so why those judgments can be made reliably, i.e. what sources of contextual information are actually used in the similarity judgment process. Brown (2008)
identifies this question as an important next step in understanding the basis of the meaning resolution process, and in particular proposes that noun animacy be investigated as a
predictor of verb meaning-in-context similarity judgments.
With these two questions in mind, we designed a meaning-in-context similarity
judgment task to explore how fine-grained people’s intuitions of semantic similarity are,
and to what extent they can be predicted by available contextual information. To address
the first of these questions, we employed the technique of Magnitude Estimation (Stevens,
1957), which allows participants to supply judgments along a continuously valued dimension as opposed to the discrete responses afforded by an ordinal scale. To address
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the second of these questions, we created simple stimuli consisting of pairs of sentences
containing an intransitive verb and an NP subject, such that the only source of variability in contextual information would arise from subject noun differences, in contrast to
the many sources of contextual information contained in naturally-occurring corpus sentences.

3.2

Experiment

Adopting the view of graded similarity in meaning between different occurrences of a
word, what is needed is an account of from what sources these degrees of similarity arise.
While prior work generally indicates that word meaning can vary in a fine-grained manner
from one context to the next, it does not offer much in the way of explanation regarding
what contextual properties drive that variation in meaning. The work reported below
represents a first step towards answering this question. As a starting point, we take up the
suggestion by Brown (2008) to investigate the effect of noun animacy on verb meaning.
Animacy is an appealing place to begin the exploration of context effects on verb
meaning because as a semantic feature its effects in natural language are broadly attested
(Bresnan, 2001; Aissen, 2003; Lee, 2003; Mak et al., 2006). Additionally, animacy has the
advantage that it is a feature applicable to all nouns, which is a relatively rare thing. Any
noun is, minimally, either animate or inanimate, but animacy can also be characterized
as a scalar feature, as seen in the elaborate animacy hierarchy for Navajo as in (12), from
Bresnan (2001), citing Uyechi (1990):
(12) Animacy Hierarchy:
humans > animals > insects > natural forces > plants, objects > abstract notions
The notion of animacy as hierarchical as opposed to binary is evidenced in many languages through constraints on argument realization, case marking, and other morphosyntactic phenomena. In Navajo, for example, animacy constrains the order in which verbal
arguments can appear in a sentence – if a verb’s object is higher on the animacy hierarchy
than its subject, then it must appear in a left-dislocated position (akin to topicalization),
and this strategy is otherwise unavailable. This is related to the phenomenon of word
order “freezing”, as seen in languages including Hindi and Korean, where normally free
word order becomes constrained in the presence of atypical arguments such as animate
objects. In Sinhalese and Romanian, animate objects are often case-marked whereas inan31

imate objects are not (or even cannot be). This reflects the fact that animate entities are
typically agents in events, not patients, and the objecthood of an animate argument is less
easily inferred without the overt marking.
English does not exhibit the same morphosyntactic sensitivity to noun animacy
as is seen in languages such as those just mentioned, but that is not to say that animacy
differences are necessarily irrelevant in English. I follow Comrie (1989) in the assumption
that animacy reflects underlying conceptual distinctions, and as such can be applicable as
a general measure of differences between nouns independent of a given language’s overt
sensitivity to animacy differences. To explore both the hierarchical and more familiar
binary characterizations of animacy, I consider two measures of noun animacy in this
study: a scalar measure as well as a binary living/nonliving distinction, such that nouns
are classified according to both scales.
To isolate the effects of animacy apart from other contextual factors, it is necessary to eliminate as many potentially competing contextual factors as possible from the
stimulus sentences. A straightforward way to accomplish this is to initially focus on intransitive verbs, since they can appear in very simple sentences with a context consisting
only of a subject noun phrase. To further constrain this, we focus on intransitive motion
verbs, both because they are one of few truly well-defined classes of verbs and because the
relationship between motion and animacy is very well-established (Scholl and Tremoulet,
2000), lending further plausibility to the role of animacy differences in shaping motion
verb meaning. Motion verbs are also known to vary with regards to degree of manner
encoding, or the specificity with which a verb communicates a certain type of motion.
We hypothesized that differences in noun animacy would yield corresponding differences
in perceived verb meanings.

3.2.1
3.2.1.1

Materials and Procedure
Materials

9 nouns were selected: adult, kid, cat, rabbit, insect, storm, highway, lane, and topic. These
correspond to different levels of the animacy hierarchy in (12), with some levels of the
hierarchy being mapped onto by 2 nouns in the set. Additionally, while varying in animacy, these nouns do not vary with respect to other general linguistic semantic features –
they are all singular, definite, and genderless. Care was taken to select nouns with similar
frequencies, as obtained from Kilgarriff’s frequency counts derived from the 100 million
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Noun
Adult
Kid
Cat
Rabbit
Insect
Storm
Highway
Lane
Topic

Animacy Rating
7
6
5
5
4
3
2
2
1

Table 3.2: Animacy ratings for the nouns in Experiment 1, ranging from 7 (highest) to 1
(lowest).

word British National Corpus.3 These nouns served as the subjects in the sentences contained in the task. The experiment consisted of a series of sentence pairs which contained
the same verb, and participants provided semantic similarity judgments over those verb
occurrences. As such, each trial made use of a pair of the nouns listed above. 9 nouns can
be combined to form a total of 36 unique noun pairs, all of which were included in the
task.
Noun animacy measures were numerically encoded in addition to the numeric
conceptual and distributional similarity scores. Nouns were coded for animacy using a 6point scale, reflecting the 6 levels of the animacy hierarchy in (12). These values are shown
in Table 3.2. A measure of (dis)similarity between a pair of nouns was obtained via the
difference in the nouns’ animacy scores, with animacy distance scores ranging from 0 to
5. Nouns were also coded for a binary living/nonliving contrast, which yielded for each
stimulus a value of 0, 1, or 2 representing the number of nouns in that stimulus denoting
living things.
6 verbs were selected: move, run, climb, turn, roll, and wander. Each of the 36
noun pairs was combined with each of the 6 verbs to yield a total of 216 unique stimuli.
These were divided into two groups of 108, each of which contained 3 instances of each
noun pair and 18 instances of each verb. Each 108-item group was divided into 3 36-item
blocks, each of which contained 1 instance of each noun pair and 6 instances of each verb.
Block order was counterbalanced using a 3x3 Latin Square design, and order of sentences
3

http://www.kilgarriff.co.uk/bnc-readme.html
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within individual stimuli was also counterbalanced, yielding 12 unique versions of the
experiment. Example stimuli from the study are contained in (13), and a full version of
a questionnaire is contained in Appendix A. Participants were instructed to numerically
rate the similarity of verb occurrences in each sentence pair relative to the value they had
initially assigned to the level of similarity exhibited by the modulus pair.
(13)

3.2.1.2

The kid runs.

The rabbit runs.

The rabbit runs.

The lane runs.

Procedure

The verbal semantic similarity rating task was conducted as a paper Magnitude Estimation (ME) questionnaire. Magnitude Estimation is a technique originally developed for
the collection of judgments in psychophysical observation, but has since been broadly
employed outside of this domain including for some time in linguistics (Bard et al., 1996).
The appeal of Magnitude Estimation as a technique comes from the fact that it is popularly regarded to have two main advantages over judgments obtained using ordinal rating
scales: it allows participants the freedom to respond more precisely, and the data it yields
can be analyzed using parametric statistics.4 The key design feature of Magnitude Estimation studies is that as opposed to obtaining absolute judgments about stimuli, participants
provide relative responses, judging each stimulus in proportion to some benchmark. This
benchmark, referred to as the modulus, is an item similar to the stimuli contained in the
task, to which the participant assigns an arbitrary value at the beginning of the experiment. Ratings for all subsequent stimuli are then divided by this value.
Participants were initially presented with a modulus item (The runner stumbles
/ The conversation stumbles) that did not contain any content words from items to be
subsequently rated, and were asked to assign any number that they wished to represent
the level of similarity in meaning between the verb occurrences in the modulus. They
were then asked to rate the semantic similarity of the verb occurrences in the remaining
108 sentence pairs, relative to the degree of similarity they perceived in the modulus.
4

Though see Sprouse (2007) for a cautionary discussion about these assumptions.
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3.2.1.3

Participants

24 University of Texas undergraduates completed the experiment. Some participated for
course credit, and some were paid $8 for their participation. All participants were native
English speakers.

3.2.2

Results and Discussion

Each of the 12 unique versions of the questionnaire was completed by two participants.
Numerical responses for each item were divided by the modulus score to obtain linear
relative similarity scores. Responses for all pairwise combinations of participants that saw
the same items were highly significantly correlated (p<.001), indicating that participants
were performing the task in a reliable and consistent manner. Because responses were
non-normally distributed (as determined by a Shapiro-Wilk normality test), Spearman’s
ρ, a nonparametric correlation measure, is used throughout the analysis of this data.
3.2.2.1

Exploring animacy effects

Data were analyzed using a series of linear mixed-effects models. All models discussed
in relation to this data included participant and verb as random effects on the model intercept. These models were subsequently compared on the basis of their AIC (Akaike,
1974) values or, when one model being compared was nested in the other, their log likelihood values. The inclusion of animacy-based measures of subject noun difference does
in fact account for a statistically significant portion of participant judgments, and interestingly, both the scalar and binary construals of animacy difference can be seen to have
an effect. Model comparison reveals their effects to be quite separable – a model based
on a combination of these two factors solidly outperforms both of the simpler models,
as seen through a substantial reduction in AIC values. Model fit was also compared using
McFadden’s Log Likelihood Ratio Index (McFadden, 1974), based on the log likelihood
values of different candidate models versus an uninformed baseline model. These resulting values can also be interpreted as a pseudo-R2 measure, roughly indicating the amount
of additional variance accounted for by a candidate model over another (Veall and Zimmerman, 1996), though it is important to note that this is a likelihood-based measure of
fit and not strictly a variance-based one.. A model based on the scalar measure of animacy
difference has an LLRI value of .051 compared to an intercept-only model, meaning that
the introduction of animacy distance improves model fit by roughly 5%. A model based
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on the coarser-grained binary animacy measure has a value of .065. However a model
combining these sources of information has an LLRI of a more substantial .11 (χ 2 (2) =
1009.6, p < 0.001). Interestingly, it appears that people have access to both fine-grained
and coarse-grained construals of animacy. The relative contributions of these two measures are telling as well – while scalar animacy measures do have a significant effect (as
they should, if they are based in universal conceptual distinctions as Comrie argues), they
are overshadowed by the more familiar binary distinction seen in English. However, the
binary animacy distinction does not subsume the scalar one in terms of model fits here.
However, the best-performing animacy-based model is a long way from accounting for the full range of data. This leads us to the perhaps obvious conclusion that subject
noun difference is characterized by more than just animacy. Unfortunately, semantic features that are broadly applicable in characterizing differences between nouns (or noun
phrases) are actually quite rare, and other likely candidates such as gender, count/mass
status, number, and definiteness were controlled for in the stimuli here. As the search
for a limited set of all-purpose features to characterize noun similarity does not appear to
be highly promising, there are at least two avenues open to explore beyond the effects of
animacy alone.
One option is to characterize noun meanings in part through a much longer vector of descriptive features, for example the feature <has_fur>, which carries a high probability for “dog”, a lower probability for “pig”, and a zero probability for “airplane” (Johns
and Jones, 2012). Such approaches have been adopted to very good effect, but here we explore a related, but alternative approach, which is to tap directly into human intuitions of
noun similarity. Such intuitions do, presumably, have access to the full range of information that could be specified in a description of noun meaning, but acts as an abstraction
over it. In the context of the current study, this is appealing for two reasons: it is both
simple and general, and it also makes use of the same behavior that is of primary interest
here, namely the intuitive judgment of semantic (broadly defined) similarity.
3.2.2.2

Collection of Noun Similarity Judgments

To explore the role of general intuitive noun similarity on judgments about verb meaningin-context, we conducted a short norming task to obtain similarity judgments for the 36
noun pairs contained in the main experiment. The nouns included in this norming task
were the same as those contained in the main experiment: adult, kid, cat, rabbit, insect,
storm, highway, lane, and topic. The 36 noun pairs were all rated by each participant, but
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within-pair order was counterbalanced across subjects.
As in the main experiment, a Magnitude Estimation design was used. Participants
were initially presented with a modulus item (cake/prize) that did not contain any of
the nouns to be subsequently rated, and asked to assign a number to represent the level of
similarity in that pair. They were then instructed, for the remaining 36 noun pairs, to rate
their degree of similarity relative to the modulus. 16 University of Texas undergraduates
completed the task in exchange for course credit.
Numerical ratings for each noun pair were divided by the modulus value to yield
an adjusted similarity score, as in the main experiment. Because the same modulus was
presented to all participants, scores for each noun pair were then averaged across participants, without collapsing within-pair order, to yield 72 noun pair similarity measures.
In addition to the human-generated similarity judgments, noun-noun distributional similarity measures were also obtained for the 36 noun pairs in the main experiment, using the online Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA, Landauer and Dumais, 1997)
interface from the University of Colorado.5 .
3.2.2.3

Exploring effects of other similarity measures

It is intuitively apparent that human-generated intuitive noun similarity measures are tied
to the animacy differences discussed above. As an important semantic feature, similarities and differences in animacy must certainly contribute to overall perceptions of noun
similarity, and this intuition is supported by correlational data: human noun similarity
judgments are significantly correlated with both the scalar and binary animacy measures,
using Spearman’s ρ (p < .05), and the animacy measures are also significantly correlated
with distributional similarity measures. Surprisingly however human judgments were
not significantly correlated with the distributional similarity measures. We turn below to
a more detailed examination of the relationship between the animacy-based and general
similarity measures, but to begin with we examine the effects of the two newly-obtained
measures on their own.
The human-generated and LSA noun similarity scores both provided a significant
improvement in model fit over an uninformed baseline model, though the contribution
of the distributional measure to the quality of fit was very slight with an LLRI of only
.015. Human-generated similarity measures fared better, with an LLRI of .048, but still
5

http://lsa.colorado.edu
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substantially worse than the animacy measure. Unlike the two animacy measures discussed above, the intuitive and distributional similarity measures are not separable here
in terms of their effects in predicting participant judgments of semantic similarity – a
model combining human-generated and distributional similarity measures performs no
better than one based only on human judgments, and as such moving forward we consider only human judgments of noun similarity.
We can now explore the relationship between the two sets of predictors that have
up until now been considered separately. In particular, we are interested to see if the
introduction of human noun similarity measures improves the fit of the best animacybased model. It does, as seen via a substantial reduction in AIC value as well as increasing
the LLRI of the best model to .122 (χ 2 (1) = 111.03, p < 0.001), when compared to an
intercept-only model. One source of this gain is likely the presence of pairs of nouns
which are matched in animacy but physically different, such as cat / rabbit and highway /
lane.

3.2.3

Discussion of Models of Meaning-in-context Similarity Judgments

The above findings can be interpreted in a variety of ways. They can be viewed as a success, in that they demonstrate the potential for combining converging sources of evidence
to model word meaning-in-context. They can be viewed as a disappointment, because the
best-performing model only accounted for about an eighth of response data, despite the
absence of other contextual confounds and despite employing noun similarity measures
which were expected to be very general. They can also be viewed as a puzzle, because
it is not clear where to turn in order to account for the remainder of the response variance that is seen. One possibility is that participants were not fully constraining their
rating behavior to questions of lexical meaning, and were partially engaging in a phrasal
or event comparison. Further implications of this question will be taken up shortly as
they relate to the relevance of this task design for the study of lexical meaning. It is
worth noting though, that if such phrasal comparisons were being made in this task, the
different phrases’ corpus contexts could provide a richer perspective on similarity and
difference that also partially characterizes the types of events described by those phrases.
Here, however, we continue to focus on questions more directly at the lexical level.
This experiment has demonstrated the utility of combining two rather different
sources of information in modeling contextual effects on verb meaning – one of them,
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animacy, is a semantic feature, often discussed in theoretical linguistics but also widely
discussed outside of that field. Two different construals of animacy were investigated and
both found to be relevant. One reflects a familiar and basic view of animacy as being
whether something is alive or not, and the other is a more complex view, asking not “Is
it alive?” but instead “How alive is it?”. The exact cognitive basis for this construal is
not entirely clear but it likely has to do with the capacity for spontaneous motion (Scholl
and Tremoulet, 2000), which is subsequently linked to the identification of agency and
by extension the ability to ascribe mental states to others. This does seem intuitively
compatible with the scalar view of animacy, as lower-ranked members are progressively
less human-like.
The other characterization of noun similarity, human-generated judgments, was
intended to be a more general measure of overall similarity, including animacy but presumably also many dimensions that do not figure as directly into animacy, such as size
and shape. While the human-generated similarity judgments do demonstrate their utility above and beyond an animacy-based approach, it is nonetheless rather surprising that
their effect should be so small. The intuition behind these judgments was that they would
be abstractions over much richer representations, and as such, would be expected to account for substantially more than animacy alone could, possibly even subsuming the effects of animacy differences. This, clearly, did not function as conceived.
One possibility could be that participants did not all access the same knowledge
about the nouns when making their comparisons of verb meaning-in-context. It is not
necessarily clear that in evaluating, say, the similarity of a cat to an insect, that everyone
will make the same comparison in the absence of any additional context. For example,
one could rate them as tremendously different because one has a shiny keratin exoskeleton
while the other has soft fur, while someone else could rate them as more similar because
they are both animals that walk on more than two legs. In other words, in making a
comparison between two nouns, it is not clear that people will in fact automatically (a)
retrieve exhaustive information associated with those nouns; (b) retrieve the same information about those nouns, and (c) exhaustively consider that information.
Also, human noun similarity judgments could have been more reliable for some
noun pairs, but washed out by numerous infelicitous comparisons. It is not clear that
people can reliably give graded similarity judgments between a cat and a storm, a cat
and a lane, and a cat and a topic. While these comparisons are probably differentiable
– for example, a storm is capable of motion and can be metaphorically agentive (Cruse,
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1973), and as such is more similar to a cat than a topic is – without any additional context
these comparisons may be anything but obvious. In fact, at their most extreme, these
comparisons appear to disregard generally accepted facts about structural alignment and
alignable differences (Gentner and Markman, 1997; Gentner and Gunn, 2001) – a cat
and a topic simply do not have enough shared dimensions along which a meaningful
comparison can be made.
As such, despite the appeal of tapping into people’s intuitions to arrive at a general,
richly-informed similarity measure, collecting ratings over nouns out-of-context appears
not to be the best strategy for doing so. This suggests that information-rich approaches
such as that of Johns and Jones (2012) and Silberer and Lapata (2012), which combine distributional and human-generated sources of information in greater detail (as well as visual
information in the case of Silberer and Lapata’s work) may better capture similarity between nouns than a single, general measure. However, rather than pursuing more highly
detailed representations for noun meaning, we now turn to what may be an even more
interesting observation coming from this experiment, found in the distribution of verbal
semantic similarity ratings themselves.
3.2.3.1

Exploring Response Distributions

One question left open by Erk et al. (2009, To Appear) was the extent to which verb
meaning-in-context similarity judgments could be predicted on the basis of contextual
information. As seen above, there is some promise in this effort though there is much
work still to do. Another open question is just how fine-grained people’s perceptions
of meaning-in-context really are. The data collected by Erk et al. consisted of ratings
on a 5-point ordinal scale by a relatively small group of annotators, and while it does
demonstrate that perceptions of meaning-in-context are graded, it does not answer the
question of how graded they are. This is a question that Magnitude Estimation is ideally
suited to explore, since participants are free to respond with any numerical rating values
they see fit.
The distribution of participant similarity judgments provides an indicator of how
fine-grained their meaning-in-context judgments can be. Figure 3.1 contains a bar plot
of the frequency of assignment of all adjusted (raw value divided by modulus) similarity
judgments across all participants. Two facts are striking about this data. First, we see a
great many similarity judgments represented, indicating that perception of meaning-incontext can in fact be very precise and fine-grained. However, at the same time, it is very
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Figure 3.1: Distribution of adjusted ratings across participants. Raw counts are shown in
the left panel, and log-transformed counts in the right panel. Note that adjusted ratings
of .5, 1, and 2 are by far the most common.

apparent that a few ratings are much more frequent than others. Just 3 of the 105 adjusted
ratings cover over 38% of the 2592 responses obtained in the study: 1 (458), 0.5 (289), and
2 (247). The frequency of these ratings, and the rating of 1 in particular, are so high that
the same data is also presented as log-transformed frequency counts in the second panel
of Figure 3.1, so as to make the frequency of occurrence of other judgments more visible.
The very high relative frequency of ratings such as .5, 1, and 2 appears to be the
result of participants making coarse-grained or heuristic similarity judgments even given
the opportunity to respond more precisely. We can further explore the strange contrast
between highly frequent coarse responses and still very abundant fine-grained responses
by looking more closely at individual participants’ response distributions.
Figure 3.2 displays the number of unique responses provided by each participant
in the task. One thing that is immediately clear is that participants vary wildly in the
number of unique response values they supply, ranging anywhere from 4 to 36, but the
space between these two extremes is not evenly filled. Rather, as can be seen in Figure
3.2, there are essentially two types of participant in this study – those that supply many
ratings, and those that supply few. Certainly, the prevalence of response values such
as 0.5, 1, and 2 is due in part to the influence of these coarser-responding participants,
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Figure 3.2: Number of unique ratings supplied by each participant, sorted from fewest
to most. Note that participants tended to supply either relatively few or relatively many
unique ratings.

such as Participant 8 who used these values for all but 3 stimuli in the task. However,
even among the participants that provided a substantial number of fine-grained responses,
seemingly coarser-grained values are still quite common, suggesting that the prevalence of
these ratings is not exclusively due to coarser-rating participants.
One possible interpretation of the disparity in response granularity across participants is that some individuals simply did not engage seriously with the task. It does seem
likely that these differences stem in part from how closely participants attended to the
stimuli, but it is worth recalling at this point that responses were very significantly correlated for all pairs of participants in the task. As such, those participants that responded in
less detail can be seen to be in fact providing information quite similar to that provided by
the more detailed responders, with the difference really being one of granularity and not
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of judgment accuracy per se. Put another way, differences in response granularity appear
to reflect participants employing different approaches to the task.
The modal number of responses across participants is 7, with several more participants providing a number very close to this. This is noteworthy, as it has previously
been shown that people frequently limit themselves to approximately this number of distinctions in evaluating unidimensional stimuli (Miller, 1956). This limitation does not
arise from the stimuli themselves but rather from the task – for any set of stimuli, people
will tend to impose at most roughly 7 divisions across the range of values that set contains. As such, the participants supplying a relatively small number of similarity values
in the present task can be viewed as employing a similar heuristic, whereas those who
supply a greater range may be making comparisons to the modulus more specifically on
an item-by-item basis.

3.3

Discussion of Similarity Rating Distributions

Recall from Figure 3.1 that an interesting pattern emerged from the distribution of semantic similarity judgments across participants. Across participants, many specific meaningin-context similarity judgments were provided – 105 in total. However, by far the most
common semantic similarity judgments were increments that appear to suggest a rather
coarse-grained or heuristic approach to the task: half as similar, equally similar, or twice
as similar as the modulus pair. This contrast appears partially due to the presence of
different responding strategies, as seen in Figure 3.2. Some participants supplied a great
many similarity judgments, clearly indicating that it is possible to make very fine-grained
distinctions about meaning-in-context, but many participants adopted a much coarsergrained strategy, supplying relatively few judgments. However, some ratings, many of
them representing what appear to be approximate increments, are disproportionately frequent even in the responses of those participants who supplied a large number of ratings.
What we have, then, is this fact: in this experiment, people appear to have very
frequently given approximate judgments of semantic similarity, even when their response
distributions otherwise suggest that they were taking substantial care to respond accurately. This poses several possible questions. For one, because participants faced no time
pressure, they probably varied in how long they took to complete items in the task, and
as such some could have behaved more deliberatively than others, and may have made
use of knowledge that was not part of their lexical representations per se. Alternatively,
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it is possible that some participants responded more rapidly and based their responses
on only a partial consideration of available contextual information. This account seems
more plausible for a variety of reasons, but the current study does not enable a better
answer to this question.
The main issue with this study is that, as an offline investigation into intuitions
of semantic similarity, what we observe is essentially the end result of an arbitrarily long
comprehension process, with no knowledge of the precise extent to which given stimuli
were processed. To more directly understand the dynamics of the meaning-in-context resolution process, a change to online processing experiments is required, and particularly to
studies that will allow insight into how the understanding of a word’s contextual meaning develops over the course of this resolution process. This approach is the topic of the
next chapter. It represents a move to a substantially different experimental methodology,
but as will be seen the question of schematic vs. information-rich processing will prove
relevant in that study as well.
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Chapter 4

Experiment 2: Speed-Accuracy
Tradeoff Study
4.1

Introduction

The previous chapter presented the results of a study designed to measure intuitions of
meaning-in-context similarity, and account for those intuitions on the basis of measurable contextual properties. The latter of these goals met with only limited success given
the specific approach to contextual properties that was taken, and the identification of
what contextual information accounts for specific meaning-in-context judgments will not
be the focus of this and following chapters. However, the study presented in Chapter 3
revealed another interesting question, stemming from the differences in participant response granularity as seen in Figure 3.1.
This data suggested that different participants in the Magnitude Estimation task
may have employed different responding strategies, one based in relatively coarse-grained
semantic judgments and the other in more fine-grained ones. As discussed at the end of
Chapter 3, the responses from the Magnitude Estimation similarity judgment task are
in some respects difficult to interpret, because the judgments obtained from that task
were obtained without any time constraints – participants were able to devote arbitrary
amounts of time to making their comparisons, and the amount of time spent on any given
item was not known. As such, this opens up the possibility that in some cases, participants
may have “overthought” the comparison (i.e. introduced extralinguistic conceptual information), while in others they may not have made the comparison as thoroughly as they
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could or should have. The work in the present chapter represents a step towards a better understanding of the timecourse of verb meaning-in-context resolution, as well as the
question of what information we have available at the beginning of that comprehension
process, i.e. what information about ambiguous words’ meanings is initially retrieved.1

4.1.1

Motivation

Words are associated with very large amounts of conceptual information (Murphy, 2004),
and in any given context, not all of that information is applicable. This fact is especially
true in the context of lexical ambiguity, where only conceptual information pertaining
to the contextually appropriate meaning should (ideally) be retrieved. Contextual effects on conceptual retrieval have been demonstrated by a wide range of studies (Barclay
et al., 1974; McKoon and Ratcliff, 1988; Potter and Faulconer, 1979; Springer and Murphy, 1992; Tabossi and Johnson-Laird, 1980), with the general finding that contextuallyrelevant information is activated and/or retained to a greater degree than irrelevant information when processing words in context.
However, the above studies do not generally focus on the question of how rapidly
the contextual constraint of conceptual retrieval occurs. In other words, showing that
some portions of a word’s meaning are suppressed following exposure to that word in a
given context does not necessarily demonstrate how quickly that effect occurs. To explore
questions related to the timecourse of context-sensitive conceptual retrieval, McElree et al.
(2006) present results from a Speed-Accuracy Tradeoff (SAT) experiment on the retrieval
of conceptual information associated with nouns. SAT experiments in some respects
resemble priming studies – each trial consists of the presentation of a context, followed
by a probe into that context which is judged “true” or “false”. The crucial difference
between SAT studies and more traditional priming studies lies in the nature of the interval
between the probe presentation and the participant response. In a priming study, the
participant responds at will, and the amount of time taken to produce the response is
used as a measure of processing difficulty. In an SAT study, however, the participant is
forced to respond after different processing intervals, and the outcome of interest is their
accuracy after different lengths of time. This effectively enables the taking of time-slices
of the comprehension process. A schematic of an SAT trial from McElree et al. (2006), is
contained in Figure 4.1.
1

An earlier version of this work appears as Gaylord et al. (2012, 2013).
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Sentence Type
TN
TP
FN
FP

Sample Sentence
Water pistols have triggers.
Water pistols are harmless.
Water pistols have string.
Water pistols are dangerous.

Table 4.1: Stimuli from McElree et al. (2006:850). Sentence types are as follows: TN true of the noun; TP - true of the phrase; FN - false of the noun; FP - false of the phrase.

Figure 4.1: A sample Speed-Accuracy Tradeoff trial from McElree et al. (2006).

McElree et al. explored the question of whether conceptual retrieval is fully constrained by contextual information, or whether context-independent characteristics of
the process can be identified – that is, whether contextually-irrelevant information is still
retrieved, and if so, for how long. To determine this, they created an SAT task in which
participants evaluated the truth of sentences that ascribed different properties to their
subject nouns. Example stimuli are contained in Table 4.1, and fell into four categories:
those that were true or false of the subject noun, regardless of its modifier, and those that
were true or false of the noun only in the context of its modifier.
McElree et al. sought to compare participant response behavior when evaluating
stimuli that required incorporation of contextual information versus stimuli that did not.
If conceptual retrieval were limited only to those properties of a noun that were appropriate to a context, then evaluation of the context-dependent probes (for example, evaluating
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of d’ measures for stimuli that did require context-sensitive conceptual retrieval (TP vs. FP) and stimuli that did not (TN vs. FN). Lower d’ scores in the
TP vs. FP comparison are argued to result from the retrieval of contextually-irrelevant
information. From McElree et al. (2006).

Water pistols are dangerous as false) should be as accurate and as fast as evaluation of the
context-independent probes (for example, evaluating Water pistols have triggers as true).
However, if conceptual retrieval were only partially constrained by context, then one
would expect differences to arise between the processing of these two types of stimuli,
resulting from a failure to isolate contextually-relevant properties.
Based on their observations, McElree et al. arrived at the latter of these two conclusions. At short processing delays (under about 1 sec), participants exhibited elevated
false alarm rates when evaluating stimuli such as Water pistols are dangerous, which require consideration of the noun modifier, compared to stimuli such as Water pistols have
triggers, which did not. Figure 4.2, from McElree et al. (2006:851) shows d’ values (a measure of category discriminability) at different processing delays for stimuli that required
incorporation of contextual information (TP vs. FP) and stimuli that did not (TN vs.
FN). The lower d’ scores in the TP vs. FP comparison indicate that, especially early on,
contextual information had not been fully incorporated.
This finding is striking, particularly in contrast to the recent findings of Bicknell
et al. (2010), also discussed above in Section 2.2.1. In that study, the results of a self-paced
reading task indicate that participants very rapidly incorporated information related to
a verb’s subject when processing a sentence, and used that information to constrain expectations regarding upcoming verbal objects. This was seen in the fact that participants’
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reading times slowed down immediately following encountering an incongruous object,
as in “The mechanic checked the spelling”, compared to when processing a congruous object, as in “The mechanic checked the brakes”. Based on these findings, the authors argue
that semantic integration is both very information-rich and very rapid.
There is, then, a tension between these two sets of findings. One argues that the
integration of contextual information is surprisingly slow, and preceded by the activation
of a context-independent default meaning of a word. The other argues that the integration of contextual information is extremely rapid, arguably so much so as to preclude
the initial activation of context-independent semantic information. There are at least two
possible sources of these conflicting results – they could arise due to fundamental differences between noun-modifier and verb-argument semantic composition, or they could be
due to differences in experimental methodology (SAT vs. self-paced reading). I discuss
these possibilities in turn.
There is good reason to suspect that noun-modifier and verb-argument semantic
composition processes could proceed differently. Nouns do not always have modifiers,
but verbs do require arguments. While some nouns are more entity-denoting and others
more relational (e.g. Goldwater et al., 2011), the basic contrast applies – verbs are typically
characterized as functions, in need of arguments, and nouns (or phrases that they head)
are the arguments those verbs typically require. As such, we can view the composition of
a verb and its arguments as a very natural process, characteristic of the processing of virtually any sentence. Alternatively, noun-modifier semantic composition, while certainly
not rare, is not a process that necessarily applies to every instance of a noun. Nouns
are capable of entering into the comprehension process without anything being done to
them, and so when they are modified, the process may be more effortful than the process
of supplying an argument to a verb.
This perspective receives additional support from work by Gentner and France
(1988), who investigated how people adjust their interpretations of different portions of
sentences in attempts to accommodate otherwise incongruous verb-argument combinations – as they put it (p. 343) “the phenomenon of meaning adjustment under semantic
strain”. In a series of offline tasks involving the creation and rating of paraphrases, when
presented with semantically anomalous sentences such as “The lizard worshipped”, people tended to resolve the semantic strain by extending the meaning of the verb while
preserving the meaning of a noun – for example, given the anomalous sentence just presented, a paraphrase such as “The chameleon stared at the sun in a daze” was preferred to
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one such as “The hypocritical person went to church”. The authors termed this finding
the “Verb Mutability Hypothesis”, and it indicates that more relational terms are contextually more flexible in meaning. This finding has subsequently been extended (e.g.
Asmuth and Gentner, 2005).
While the work reported by Gentner and France (1988) did not explore the Verb
Mutability Hypothesis with any online processing studies, its findings are compatible
with the idea that processing differences should be found between different types of semantic composition. If different semantic components of a sentence show differing degrees of resistance to contextually-induced change in meaning, then it is reasonable to suspect that those more resistant to meaning changes would also have be slower to compose
with their modifying context. This mirrors the difference in speed of semantic composition found by McElree et al. (2006) and Bicknell et al. (2010) above.
It could also be that Bicknell et al.’s findings regarding the rapidity of verb-argument
composition are due in part to their choice of task design. While their stimuli were very
carefully controlled (including cloze probability of the verb and its object, and conceptual association between the subject and object), the presence of a slowdown in reading
following presentation of the incongruous object does not directly indicate the depth of
semantic processing that has taken place. Increased reading times (as well as the N400
effects they also observe on these stimuli) are effectively indicative of a semantic anomaly
detection, but this does not inherently necessitate that semantic integration has fully run
its course.
The timecourse of verb-argument semantic composition, while an interesting question, is of less interest here, where the focus is on the representation of verbal semantic
ambiguity. The primary question we wish to examine is whether verbs, like nouns, can
be seen to have context-independent default meanings that are activated prior to integration with the surrounding context. This is an important question, because the presence of
such default meanings would indicate some structure to lexical representations that exists
independent of the context in which a word occurs, contra what some (e.g. Elman, 2011)
might argue.
To explore this question further, we applied the SAT method to a verb meaningin-context resolution task. This task was designed to better assess what, if any, semantic
information associated with a verb was activated prior to the integration of contextual
information. As with the study by McElree et al. above, this question takes the form
of whether we find evidence for the retrieval of contextually-inappropriate information
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bent
bled
broke
burst
dreamt
drifted

fell
fought
fractured
froze
hid
leapt

missed
moved
ran
sang
searched
shone

shrank
stank
toiled
wobbled

Table 4.2: Verbs used in the Speed-Accuracy Tradeoff experiment

that is subsequently retained for long enough to influence participant responses following
short processing intervals.
McElree et al. (2006) conducted an SAT task where participants gave judgments
about the truth of a single sentence, which was displayed in two parts – the subject
noun phrase and the predicate, which contains a statement about a property of the subject noun, as in Table 4.1. The same general approach can be taken when studying the
meaning-in-context of a verb. However, rather than each trial containing a single sentence
in two parts, when studying verb meaning each trial can be constructed as containing two
sentences – the first containing the verb in context, and the second being a probe into that
context. For example, a trial could consist of the context sentence The dawn broke, followed by the probe Something shattered.
This formulation effectively renders the study into a semantic entailment judgment task, whereby participants, given a sentence, make judgments about conclusions
that can be drawn from that sentence. This relates to a common characterization of
sentence meaning in formal semantics, which is to view a sentence’s meaning as corresponding to its set of truth conditions (Chierchia and McConnell-Ginet, 2000). While
these proposals focus on the characterization of sentence meaning, as opposed to word
meaning, in the context of the present work these two concepts are very closely aligned,
since the sentences to be used consist, as in the previous study, of only an intransitive verb
and its NP subject, which is the only determinant of the verb’s meaning-in-context.
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Context
The vase broke
The vase broke
The vase broke
The dawn broke
The dawn broke
The dawn broke

Probe
Something shattered
Something got lighter
Something was eaten
Something got lighter
Something shattered
Something was soaked

Type
TS
FS
FV
TS
FS
FV

Table 4.3: Example stimuli for verb “break” in SAT task.

4.2
4.2.1
4.2.1.1

Experiment
Materials and Procedure
Materials

22 intransitive verbs were selected for use in the experiment, and are listed in Table 4.2.
Each verb was paired with two subject nouns which were chosen to elicit different interpretations of the verb. Each of the two context sentences in which a verb appeared was
then paired with 3 probe sentences to yield stimulus types similar to those of McElree
et al. (2006). One probe was true of the verb given its sentential context (TS), one was
false given context, but could be true in a different context (FS), and one was false of the
verb regardless of context (FV). These correspond to the TP, FP, and FN stimulus types
from McElree et al. The fourth type of stimulus in McElree et al., which was true of the
noun regardless of context, does not have a clear analogue when it comes to verb meanings – at greater degrees of semantic difference (i.e. those above logical metonymy) there
is no conclusion that is entailed by an ambiguous verb regardless of what its meaningin-context is. As such, each verb appeared in 6 stimuli, for a total of 132 trials in the
experiment. An example set of stimuli for the verb “break” is contained in Table 4.3, and
the full list of stimuli from the task is contained in Appendix B.
4.2.1.2

Procedure

The experiment was programmed in MATLAB using Psychtoolbox and run on a MacBook Pro equipped with a Cedrus button box and connected to a ViewSonic CRT monitor. Participants were told that they would be presented with a series of pairs of sentences,
and that they were to evaluate the second sentence in each pair as true or false given the
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context established by the first sentence. Participants were also instructed that that they
needed to respond immediately upon hearing a tone, which would occur after varying
amounts of time following the presentation of the probe. An initial practice phase familiarized participants with the design of the task, the response tone, the various probe
processing intervals, and the rapidity with which they had to respond following the response tone. During the practice phase, responses occuring before the tone or occurring
too long after the tone were accompanied by a warning message and a re-presentation of
the practice stimulus.
Each trial began with a 1-second fixation cross presented at the center of the computer screen. The context sentence was then displayed on the screen for 600 ms, followed by the display of the probe sentence for 1 of 8 intervals between 200 ms and 3000
ms (200, 300, 400, 500, 700, 900, 1500, and 3000); this duration varied randomly from
trial to trial. Each processing interval was presented the same number of times to each
participant. Across participants, every stimulus appeared with every interval, and each
stimulus-interval combination was seen by three participants. Following the probe presentation interval, a tone signaled participants to evaluate the probe as true or false, and
participants had up to 400 ms in which to respond. As in the practice phase, if participants failed to respond quickly enough, they received a warning and the stimulus was
re-presented. The rationale behind this decision was that, since overly delayed responses
could not be considered reflective of processing at the given interval and as such would
not be included in the analysis, re-presentation of these stimuli provided an opportunity
for further practice for those participants who needed it, and would help to ensure more
timely responses overall. On trials where participants responded within the window following the response tone, their response, the processing interval preceding the tone, and
the number of presentations of the stimulus were recorded.
4.2.1.3

Participants

24 University of Texas undergraduates participated in the experiment. 19 students participated in exchange for course credit, and 5 were paid $10 for their participation. All
participants were native English speakers.
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Sentence
The vase broke
The dawn broke

Sense
become separated into fragments
come into being

WN Sense Rank
2
8

Dom/Sub
Dom
Sub

Table 4.4: Example context sentences, with corresponding WordNet senses and their
ranks.

4.2.2

Results and Discussion

This experiment addressed the main hypothesis that verbs, like nouns, do carry contextindependent default meanings that are activated prior to semantic integration of the verb
and its arguments. If true, this would be evidenced by an elevated false alarm rate for FS
stimuli such as The dawn broke – something shattered, and elevated miss rate on TS stimuli
such as The dawn broke – something got lighter. This was further hypothesized to be mediated by sense dominance – the initially activated default meaning was hypothesized to
correspond to the most frequent sense of the verb. The errors just described would both
result from the activation of the dominant meaning in a context that does not support
that meaning. These error rates were expected to be most evident at the shortest processing intervals. These hypotheses are generally in keeping with the findings of McElree
et al. (2006), but the consideration of sense dominance is novel, because all of McElree et
al.’s stimuli cued non-dominant interpretations of the nouns in question.
Response accuracy is expected to be lower in general after shorter processing intervals, due to the simple effect that accuracy suffers from insufficient processing time.
However, we expected that the effect of the initially-activated default meaning would be
apparent above and beyond this general effect, and that this would be visible via increased
error rates for the TS and FS stimuli at short processing intervals compared to the FV
stimuli.
Data were analyzed using a series of mixed effects logistic regression models, (with
Participant and Verb as random effects on the model intercept), with Response as an outcome and an interaction between correct response and processing interval as predictors.
Models containing only correct response as a predictor of participant response are equivalent to a traditional d-prime analysis (Wright and London, 2009), but the use of mixed
effects regression models additionally allows the exploration of additional factors underlying differences in response accuracy. These models were subsequently compared on the
basis of their AIC values (Akaike, 1974) and log-likelihood values.
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Figure 4.3: Response accuracies by processing interval for each stimulus type. FS: Probe
false given context sentence; FV: Probe false given verb (regardless of context sentence.)

Figure 4.3 presents across-participant response accuracies at each processing interval for each of two stimulus types – those with probes that are false given the context
(FS), and those that are false given the verb (FV). Some general observations can be made
regarding this data. First, regardless of stimulus type, accuracy improves as a function
of processing interval. This corresponds to the general speed-accuracy tradeoff effect discussed above. However, a clear difference can be seen between response accuracies at
short delays in the FS case versus the FV case. In the FV case response accuracy (correct
rejection rate) is very high – around 80 percent – at even the shortest processing intervals. The highly accurate rejection of semantically impossible probes in the FV stimuli,
even at the shortest processing times, indicates that participants rapidly retrieved information about the possible meanings of a word, and efficiently rejecting probes that fell
outside of that range. This fact has important implications for theories of semantic processing positing that meaning-in-context is built up from contextual information and is
not characterized by retrieval of extant knowledge associated with that word. The fact
that impossible probes can be so rapidly rejected indicates that at least some information
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about the word’s range of possible meanings has been rapidly retrieved.
Moreover, the information about a word’s range of possible meanings that is initially retrieved appears not to be flat, but rather structured. Examining the other panel
of Figure 4.3, which contains response accuracies for stimuli with false (but semantically
plausible) probes, it is immediately clear that correct rejection rates are much lower at
short processing intervals than in the FV cases. The FS cases in the first panel include
stimuli such as “The dawn broke – Something shattered”, where the context sentence
corresponds to a non-dominant interpretation of the verb, but the probe references its
dominant interpretation. Particularly at shorter intervals, rejection rates are fairly low,
indicating that a default meaning of the verb has been activated and that the context sentence has yet to be semantically composed to the point where the participant realizes that
this event is a nonstandard instance of that verb. As such, they incorrectly respond “True”
to the probe.
The relationship between default meanings and questions of sense dominance is
supported by comparison of mixed-effects logistic regression models of the FS and TS
data. A model which includes sense dominance as a predictor, in addition to an interaction between correct response and processing interval, significantly outperforms a model
which includes only that interaction (χ 2 (3)=10.752, p<.05).
We further hypothesized that default meanings would be stronger for some verbs
than for other verbs. One possible factor that could underlie this issue is that of verb
imageability – more highly imageable verbs might be expected to carry a stronger default meaning than less imageable verbs, since perhaps these verbs might be more readily
conceptualized or have stronger prototypical semantic associations. We obtained imageability ratings for all verbs in our study (Cortese and Fugett, 2004; Schock et al., 2012) to
explore this issue further. Surprisingly, no effect of verb imageability was found. Thinking this could have been due to the noisiness of the imageability ratings, we then categorized the verbs in our study as high, medium, or low imageability, but still no effect of
imageability was found.
However, at least one factor tied to the question of default meanings did have a
significant effect. Distributional associations between the verb and critical terms in the
probe, as determined via LSA, led to a significant improvement in model fit (χ 2 (1)=20.202,
p<.001). These measures are not directly reflective of a verb’s default meaning bias, but
rather capture the range of nearby pieces of context the verb has co-occurred with. This
co-occurrence information appears to be a likely candidate for at least part of the ba56

sis of initially-retrieved semantic knowledge. This type of information could be rapidly
recruited to accurately reject semantically impossible FV probes, and co-occurrence information has long been recognized as a useful approximation of underlying meaning more
generally.

4.3

General Discussion

This experiment produced evidence that verbs carry context-independent default meanings which are activated prior to the integration of the verb with its semantic context.
These findings mirror previous findings for the presence of default interpretations of
nouns. Based on available information, these default verb meanings appear to be at least
partially frequency-based. This was seen via the effects of sense dominance on early semantic commitments, where probes referencing the more frequent sense of the verb were
evaluated as “true” given incompatible contexts, and probes referencing the less frequent
sense of the verb were evaluated as “false” given compatible contexts. In the context of
the work discussed above, sense dominance information was obtained via WordNet sense
rankings, which reflect relative frequency of occurrence. A full and proper characterization of sense dominance remains as the subject of future work, and this issue will be
discussed further in Chapter 6.
Another question that remains following this work is the precise nature of the
default meaning that is activated. We have seen that it appears to be at least partially
informed by co-occurrence information. However, this co-occurrence information does
not, at present, answer the question of in what way this initially-retrieved information
is actually structured. In particular, an important question to be explored is whether
this initial activation of schematic semantic knowledge does in fact correspond to a single
“sense”, or whether it is better characterized as a schematic representation of all or part
of the space of possible meanings of a word. Answering this question will require not
only the more thorough treatment of sense dominance discussed above, but also information about the relative frequency of different senses and the degree of semantic similarity
between those senses. This question will also be discussed at greater length in Chapter 6.
Regardless of the specific characterization of this initially-activated meaning, it
seems clear that some such schematic level of representation does exist related to our
knowledge of verbs. This is a novel finding relative to results such as those of Bicknell
et al. (2010) which show that the semantic processing of verbs is extremely information57

rich and rapid. While we do not dispute those findings, our results here do indicate that,
for a short interval following the encounter of a verb, context-independent schematic
knowledge is present. This information represents a possible challenge for some interpretations of work on the role of Generalized Event Knowledge in semantic processing, especially that of Elman (2011), who argues that the rapid integration of rich event knowledge
in sentence comprehension actually constitutes evidence against schematic lexical representations. Indeed, the initially-activated default meanings identified by the present study
may well turn out to correspond to something that is quite similar to the traditional
concept of word senses as distinct available interpretations, though this is very much a
question for future research.
However, one question that can be asked at present is why we might have access
to this schematic level of representation. One thing that is clear from work on the role
of Generalized Event Knowledge is that we have access to tremendous amounts of rich
conceptual and semantic information when we comprehend sentences. Given that fact,
it is perhaps a bit surprising that we are also equipped with a more schematic level of
representation. However, the early activation of this schematic representation strongly
suggests that it is easier to access. This greater ease of access is very much in keeping
with what has been known for some time in the categorization literature (Rosch, 1975),
namely that information pertaining to more frequently encountered category members
is recalled faster. This invites the question of whether default meanings are merely an
artifact resulting from multiple prior exposures to a word, or whether they represent a
useful level of semantic characterization. If the latter is true, then we can further explore
how people make use of these multiple levels of representation – in what cases people are
comfortable to use a more schematic interpretation, and in what cases they opt for a more
effortful but more richly-informed processing strategy. This question is the focus of the
next chapter.
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Chapter 5

Experiment 3: Semantic
Comprehension and Decision
Making
5.1

Introduction

The previous chapter reported on a Speed-Accuracy Tradeoff experiment in which participants gave judgments about semantic entailments – what conclusions could or could
not be drawn from supplied information. This experiment took the form of a semantic
entailment judgment task – a context such as The vase broke entails that Something shattered, whereas The dawn broke does not. However, it was found that the earliest stages
of semantic integration do not yet reflect this fact. Upon encountering the verb break,
a context-independent default meaning of that verb is initially activated, and persists for
long enough to influence participant responses at very short processing intervals – participants frequently responded “true” when evaluating stimuli such as The dawn broke –
Something shattered if given only a few hundred milliseconds to process before responding. This points to the presence of at least two sources of lexical knowledge: A very
information-rich base of conceptual knowledge, and a more schematic layer that is more
efficient to access, but at the expense of detail.
In this chapter, we explore the implications of these two levels of representation
as they relate to available semantic processing strategies. Because words initially trigger a
default interpretation, which we have seen is available prior to the integration of contex59

tual information, we can explore the possibility that one meaning-in-context resolution
strategy is simply to accept this interpretation. In other words, we can look at whether,
in some situations, people may simply bypass the effortful process of semantic integration and accept the default interpretation, even in contexts that may not fully support it.
The overall question addressed in this chapter is the extent to which the different levels of
lexical representation already identified correspond to different meaning-in-context resolution strategies. We hypothesize that the default meaning supports a rapid, low-effort
shallow processing strategy while a richer base of event knowledge enables a more accurate, but also more effortful, deeper processing strategy.
Additionally, we explore what situational factors may influence the choice between these strategies. This is done through an appeal to the literature on human decision making. In that literature, questions of strategy selection are frequently raised to
explore how people reason about available evidence in different types of decision situations. Decision making research also focuses on the types of situational differences that
lead to different decision behaviors, another issue that parallels the questions here about
how people employ different meaning resolution strategies.
The intuitive parallel between semantic ambiguity resolution and decision making
more generally also extends beyond questions of strategy selection. Both characterize situations in which a choice is made between available options given available evidence. As
such, meaning-in-context resolution can be viewed as a decision process more generally,
not limited to questions of processing depth. However, despite these clear parallels, the
explicit connection between semantic ambiguity resolution and decision making more
generally is very underexplored. In this chapter, we present an experiment designed to
assess whether language processing is sensitive to factors that are known to affect decision
making in other, non-linguistic domains.

5.1.1

Motivation

The existence of a schematic level of semantic representation invites the question of what
purpose it serves. These initial semantic biases are likely the product of a general fact
of human categorization – that people recall information about highly frequent category
members more quickly. However, their presence would be expected to serve a greater
purpose than simply enabling a specific type of error as seen in the previous chapter. One
function of this initially-retrieved schematic information is likely to serve as a stand-in, so
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that we do have access to at least some semantic information before the comprehension
process completes. Another, related possibility is that it supports a shallow semantic
processing strategy.
The presence of default, schematic semantic knowledge could enable the rapid retrieval of information that is sufficient to facilitate coherent language comprehension in
many cases where a more exhaustive processing is not required. As will be seen below,
there is a growing body of evidence that language processing is frequently not exhaustive,
and that in some cases the available linguistic evidence is only partially considered. However, in many cases, this shallower level of processing is insufficient and/or misleading,
as in cases such as The dawn broke, where a non-dominant meaning of the verb must be
properly retrieved. We argue that previous findings showing that people vary the depth
of their semantic processing are also applicable to word-level semantic ambiguities – people face a choice of whether to accept the default meaning outright or going through the
effort of semantic integration. We are interested in two primary questions with regard to
processing depth: a) whether default meanings in fact do support a shallow semantic processing strategy, and b) whether the preference for deep and shallow semantic processing
strategies can be predicted on the basis of situational characteristics.
We are also interested in whether semantic processing can be approached from a
decision making perspective even more broadly. Namely, given previous findings on the
graded nature of word meanings, we want to examine whether we can account for situational effects on semantic processing as evidenced through differences in the conclusions
people are and are not willing to accept given explicitly available information. Language
comprehension is known to be characterized by inference, and we seek to explore how
people’s inference behavior is constrained by different types of situations, by manipulating the division between “true” and “false” stimuli and seeing how well people learn
where that division lies.
Before moving on to discuss this experiment, I turn now to review background
literature from two important fields bearing on the question at hand: work on how people
modulate the depth of their language processing, and work on the effects of risk and
threshold placement in decision making research.
5.1.1.1

Research on variable depth of processing

The observation that people vary how exhaustively they process linguistic input is not
new, though the explicit connection to decision making will be. There is in fact a body
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of work on variable processing depth in both syntactic and semantic comprehension. In
general, the findings from this work are that people, when possible, attempt to minimize
the effort required to recover a coherent interpretation of an utterance.
The “good enough” approach to sentence processing.

One influential perspective in

recent research on syntactic processing is the so-called “good enough” approach, which
challenges the idea that the primary goal of the language processor is to create a highly
accurate and detailed representation of an utterance, arguing instead that the processor
delivers just the level of accuracy and detail that is required by the task at hand (Ferreira et al., 2002; Ferreira and Patson, 2007; Swets et al., 2008). One inspiration for this
approach is the observation that in many linguistic interactions, “listeners are rarely required to prove the accuracy or detailed nature of their understanding of some utterance,
and this might have important implications for the architecture of the language processing
system.” (Ferreira and Patson 2007:71). In other words, given that linguistic interaction
frequently demands less than exhaustive comprehension, it is likely that our language processing abilities have developed the ability to be less than exhaustive, but still adequate,
as would be expected in response to economic pressures to minimize the effort associated
with the comprehension process.
Ferreira et al. (2002) argue against the idea that comprehension is always maximally accurate and detailed based on two general types of observation: for one, people
often only obtain a shallow interpretation of sentence meaning, and for another, people often misunderstand sentences. Ferreira et al. (2002) explore the application of shallow good-enough processing strategies with garden path sentences such as “While Anna
dressed the baby played in the crib.” Following presentation of this sentence, participants were asked to answer to follow up questions: 1) Did the baby play in the crib?, and
2) Did Anna dress the baby?. Participants had no trouble accurately answering the first
question, but frequently erred and provided a “yes” response to the second. This fact is
not predicted by theories of sentence processing that posit a full reanalysis of garden path
sentences following anomaly detection. Similar results were obtained for the processing
of passive sentences.
Other subsequent work in this paradigm has identified a broad range of different
cases in which peoples’ processing of sentences deviates from optimal detail and accuracy.
In some cases, such as those just discussed, this appears to result from improper interpretations persevering even following reanalysis. In other cases these results appear to
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stem from a general inclination on the part of the comprehension system to restructure
implausible sentences into more plausible ones. This would suggest that this effect arises
partially out of a general effort to maximize the coherence of an exchange. These findings
have also been connected to those of e.g. Pickering and Frisson (2001) and others that
show people are able to remain uncommitted to particular interpretations of ambiguous
words until the point at which they encounter disambiguating information.
In a self-paced reading study, Swets et al. (2008) advance a similar account to explain the reading time advantage often seen for syntactically ambiguous sentences compared to their unambiguous variants. This reading time advantage has often been explained via appeal to a probablistic race model, wherein the string is read in as quickly
as possible and then alternatives to the initial parse are considered. Swets et al. (2008) instead argue that this effect can arise through strategic underspecification – in cases where
specific understanding of relative clause attachment is not required to be demonstrated,
participants may simply not commit to one or the other interpretation, and this reduces
processing time. This position is supported by the fact that, when participants were expecting a follow-up question that depended on resolving this ambiguity, reading times
were considerably slower in the critical region.
Rules and habits.

A related body of work that also addresses how people systemati-

cally vary their language processing behavior concerns a dichotomy between “rules” and
“habits” in language processing (Bever et al., 1998; Townsend and Bever, 2001). The intuition behind this dichotomy is clear from its name – we have access to processing rules
that enable highly accurate interpretation, but we also fall into habits whereby routine
language processing tasks appear not to recruit the same apparatus as novel tasks such
as comprehension of a previously unencountered construction. As Townsend and Bever
(2001:403) put it, “most of ongoing language behavior has a clear habitual component,
while it also affords the possibility of constructing and understanding quite novel utterances.” The “rules” primarily examined by this work are of a structural, i.e. syntactic
nature, and the general argument is that rather than engaging in specific computation of
syntactic structures for every encountered sentence, we adopt a more heuristic approach
to evaluating those that are similar to sentences we have encountered many times in the
past.
This work bears strong similarity to the “good enough” approach in that both
deal with the question of how people systematically adopt strategies to minimize the
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cognitive costs of syntactic processing. Both the “habits” that are discussed here and the
“good enough” parses discussed above represent heuristic strategies that reduce effort at
the expense of precision, but in many cases, absolute precision is in fact not required.
This work paints a picture of sentence comprehension as a process that is sensitive to
economic pressures and that we develop strategies to minimize the effort associated with
performing it.
Shallow semantic processing. The two bodies of work discussed above both deal primarily with syntactic processing, but their general perspective – that people adopt less
precise language processing strategies when they can get away with it – is equally applicable to the domain of semantic processing. In fact, this issue has been explored with
regards to semantic processing, and earlier than the work discussed above. Barton and
Sanford (1993) conducted a study that focused on people’s frequent failure to detect semantic anomalies in sentences such as When an airplane crashes, where should the survivors
be buried? (Nowhere: survivors are still alive), How many animals of each kind did Moses
put on the Ark? (None: it was Noah) (see also Erickson and Matteson, 1981).
Barton and Sanford tie the anomaly detection process to general issues of goodnessof-fit. In particular, semantic anomalies were found to be more detectable when they were
less well-predicted by context. Burial of survivors following a crash, while clearly anomalous, is an example where the anomalous word, survivors, is actually well-predicted by
the surrounding words, and a discussion of the placing of animals on the Ark likewise
activates general knowledge of prominent Old Testament figures. This model of semantic
retrieval is consistent with, among other things, false memory effects in the recognition of
list members (Roediger and McDermott, 1995). What appears to happen in these cases is
that people extract the gist of the sentence, i.e. perform a shallow extraction of meaning,
and the anomalous element is not sufficiently incongruous as to be detected. Discussion
of burial following a crash, or of how many animals went on the Ark, can be accomplished without detailed consideration of exactly who is being buried or who put the
animals on the Ark – these pieces of information are effectively secondary to the core
of the question. Sturt et al. (2004) provide further evidence for this shallow processing
of word meanings, using a change-detection paradigm. Participants frequently failed to
notice which words changed between two consecutive presentations of a passage of text,
and this effect was mediated by focus such that changes in defocused content were harder
to detect.
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It has also subsequently been shown (Hannon and Daneman, 2004) that the shallow semantic processing behavior observed by Barton and Sanford is exhibited more
strongly by some individuals than others. Participants were presented with semantically
anomalous sentences such as “Amanda was bouncing all over because she had taken too
many tranquilizers”, and as was seen before, frequently failed to detect the anomaly. However, Hannon and Daneman also investigated anomaly detection at a more local level of
structure with phrases such as tranquilizing stimulants. With these, it was shown that
only less skilled readers (as established via the Nelson Denny test of reading comprehension) had difficulty detecting these local anomalies. These findings augment the previous
by showing that the application of deep vs. shallow processing strategies varies not only
from context to context but from individual to individual.
Summary of work on deep and shallow language processing. The work discussed
here all centers around a particular perspective on language processing, which is that it
is an effortful cognitive process that is subject to economic pressures to reduce the cost
associated with performing the task. While a tremendous amount of information may be
available in an utterance, language users generally only extract the amount necessary to
satisfy the demands of the task at hand. In many linguistic exchanges this may simply be
enough to signal that one is “following along”, and one may never be required to engage
deeply with the presented information.
It should be clear that the findings from Chapter 4 are also relevant to this discussion. The initially-activated context-independent meanings that are activated upon
encountering an ambiguous word correspond to an available shallower processing strategy. This is information pertaining to the meaning of a word that is activated with much
lower effort, and as such, an individual faces a choice as to whether they will accept this
initially-activated (and in many cases “good enough”) meaning or whether they will opt
for a more effortful but more precise interpretation. Much as was found by Swets et al.
(2008) for relative clause attachment processing, we expect that people will become more
deliberative in evaluating meaning-in-context depending on the circumstances of the experiment.
However, whereas Swets et al. (2008) identified this effect when participants were
expecting an explicit query as to the resolution of this ambiguity, we take a different
approach here. The design of the study – making judgments about whether or not a
conclusion can be drawn from a context sentence – naturally leads participants to focus
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on disambiguation. As such we pursue here a more abstract approach in attempting to
influence participants’ choice between shallow and information-rich information processing strategies. The parallel we wish to explore in the current work is between semantic
ambiguity resolution and more general processes of human decision making. In particular, we wish to explore whether variable depth of semantic processing can be understood
from the perspective of work on how people select between multiple available reasoning
strategies more generally.
5.1.1.2

Relevant work on Human Decision Making

Research on human decision making covers a broad range of behaviors, from spontaneous, largely unconscious actions to in-depth conscious deliberation (Hastie and Dawes,
2010).1 Research in psychology on decision making has for the most part recently fallen
into two broad categories: work on deliberative decision making in information-rich scenarios (Wilson and Schooler, 1991; Wilson et al., 1993), and work on rapid decision making in much simpler scenarios including both decisions under risk as well as decisions in
category learning (Gershman et al., 2009, Maddox and Filoteo, 2011, Otto et al., In Press,
Simon and Daw, 2011). This trend is largely due to the fact that, when studying decision
making, it is important to ensure that different participants in a study have a comparable
experiential basis on which they make their decisions, and most real-world decision tasks
do not afford this assurance.
One particular area of decision making research focuses on two-choice decision
processes (Ratcliff and McKoon, 2008; Busemeyer and Townsend, 1993; Vandekerckhove
et al., 2011, and many others). One reason for constraining the complexity of decision
tasks and the number of available choices is that this enables researchers to focus on the
effects of changes in crucial underlying parameters known to be broadly implicated in
influencing decision making behavior. Two of these are the degree of risk associated with
the decision (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979; Loewenstein et al., 2001; Tversky and Kahneman, 1981), and the relative probability of the available choices being correct (as is often
revealed in an experimental task through trial-by-trial feedback). Generally, as the degree
of risk increases, people process available information more thoroughly and as a result
often react more slowly in an effort to respond more accurately, and the same effect can
1

For a clear and thorough review of the development of the field into its current state, see Markman and
Medin (2002).
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also be observed as response options become better matched in terms of probability of
being correct.
Decision tasks frequently provide trial-by-trial feedback on judgment accuracy
and its accompanying gain or loss (either monetary or of points in a game). These serve,
in the simplified context of the experiment, as analogs of real facts about decision making
– that decisions have varying degrees of consequences, and that some decisions are less
clear than others. These parameters can be manipulated trial-by-trial, or can remain fixed.
Whether contextualized directly as such in the context of the experiment or not, the gain
or loss experienced by participants is usually in the form of money. This is because, while
the utility associated with real-world decisions can derive from many things, there is a
general assumption that money is valued by all individuals in a more-or-less equal way
and money is also a very general-purpose resource (Markman and Medin, 2002).
Changes to the likelihood of a given choice being correct can be implemented
either with or without reference to a certain property of the stimulus. Many decision
making studies, as mentioned above, aim to study decision behavior directly, and are
not grounded in naturalistic scenarios. In these cases, one question of interest is how
participants learn through feedback the probability of a choice being correct (or maximizing payoff), and how participants explore their choice options during this process
(see Diederich and Busemeyer, 2006; Diederich, 2008, for examples). In cases where the
probability of a given response being “correct” is determined not by a property of the
individual stimulus, but rather simply by the ratio between responses in the task, this
probability measure is generally referred to as the base rate.
It is also possible, however – and this is the approach that will be used below –
to tie the probability of a response being correct to a property of the stimulus. In these
cases, the question is one of moving the decision threshold – the value (corresponding
to a property of the stimulus) at and above which some decision about that stimulus
would be counted as true. For example, in a decision task where participants categorized
colors based on hue, some value could be set that divided category A from category B,
and this value would have to be discovered by an initial period of trial and error, with
accuracy improving over time as feedback was received after each judgment. This type
of manipulation is very closely related to questions of base rate, since both ultimately
yield a percentage value reflecting how many stimuli in a task should be judged in a given
way. The difference is that moving the decision threshold is a question of more than just
this ratio – it is connected to a particular stimulus property which must be attended to.
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Under circumstances such as these, it is worth noting that the decision making scenario
is coming to resemble a categorization task, and indeed the parallels between these two
tasks have been noted for some time (Ashby and Gott, 1988; Medin and Smith, 1984).
Risk is another issue that is well-attested to affect decisions in a wide range of domains. It pertains to the perception of potential losses as weighed against potential gains,
given the likelihood of each outcome, and is not merely based in the calculation of these
potential gains and losses but also contains an affective component (Loewenstein et al.,
2001). The effects of, and perception of, risk has been especially thoroughly studied in
work on Prospect Theory (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979; Tversky and Kahneman, 1981),
which deals in large part with differences in how people perceive differing amounts of
risk (different magnitudes of potential gain or loss) in different situations. The relationship between actual risk and perceived risk is an important question, but in the context
of the work presented here is less central than basic effects on decision making of lessened
and increased risk associated with incorrect responses. As is probably clear, the effect of
increased risk is typically to trigger more cautious responding behavior, where participants’ response times increase as they become more deliberative and as a result they also
tend to respond more accurately. However, the question of variable perception of risk
will still be discussed further below as it pertains to the implementation of high-risk and
low-risk experimental conditions.
The effects of decision threshold placement and variable risk that are of interest
here primarily pertain to the question of how people choose between different meaningin-context resolution strategies – whether or not to accept a word’s default meaning or
adopt a more deliberative strategy in determining its specific interpretation in a given
context. There is, in fact, a body of work addressing this particular question of strategy
selection in decision making, particularly as it applies to the question of effort-accuracy
tradeoffs (Beach and Mitchell, 1978; Busemeyer, 1993; Gigerenzer et al., 1999; Johnson
and Payne, 1985; Payne et al., 1988). This work studies how different situational factors
may incline us toward selecting more or less effortful strategies for arriving at a decision,
where increased effort tends to yield increased accuracy. Johnson and Payne (1985), for
example, evaluate several possible reasoning strategies. One is the expected value rule, corresponding to an exhaustive consideration of the problem space. This is contrasted with
various heuristic strategies – an assumption that all outcomes are equiprobable, consideration of only the most likely outcome, and the selection of the option with the highest
minimum payoff. They also consider the choice rule of elimination by aspects, where
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the number of choices under consideration is reduced as a result of progressively comparing them on the basis of different prioritized features (Tversky, 1972). These various
alternative strategies are all risky with respect to the expected value rule, but also all more
efficient. In many scenarios, the exhaustive comparison is not warranted, and the alternative strategies can be seen to be preferred.
5.1.1.3

Recap

The SAT study in Chapter 4 identified the presence of two levels of detail in semantic representations for verbs. On the one hand, people do rapidly consider available contextual
information in resolving the meaning-in-context of ambiguous words. However, people
have even more rapid access to a schematic representation of a verb’s meaning, which appears to correspond at least to a default interpretation that likely corresponds to the most
frequent sense of the verb. The work in Chapter 4 focused only on the timecourse of
meaning-in-context resolution – at what processing intervals evidence for the activation
of default meanings could be identified, and how long it took for a more accurate determination of meaning-in-context to be made. That work tacitly assumed that a highly
detailed, accurate perception of a verb’s meaning would eventually be arrived at.
This assumption may not be warranted. There is a growing body of evidence
from within language processing research that people frequently do not arrive at a maximally well-informed reading of presented information, and that their language processing
strategies are affected by questions of what demands will later be made of them regarding
their knowledge, as well as overall strategies informed by assumptions regarding how the
critical information in a sentence will be conveyed. This work demonstrates that language
comprehenders vary the depth of their language processing in response to situational constraints, and do not always make use of all available information. These findings suggest
that the choice between deep and shallow processing can be cast as a strategy selection
problem, where more informed (but more effortful) processing strategies are available,
but are frequently not utilized when the level of accuracy they provide is not required by
circumstance. This then implies the further question of what situational characteristics
guide the selection between these two strategies.
This question can be explored by way of an adaptation of the previous study. The
SAT study in Chapter 4 is an example of a two-choice decision, because participants had
two valid response options: “true” and “false”. However, participants did not receive feedback on their response accuracy and they were constrained as to the amount of time they
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acted
advanced
bled
blinked
broke
burned

burst
choked
crashed
crawled
dreamt
drifted

expanded
faded
fell
folded
fractured
froze

leapt
lingered
merged
missed
rocked
sang

settled
shone
shrank
stank
tightened
wobbled

Table 5.1: Verbs used in the semantic entailment decision making study

had to respond. We describe below an experiment containing stimuli very similar to those
in Experiment 2, but modified to eliminate constraints on processing time, and to provide participants with trial-by-trial feedback. Regarding the question of strategy selection,
we are interested in how participants vary between deep and shallow semantic processing
strategies in response to situational characteristics. We explore how participants’ response
behaviors vary with respect to two factors known to affect decision making behavior in
other non-linguistic domains. The first of these the degree of risk in a given situation, as
implemented through variable gains and losses on each trial depending on response accuracy. The second factor is changes to the placement of a criterial threshold, corresponding
to a property of the linguistic stimulus, which determines how participant judgments will
be evaluated in the context of the experiment. We hypothesize that participants will engage in more deliberative processing under increased risk, and that they will adapt to the
placement of decision thresholds in different conditions. Jointly, these findings would
indicate that participants do vary the depth of their language processing, as well as how
they interpret available information, in response to situational characteristics.

5.2
5.2.1
5.2.1.1

Experiment
Materials and Procedure
Materials

30 verbs were selected for use in the experiment. Many were retained from the SAT
study presented above. A few stimuli from the SAT study were deemed problematic and
replaced, and an additional 8 were included simply to expand the number of trials. A full
list of included verbs is contained in Table 5.1. As in the previous SAT study, each verb
was paired with two different subject nouns, selected to cue different interpretations of
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Context
The insult burned
The insult burned
The insult burned
The insult burned
The log burned
The log burned
The log burned
The log burned

Probe
Something was mean
Something was true
Something was warm
Something was rolled
Something was warm
Something was dangerous
Something was mean
Something was fixed

Norm
6.65
4.85
1.30
1.30
6.55
4.55
1.10
1.20

Type
TS
PS
FS
FV
TS
PS
FS
FV

Table 5.2: Example stimuli, with their associated truth norms. TS = true given context
sentence; PS = plausible given context sentence; FS = false (but possible given a different
sentence); FV = false given the verb (false regardless of context)

the verb.
The experiment took the form of a semantic judgment task in which each trial
consisted of a context sentence (e.g. The dawn broke) followed by a semantic probe (e.g.
Something shattered) to be evaluated as true or false. Each context sentence was paired with
a true probe, a plausible but not necessarily true probe, and two false probes: one which
would be true under a different meaning of the context verb, and one which was false
regardless of the verb’s contextually-activated meaning. This yielded 240 unique stimuli.
The truthfulness of each probe, given its context sentence, was measured via a
separate offline norming task. 20 participants were presented with all 240 context-probe
pairs one at a time and were asked to rate, using a 7 point scale, how true the probe was
given the context sentence. A rating of 7 indicated that the probe was absolutely true,
a rating of 1 indicated that it was absolutely false, and the intermediate ratings indicated
varying degrees of plausibility. Participants performed the norming task very consistently, as measured using the non-parametric Spearman’s ρ correlation measure. All pairs
of participants had highly significantly correlated responses (p<.001), with correlations
ranging from .363 to .862 (mean .698). Participant judgments were averaged to establish a
truthfulness value for each stimulus. Further examples of stimuli are contained in Table
5.2, and a list of all stimuli included in the task along with their associated truthfulness
norms is contained in Appendix C.
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Condition
A
B
C
D
E

Gain/Loss
+5 / -1
+1 / -5
+5 / -5
+5 / -5
+5 / -5

Threshold
3.7
3.7
3.7
2
6

Table 5.3: Summary of experimental conditions. Threshold is the truth norm at and
above which items were counted as true.

5.2.1.2

Procedure

Participants were told that the experiment would take the form of a game, in which points
were gained or lost based on accuracy, and that those points were redeemable for cash at
the end of the session. As with the SAT task previously described, each of the 240 trials consisted of the presentation of a context sentence, followed by an associated semantic
probe. Unlike the SAT task previously described, participants were free to respond whenever they felt comfortable doing so. Participants evaluated that probe as “true” or ‘false”,
and their responses and response times were recorded on each trial. At the start of the experiment, participants were familiarized with the gains and losses associated with correct
and incorrect responses, and after each trial they received feedback about their response
accuracy (a smiling face for a correct response or a frowning face for an error) and associated gain or loss of points.
A schematic of an experimental trial is shown in Figure 5.1. The experiment contained 5 conditions (summarized in Table 5.3), across which we varied risk (via changes to
payoff matrices, which were always symmetrical) and decision threshold. These manipulations are described in greater detail below.
Risk. In condition A participants could gain 5 points for a correct answer, but only lose
1 point for an incorrect answer. Hence the risk associated with giving an errorful response
was minimal. In condition C participants could gain 5 points for a correct answer and lose
5 points for an incorrect answer, meaning that there was a much greater risk associated
with making an error. We were interested in whether this increased risk would result
in the selection of a different, perhaps more deliberative strategy. We also had a third
condition, condition B, in which participants could gain only 1 point for a correct answer
but could lose 5 points for an incorrect answer. The difference between possible gain and
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Figure 5.1: A single trial, depicting a correct “false” response.
loss on a trial is smaller in condition B than in condition C, and is in fact exactly the
same as in condition A. We know, however, that people often evaluate risk relative to a
reference point, usually the status quo – in the context of an experiment, the amount of
cash or points they have going into any given trial (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979). From
this perspective (relative to a participant’s points tally coming into the trial) the loss is
greater in condition B than in condition A, and this is thus a more risky condition.
Acceptance Threshold. Across conditions C-E we varied the acceptance threshold while
holding payoffs constant. Acceptance threshold manipulations were accomplished relative to the mean truthfulness ratings that we independently gathered. Very high-rated
stimuli were treated as true across conditions, and very low-rated stimuli treated consistently as false, but stimuli with intermediate truthfulness ratings were counted as true in
some conditions but false in others. The threshold for condition C was at the median of
all average truthfulness ratings for the stimuli in the task. The threshold for conditions D
and E were lower and higher respectively. These thresholds determined the feedback we
gave to participants on the accuracy of their responses. Unlike the payoff manipulations,
participants were not initially familiarized with the threshold placement but rather had
to learn the threshold via trial-by-trial feedback.
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5.2.1.3

Participants

131 undergraduate psychology students from the University of Texas at Austin completed
the experiment in exchange for course credit. Participants received a cash payment of up
to $3.00 depending on their performance on the task. All participants were native English
speakers.

5.2.2

Results and Discussion

Participants’ responses and response times were recorded on each trial. Participant responses of under 150 ms were excluded, as well as the 0.5% of slowest responses, in line
with prior work (Luce, 1986; Whelan, 2008).
5.2.2.1

Risk Manipulation

We begin by discussing the question of risk manipulation, as this is the issue that bears
most directly on the question of strategy selection and depth of semantic processing. We
know from prior work that more effortful, but also more accurate, strategies are preferred
in higher-risk situations. We hypothesize that there is a strategy selection problem in
semantic processing, related to the choice between accepting a default meaning outright
or considering a greater amount of contextual evidence. We further hypothesize that
the shallow, i.e. less effortful strategy of default meaning acceptance will be preferred in
low-risk situations and avoided in high-risk ones.
Manipulations of risk were accomplished through changes to the study payoff matrix, such that in Condition A possible gains on each trial were large and possible losses
small, while in Conditions B and C possible losses were greater. We hypothesized that participants would employ different response strategies in the higher-risk Conditions C (in
which uninformed responding would yield a loss relative to the maximum points possible)
and B (in which uninformed responding would be expected to yield a loss relative to the
starting point), compared to the low-risk Condition A (in which uninformed responding
would be expected to yield a net gain).
We hypothesized that participants would favor shallower interpretation strategies
in low-risk conditions, and favor deeper strategies when potential losses were high. We
performed a series of multilevel logistic regression models, in which the outcome was
the participants’ response (true=1, false=0) and in which participant ID was included
as a random effect on the model intercept. We first of all examined simple accuracy by
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Figure 5.2: Average response times for stimuli as a function of their truthfulness values
in low risk (black circles) and high risk (red triangles) conditions, with kernel density
estimate contours in corresponding colors.

looking at whether correct response (relative to each condition’s threshold) was a good
predictor of actual participant responses across the conditions. As discussed in Wright
and London (2009) this is equivalent to a traditional d-prime analysis. A model containing
an interaction between correct response and condition was found to give a significantly
better fit to the data than a model containing only correct response (χ 2 (4) = 15.673, p
< 0.01) and a model containing both terms but no interaction (χ 2 (2) = 11.172, p <0.01).
The coefficients revealed the increase in the likelihood of participants responding "true" if
the correct response was "true" was significantly greater in both Conditions B and C than
it was in condition A. This suggests, in keeping with our hypothesis, that participants
were more willing to employ a shallower interpretation strategy in Condition A.
One obvious question is the effect of greater risk on participant response times.
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We hypothesized, in keeping with general findings in from the decision making literature,
that participants would become more deliberative when evaluating stimuli under greater
risk, and that this would be reflected by heightened response times. This prediction was
borne out for stimuli with intermediate truthfulness values. Figure 5.2 shows average response times for stimuli in Conditions A and B as a function of their truthfulness values,
overlaid by kernel density estimate contours to further highlight the divergence between
conditions. Response times do tend to be higher in the high risk condition, and especially
for the intermediate stimuli. A model including a three-way interaction between response
time, condition, and correct response significantly outperforms the best model not incorporating response time (χ 2 (6) = 379.34, p < 0.001). However, it is important to note that
this effect does not apply across-the-board to stimuli in the higher risk conditions. As can
be seen in Figure 5.2, response times tend to increase only for those stimuli whose truth
or falsehood is less certain – stimuli with extreme truthfulness ratings are processed just
as quickly, even under higher risk. As such, the effect of risk does not reduce to a simple
speed-accuracy tradeoff across the condition.
We next looked in more detail at how participants were making their decisions.
In our norming study we obtained graded ratings as to whether the probe sentences were
entailed by the context sentences. We assume that participants in our main study were
able to utilize intuitions that corresponded to such scales. An optimal response then
would be to respond according to this scale. We first looked at whether our normed
truth scale was predictive of response in a series of logistic regression models. A model
including the truth norm rating of the stimulus as a predictor gave a better fit to the data
than a model only including the correct response, as indicated by a substantially smaller
AIC value. A model containing an interaction between truth norm rating and condition
was a significantly better fit than a model containing only truth norm (χ 2 (4) = 17.794,
p < 0.01) or one containing both terms but no interaction (χ 2 (2) = 13.228, p < 0.01).
The coefficients revealed the increase in the likelihood of participants responding "true"
as a function of increases in the truth norm was significantly greater in both condition
B and condition C than it was in condition A. We next fit separate logistic regression
models to the data from each of the conditions and looked at the predictive value of the
truth norms in each case. Log Likelihood Ratio Indices (McFadden, 1974) revealed that
the truth values had more predictive value in conditions B (0.458) and C (0.477) than in
condition A (0.420). This, again, supports our hypothesis that participants would attend
more closely to stimuli under increased risk.
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Figure 5.3: LLRI and perplexity values for models fit to data in Conditions A, B, and C.
Both indicate that participants attend more closely to stimulus information when potential losses are high.
We performed a final exploration of the risk data by defining a simple truth norm
based model and exploring how well it accounts for participants’ responses. We adopt as
a baseline assumption that the acceptance probability of any given item will be directly
determined by its truthfulness value, namely that it will be equal to that truthfulness
value (minus 1, the minimum possible norming response), divided between the difference
between the minimum and maximum norming responses (6). This assumption is shown
in (14):
(14)

Pac c e p t (i) =

t r u t h(i)−1
6

We then examine the perplexity of this baseline model (an information-theoretic measure
of how surprised the model is by the data) with regard to responses in each condition.
The results mirror the LLRI results just presented, with higher perplexity in condition
A (2.328) than in conditions B (2.213) and C (2.110). This also indicates that participant
responses are better predicted by stimulus truthfulness values in the high risk conditions
than in the low risk condition. Because truthfulness values are a better predictor of response under increased risk, we see that participants are attending more closely to information available in the stimuli in those conditions. Both the LLRI and perplexity values
are presented in Figure 5.3.
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5.2.2.2

Effects of Decision Threshold Manipulation

We now turn to the effect of changes to the decision threshold. In Conditions C–E, the
same stimuli were used but the threshold value at and above which a probe was considered true was varied across conditions. Based on our above arguments that word meaning
in context is a graded phenomenon, and that verb meaning-in-context can be characterized by the conclusions that can be drawn from a given occurrence, we hypothesized
that participants would adjust their responses to reflect these thresholds, and in doing
so reflect their adjustment of their perceptions of meaning-in-context by way of the fact
that meaning-in-context can be characterized by available conclusions that can be drawn
from an utterance. It is worth noting that this is not an arbitrary manipulation – inference processes are broadly implicated in language processing, including the processing of
implicatures, where additional meaning is inferred beyond what is explicitly presented.
However, not all situations are equal in the extent to which they support the drawing of
such inferences. For example, when reading the language in a legal contract, one is illadvised to draw any conclusions beyond what is explicitly stated. In other circumstances,
such as innuendo, one is ill-advised to fail to draw such conclusions. Moving the threshold
at and above which a probe is considered “true”, i.e. considered to be a conclusion that
can be drawn from a context, captures exactly this type of variability.
Our norming study showed that people are able to reliably assign graded values
as to what extent a probe sentence was entailed by a context sentence. We assume that
participants in our main experiment will have similar graded evaluations and that they
will be respond differently depending on our different conditions by inferring an optimal
point on their scales at which to accept or reject statements as true.
Acceptance probabilities (across participants) for all stimuli as a function of their
truthfulness values in each condition are contained in Figure 5.4, in which it is clearly visible that participants do evaluate stimuli differently between conditions. The acceptance
probabilities of stimuli clearly raise or lower in response to which side of the threshold
they lie in a given condition. This reflects that participants could accurately adjust their
assumptions about what conclusions can be drawn from presented information, and that
by extension, they could also dynamically adjust their perceptions of verbs’ meanings in
different situational and linguistic contexts.
Our primary interest is in participants’ adaptation of their decision thresholds.
Figure 5.4 indicates that participants do learn to adapt to different threshold placements,
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Figure 5.4: Acceptance probabilities for stimuli as a function of their truthfulness ratings
in Conditions C–E. For each condition, the threshold at and above which stimuli were
considered true is indicated in red.
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Figure 5.5: Learning curves representing proportion of “true” responses for variable decision threshold conditions C–E. Shaded regions indicate 95% confidence intervals.
but we can also ask how rapidly they do so. As a first approach, we can examine participants’ accuracy (relative to the criterial decision threshold in each condition) as a function
of trial number in the experiment. Figure 5.5 displays the proportion of “true” to “false”
responses across participants in each condition as a function of trial number. We can see
from this figure that learning occurs rapidly, with the majority of adaptation to the decision threshold occurring within the first 100 trials in Conditions C and D. While learning
occurs more gradually in Condition E, it is still the most rapid during this period. We
can also see evidence motivating the median placement of the decision threshold in Condition C, since participants appear not to have to adapt to that threshold’s placement,
rather their responding behavior remains relatively constant throughout the task.
An interesting alternative visualization of this same learning data can be seen in
Figure 5.6, which displays participant accuracy (relative to the decision threshold place80
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Figure 5.6: Learning curves representing proportion of correct responses for variable decision threshold conditions C–E. Shaded regions indicate 95% confidence intervals.
ment) in each condition. This is directly analogous to the curves in Figure 5.5, because
accuracy improves by way of reducing the rate of “true” responses in Condition E and
reducing the rate of “false” responses in Condition D. However, an interesting contrast
emerges – in both of the shifted-threshold conditions, participant accuracy exceeds accuracy in the median threshold Condition C, despite starting significantly lower. It is possible that moving the decision threshold caused participants to attend more to its placement, and accuracy improved through conscious effort to learn the decision criterion,
though this cannot be established firmly from the existing data. It is, however, worthy of
additional attention in the future.
Figures 5.5 and 5.6 do reflect participants’ learning of the acceptance thresholds,
but they can also be interpreted as reflecting learning of the base rate in each condition,
because the same stimuli were included in each condition and changes to the placement of
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Figure 5.7: Lowess smoothed values for the minimum ratings at which items were accepted (the lower line) and maximum ratings at which items were rejected (the upper
line) by trial for our conditions C-E.

the decision threshold thus also directly affect the base rate. To disentangle questions of
stimulus-bound decision threshold placement and base rate manipulation, it is necessary
to explore trial-by trial effects on participant behavior, not as regards the proportion of
yes and no responses, but rather with reference to the critical properties of the stimuli
themselves.
The main question is how participants adjust their sense of how strongly implied
a probe must be in order for it to be evaluated as “true” in a condition. This threshold
is something that is learned via feedback over the course of the experiment, and participants’ learning of this threshold will be reflected in changes to their behavior in accepting
and rejecting stimuli of different truthfulness values. Figure 5.7 shows the changes over
trials in the minimum truthfulness ratings for the items that are accepted and the maximum ratings for the items that are rejected for the three conditions. This shows how
participants adjust these cutoffs over trials differently in line with the acceptance thresholds revealed to them in their feedback. In the median-threshold Condition D, we can see
that participants adjusted their behavior much less than in the low-threshold Condition
D and the high-threshold Condition E. In Condition D, rejection rates drop dramatically
while acceptance rates remain very permissive, and just the opposite is seen in Condition
E: the minimum truthfulness rating to be accepted rises dramatically. It should also be
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Condition
F
G
H
I

Payoffs
+1/-5
+1/-5
+5/-1
+5/-1

Threshold
2
6
2
6

Table 5.4: Payoffs and thresholds for Conditions F–I

noted, again with reference to the close correspondence between threshold placement and
base rate here, that the learning rates seen in Figure 5.7 mirror those in Figures 5.5 and
5.6 – the majority of threshold learning in Conditions C and D takes place in the first 100
or so trials, and the process is somewhat slower in the high-threshold Condition E.
As with the heightened accuracy in Conditions D and E seen in Figure 5.6, the
asymmetry in learning rates for high-threshold and low-threshold conditions is another
question that merits further investigation in the future, again with reference to the question of how participants differ in the manner in which they attend to different thresholds
regarding what can safely be concluded from a given utterance. The slower learning of
the high threshold here is surprising, since it is probably more common in language to
apply stricter than average interpretive biases versus much more lax ones.
5.2.2.3

Interaction of Risk and Threshold Manipulations

We have seen in the first 5 experimental conditions described above that participants are
sensitive to both risk and threshold placement when processing meaning in context. With
regard to risk, we found that participants became more deliberative in their responding
when potential losses were high. This was evidenced in two ways – participants’ response
times were longer in the high risk condition on stimuli with intermediate truthfulness
ratings. Independent of response time, participants also demonstrated increased attention
to the critical characteristics of the stimuli (namely probe truthfulness) when potential
losses were high. Regarding threshold placement, we found that participants were able to
learn via feedback both stricter and more lax constraints on probe interpretation.
However, in the first five conditions, only one of these two factors was ever manipulated at a given time. Those conditions for which payoffs were manipulated had
a threshold fixed at the median truthfulness value for all norming judgments. Those
conditions for which thresholds were manipulated all had balanced payoffs of +5/-5. A
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natural subsequent question, given these initial findings, is how risk and threshold placement interact. Specifically, we are interested in how the threshold learning rate is affected
by different payoff structures. Since increased risk has been seen to increase attention
to stimuli, we hypothesize that thresholds will be learned faster and more accurately in
higher-risk conditions.
Participants. An additional 89 Psychology undergraduates participated in this round
of data collection in exchange for course credit. Participants were additionally eligible to
receive a cash reward of up to $3 based on their performance in the task. All were native
English speakers.
Methods and Materials. Data was collected in four additional conditions where high
and low risk were crossed with high and low truthfulness threshold, as detailed in Table
5.4. The stimuli and experimental setup were identical to that in the first round of data
collection.
Results and Discussion. In keeping with our predictions, risk does have a clear significant effect on learning rate. As predicted, thresholds are learned more rapidly and more
accurately in the high risk (+1/-5) compared to the balanced (+5/-5) conditions. The
most dramatic effect, however, is the threshold learning – or lack thereof – in the low-risk
conditions. Figure 5.8 contains smoothed curves representing the average minimum accepted truth values and average maximum rejected truth values for all 9 conditions in this
experiment.
Of primary interest are the left and right columns of Figure 5.8, showing the learning of high and low thresholds under different payoff matrices. For the low threshold,
the average maximum rejection in the balanced cases is about 4, and learned in roughly
150 trials. In the high risk (+1/-5) condition, the average maximum rejection is closer
to 3, and is learned in roughly 100 trials, representing a substantial improvement in both
accuracy and in learning rate. The same can be seen for the high threshold conditions,
with learning again both faster and more accurate in the high risk condition. Mirroring
findings from the first round, the speed and accuracy of high threshold learning is surprisingly not quite as good as with the low threshold, counterintuitive because well-defined
restrictions on interpretation were assumed to be more common. However, for both the
low and high thresholds, the effect of increased risk is very clear.
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Figure 5.8: Lowess smoothed values for the minium ratings at which items were accepted
(the lower line) and maximum ratings at which items were rejected (the upper line) for all
9 conditions in the experiment. Each column represents a different threshold, and each
row a different payoff matrix.
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Perhaps even more striking however is the comparison of either of the large-loss
conditions with the low risk (+5/-1) conditions. This is particularly notable in the low
threshold case, where the threshold under decreased risk appears not to have been learned
at all. While some learning of the high threshold does occur in the low-risk condition,
it is still much worse than either the balanced or high-risk conditions. While it may not
reflect commitment to default meanings per se, the near or total lack of threshold learning
under low risk is clear evidence of the use of a shallow processing strategy.
This then points to a main effect of loss magnitude on threshold learning, along
with an additional effect of the ratio between potential gains and potential losses. These
data show a clear interaction between risk and threshold placement on the processing of
meaning in context.

5.3

General Discussion

We found that participants can dynamically adjust their assumptions regarding the conclusions that can be drawn from a given utterance in response to feedback. We further
found that they employed different responding strategies under risk, and that the difference was not simply due to a speed-accuracy tradeoff. These results suggest that decision making behaviors that have been reported in other non-linguistic domains might
reasonably be extended to sentence processing, and in particular to meaning-in-context
resolution.
The finding that semantic ambiguity resolution is affected by independently motivated economic considerations is timely given related developments in the literature. One
is the appearance in the sentence processing literature of the so-called “Good Enough” approach (Ferreira and Patson, 2007). A handful of studies (Sturt et al., 2004; Swets et al.,
2008) have found people often only engage in shallow syntactic or semantic processing.
The connection we make here with the decision making literature suggests some ways in
which we might make use of another body of research in order to be more explicit about
how situational pressures affect language processing. Another recent development, this
time in the theoretical linguistic literature, has been the use of ideas from decision theory
and game theory to discuss linguistic communication (Clark, 2012) and particularly pragmatics (Benz et al., 2006). One of the main challenges in extending these accounts is in
effectively parameterizing the utilities associated with interpretations. Our findings suggests that standard experimental techniques from the decision making literature might be
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useful in this regard, through the adoption of of payoffs grounded in a generally-desirable
resource such as money, despite the fact that it may not be the basis for payoffs tied to all
naturalistic language comprehension scenarios.
One question to be explored in greater detail is exactly what strategy is being deployed in the minimum risk cases. We have shown that responding is suboptimal, but the
current study didn’t shed much light on exactly what the suboptimal strategies were. One
possibility is that the participants’ suboptimal performance in the absence of risk reflects
partial use of default interpretation strategies of the kind found under time pressure in
McElree et al. (2006) and Gaylord et al. (2012). Depending on the degree of situational
risk, people might vary in how readily they will accept an initially-activated default interpretation of a word, presumably because under certain payoff schemes it is no longer
worth the effort of computing a more precise interpretation to avoid a marginal potential
loss. It is in fact possible that precisely this behavior drove some of the between-conditions
response variation that was seen here, but that cannot be conclusively demonstrated from
available data. A related question to be explored in greater detail in future research is how
this readiness to accept default interpretations is affected by the relative strength of the
default meaning versus other potentially competing candidate interpretations (Kilgarriff,
2004), and in fact whether it is the case that only one default interpretation is activated.
Participants’ dynamic adjustment to different truthfulness thresholds is equally
striking as it shows that in different situations they rapidly learned how conservative
or permissive to be regarding the possible conclusions that can be drawn from given information. This is particularly relevant for the study of semantic ambiguity resolution
due to the fact that contextualized meaning has long been tied to the set of conclusions
that can be drawn from a sentence. While formal semantic approaches (Chierchia and
McConnell-Ginet, 2000) are more restrictive in that they characterize sentence meaning
through entailments, which are necessarily true, as opposed to here where we also deal
with plausible conclusions, the general sentiment of these approaches is nonetheless applicable. Moreover, the extension to questions of inference, as opposed to strict entailment,
is apt in the context of the present study. As a study of how the processing of meaning
is affected by extralinguistic situational characteristics, another way of approaching the
work reported in this chapter is from the perspective of experimental pragmatics. The
details of such a perspective are not worked out here, but this program of research, as
an investigation of the role of situational context in semantic processing, should be of
potential interest to researchers in this field as well.
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Chapter 6

General Discussion and Future
Directions
6.1

Summary of Findings

I have presented the results of three studies designed to explore the resolution of verb
meaning-in-context. The first of these, presented in Chapter 3, was an offline similarity
judgment task, designed as the continuation of prior corpus annotation work drawing
upon, but outside of, the domain of psycholinguistics. This study was designed to explore two main questions: just how fine-grained people’s intuitions of meaning-in-context
similarity are, and how those intuitions can be predicted on the basis of contextual information. We found that subject noun animacy was a significant predictor of participants’
semantic similarity judgments, as were independently gathered human judgments of overall noun similarity. Moreover, these two measures, while related, both made independent
contributions to the quality of these predictions. These results complement others’ recent findings regarding the importance of combining multiple sources of information in
characterizing noun meanings (Johns and Jones, 2012; Silberer and Lapata, 2012).
However, the finding from that study most relevant to this thesis came not from
successes in predicting participant responses, but rather from the distributions of the
participant responses themselves. Namely, despite the fact that a very large number of
similarity values were observed across participants, it was not the case that different participants’ responses were all of the same granularity. In fact, participants fell roughly into
two categories: those who responded with relatively low granularity (i.e. supplied a rela88

tively small number of unique values across the task) and those who responded with high
granularity (i.e. supplied a relatively large number of unique values across the task). One
interpretation of these facts is that some participants were considering the stimuli in the
task in greater detail, and that this was reflected in finer-grained judgments. If this were
true, it would suggest that participants had access to different sources of knowledge in
making their judgments, or were employing different strategies – they could either employ a schematic level of understanding of meaning-in-context, or a more informationrich one.
To test for the existence of these multiple levels of representation, and also to learn
more about the timecourse of verbal meaning-in-context resolution, we then designed a
Speed-Accuracy Tradeoff on the processing of intransitive verb meaning in context. This
work was presented in Chapter 4. In keeping with previous findings for nouns (McElree
et al., 2006), we found evidence for the initial activation of a context-independent default
meaning for ambiguous verbs. This default meaning, which likely corresponds to the
most frequently-occurring interpretation of that verb, remains active even in incongruous
contexts for long enough to influence participant responses at short latencies, before other
contextual evidence is incorporated and the contextually-appropriate meaning of the verb
is determined.
The findings of this study indicate that we have access to (at least) two sources of
lexical knowledge – a rapidly-retrieved schematic interpretation of a word, and a much
more information-rich base of knowledge that can eventually be recruited to determine a
very specific contextual meaning of an ambiguous word. This study tacitly assumed that
the proper meaning-in-context would eventually be arrived at, and focused on the nature
of the initial state of the meaning resolution process as well as its timecourse. However,
this does not appear to be the entire story. Recalling the findings from the Magnitude Estimation study reported previously, we find results consistent with the use of schematic
lexical knowledge even in a judgment task without any time constraints. Those findings
appear to indicate that participants have access to multiple processing strategies of varying information depth. It appears as though the initially-activated context-independent
default meanings of verbs similarly may also be more than just an artifact of frequency
of exposure – they in fact represent an available semantic processing strategy. A language
comprehender may elect to utilize these shallower representations or to reject them in favor of a more information-rich, but slower, approach. Such observations have been made
before – language processing does not always yield optimally detailed, maximally accurate
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perceptions of meaning, and there is at least some evidence that the choice between shallow and deep processing strategies is sensitive to situational differences. The next question
is what situational factors influence such a choice.
The existence of representations supporting shallow, more rapid meaning resolution as well as deeper, more time-consuming meaning resolution suggests a parallel with
another line of research. There has been a considerable amount of attention paid in the literature on human decision making to issues of strategy selection, and in particular with
regard to what are known as effort-accuracy tradeoffs. This work studies how people
choose between different available cognitive strategies when solving problems or making
choices. As in our semantic processing case, these tradeoffs are characterized by a desire
for high accuracy on the one hand, and a desire to minimize the effort associated with
a decision on the other. In this body of work, strategy selection has been seen to depend on characteristics of the decision situation, for example, the amount of uncertainty
associated with the choice as well as potential gains and losses resulting from the decision.
In general, the comparison of semantic ambiguity resolution to decision making is
an apt one. Both semantic ambiguity resolution and decision processes more generally are
characterized by the presence of available evidence, the knowledge of the possible choices
that can be made, and considering those choices in light of available evidence in a manner
that is sensitive to general situational factors surrounding the decision. However, despite
these parallels, the connection between semantic ambiguity resolution and decision making more generally is underexplored. As a first step towards exploring these connections,
we designed a meaning-in-context resolution study that employed design principles that
are well-attested in decision making research, with a particular emphasis on the question
of how people make varying use of schematic and information-rich processing strategies.
This experiment was discussed in Chapter 5.
On the surface, this experiment resembled the SAT study just discussed. As in
that study, each trial contained a context sentence, followed by a semantic probe to be
judged as true or false in that context. Unlike the previous study, participants were free
to respond whenever they wished following probe presentation, and were not cued by
a response tone at varying intervals. We were primarily curious to see if, under some
situational characteristics, participants would fail to reject a contextually-inappropriate
default meaning because they opted against a more effortful consideration of contextual
evidence. We also wished to explore in greater detail the question of characterizing verb
meaning-in-context via the conclusions that can reasonably be drawn from an occurrence,
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and whether participants could dynamically adjust their inferential behavior to reflect
situational constraints on breadth of interpretation.
The experiment contained five conditions in which we independently manipulated participant payoffs and decision thresholds. One condition had elevated risk, with
losses associated with an incorrect answer being 5 times the gain for a correct one. Another condition was lower risk, with the gain for a correct response being 5 times the
possible loss for an incorrect one. These two conditions, as well as a third with equal
gains and losses, had a median placement of the decision threshold – i.e. an equal number
of stimuli were considered to be true and false in these conditions. Two further conditions, which had equal gains and losses, manipulated this threshold, with one condition
placing it well above median (i.e. much more restrictive constraints on inference) and one
well below (i.e. much more lax constraints on inference).
We found that both the risk (payoff) manipulations as well as the decision threshold manipulations had the predicted effects on participant responding behavior. Participants rapidly learned the placement of the elevated and lowered decision thresholds, and
the median placement of the threshold in the remaining conditions was supported by the
fact that no significant learning was necessary to effectively make true/false judgements
above and below this bound. This clearly indicates that participants were effectively
adapting their inferences to reflect situational constraints on interpretation. Regarding
risk, it was seen that when participants stood to lose more for an incorrect response,
they became more deliberative – not as reflected through elevated response times, but in
their sensitivity to the decision threshold in the task and to the truthfulness of probes.
Moreover, risk and threshold placement were found to interact in four additional conditions wherein both factors were manipulated simultaneously. Increased risk resulted in
faster and more accurate learning of both high and low thresholds, presumably because
participants had become more deliberative and were attending more closely to available
information in the stimuli.
These findings are promising in several ways. They help account for the differences in response granularity seen in the Magnitude Estimation task from Chapter 3, as
well as extending the relevance of the context-independent default meanings seen in Chapter 4 – they are not merely artifacts that can be observed in the first few hundred milliseconds of processing, but can be accepted without contextual support even in the absence
of time pressure, provided that there is not sufficient incentive to pursue a more laborious consideration of available evidence to arrive at a contextually-precise interpretation.
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This also work represents a substantial development in our understanding of how verb
meaning is represented, and provides a step towards the further study of lexical knowledge
through the use of experimental techniques from a literature that had not been previously
utilized for the study of semantic ambiguity.
While this work provides promising preliminary results, there are quite a few
open avenues of inquiry for improving and extending these findings. I now turn to discuss
clear next steps in the context of the present work. Following that, with the remainder of
the chapter, I discuss some of these future directions as they relate to questions of linguistic inference, word meanings and concept representation, and the intersection between
language processing research and decision making research more generally.

6.2
6.2.1

Future Work
First Steps

The work presented in this thesis, and particularly in Chapter 5 is part of an ongoing program of research. The work presented thus far has identified that people do have access to
both schematic and information-rich sources of lexical knowledge, and that they employ
these sources of knowledge, via corresponding meaning resolution strategies, differently
depending on situational constraints. There is more work to do, however, in extending
all 3 of the studies presented here, and I now turn to discuss these issues.
6.2.1.1

Next steps for the continuation of Experiment 1

Of all the work presented in this thesis, Experiment 1 may hold less promise as a method
of truly capturing the nature of our lexical knowledge and the processes that utilize it
in semantic comprehension. However, offline rating studies such as Experiment 1 are
still valuable – they are easy to conduct, they can still employ interesting methodologies
such as Magnitude Estimation, and human intuitions about meaning, while problematic
in some ways, are a unique and valuable source of data in others.
If one wished to continue the line of work presented in Experiment 1, several
opportunities for improvement are present. First, while the stimuli were designed to be
as simple as possible in the hopes of reducing available contextual information to just
the nouns in the study, it was seen that only very limited success was had in identifying
general measures of noun difference to predict the verb semantic similarity judgments.
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Additionally, while verb selection was constrained to a well-defined semantic domain,
most verbs do not form part of domains as well-defined as motion. The greatest issue
with the task was likely the presence of many infelicitous comparisons. As discussed
above, this was an issue even for the noun similarity judgments because, while there is
a readily identifiable scale of relative similarity connecting kids, cats, insects, lanes, and
topics, that dimension along which similarity can be judged is washed out by the great
many other dimensions which do not support meaningful comparisions. It is interesting
in and of it self that under such circumstances people may not rapidly isolate the one (or
few) alignable dimensions.
Comparison felicity should be attended to carefully if one wishes to conduct a
future extension of Experiment 1, as should sources of contextual difference. While it
remains desirable to constrain sources of contextual variation in stimuli so as to isolate
the effect of what is being manipulated, comparisons that are not naturalistic will suffer
form their own shortcomings and there is certainly the risk of repetition effects in a
study such as this. Additionally, other sources of contextual difference, such as argument
realization patterns, could prove useful in these designs. However, the fact of the matter
is that offline studies of language comprehension do face some fundamental limitations,
and their results may remain most interesting in how they diverge from the findings of
online processing studies.
6.2.1.2

Next Steps for the Continuation of Experiment 2

Experiment 2 offered some promising initial results, both on the nature of our lexical
representations for verbs and on the process by which that lexical knowledge is integrated
with its sentential context. We found that our semantic knowledge of verbs is at least
two-layered, comprising a rich base of event knowledge as well as a more schematic level
of representation, containing information as to the space of possible meanings of the verb
and (at least) that verb’s dominant (most likely) interpretation. This information was subsequently seen to have far-reaching implications for the dynamics of meaning resolution
behavior. However, there are some immediate opportunities for building on this work
and for reinforcing the conclusions obtained thus far. I outline the three most important
of these below.
Methodological Specifics. In Experiment 2, if participants did not respond quickly
enough following the response tone, the trial repeated with the same processing interval
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until the participant responded rapidly enough. These data points were excluded from
analysis, but the rationale was that overly slow responses were not reflective of the designated processing interval, and repeated presentation of the item would constitute additional practice in the hopes of maximizing the total number of in-time responses. However, standard practice in SAT studies is to retain such late responses (with a warning to
the participant), and in fact for all responses to include the number of milliseconds after
the response tone in the overall response time measure. This is information that was not
retained in Experiment 2, and would allow a more precise item-by-item analysis. The rationale that participants might need more practice to respond quickly enough following
the tone also points to the potential need for a longer period of practice before beginning
the experiment. Practical constraints on participant availability did not allow this option
in Experiment 2, resulting in the design decisions described above. However in future
work it may be warranted to increase the amount of time each participant spends in the
task, in line with previous work. Additionally, even shorter processing intervals should
be included in future work, since participants remained well above chance in rejecting
impossible probes at even the shortest delays included here.
Sense Dominance and Context-Probe Relations. In Experiment 2, sense dominance
was determined using WordNet sense rankings, on the assumption that frequency drives
the speed with which different pieces of lexical information are recalled. As seen above,
this is in fact frequently the case. However, other construals are possible. For example,
one other potentially important consideration is the distinction between literal and figurative uses. Such distinctions are often very hard to identify (consider (1) on page 5),
but we had assumed that more literal interpretations of verbs would be dominant over
figurative extensions of those interpretations. However, figurativity and sense frequency
are not always in line with one another – for several verbs in the stimuli from Experiment
2, the figurative interpretation was actually more frequent than the literal. The interaction between figurativity and sense frequency in establishing sense dominance warrants
further attention.
Additionally, there were some stimuli in Experiment 2 that, under reconsideration, are less targeted towards questions of verb meaning than others. An example here
is the item The dawn broke – Something got lighter, where getting lighter is really a property of the dawn and not of breaking. Such cases were relatively infrequent among the
stimuli, but future work should attend more closely to the issue of verb-probe associa94

tion. In the context of the present data, norming judgments could plausibly be obtained
to help ameliorate these potential complications either by excluding flawed items and/or
by accounting for the degree of verb-probe fit in the models of response data themselves.
Aligning more closely with extant work. Experiment 2 drew inspiration from two
main prior findings: an SAT study by McElree et al. showing that noun processing is
surprisingly slow, and a self-paced reading study by Bicknell et al. showing that verb processing is surprisingly fast. These studies appear to make conflicting predictions, but it is
not possible just from their findings to discern whether their differences result from experimental design or more fundamental differences between nouns and verbs. To explore
this question, we brought the design of the McElree et al. study into the verb processing domain, and found that when using an SAT design, verbs can in fact be seen to have
default meanings.
However, Experiment 2 made use of intransitive verbs disambiguated by their
subject nouns, whereas the study by Bicknell et al. made use of transitive verbs, and focused on the detection of incongruent objects given the subject and the verb. This is an
important difference between their work and the work reported here. While Experiment
2 focused on verb meaning-in-context, and approached this question via the semantic integration process, Bicknell et al. focus not on verb meanings but on the composition process
itself. It is an open and interesting question whether partially composed sentence-level
representations, such as those of a transitive verb and its subject, are also characterized by
default semantic assumptions. To better align the findings from Experiment 2 with the
work that motivated that experiment, and to more directly address the apparent tension
between the findings of McElree et al. and Bicknell et al, a desirable next step would be to
directly adapt the Bicknell et al. stimuli into an SAT paradigm.
We have collected some preliminary data on this question. We took the stimuli
from Bicknell et al’s study, discarded the spillover region, and presented them in a sensicality judgment SAT task where the subject and verb were first presented, followed by
the congruous or incongruous probe. Participants then responded, following different
processing intervals, whether the sentence as a whole was a proper sentence of English.
Preliminary findings mirror those of Bicknell et al. at short processing intervals, with
e.g. The mechanic checked – the spelling being frequently rejected. However, this effect
of incongruity dissipates over time, such that at longer intervals the sentence is accepted.
This appears to indicate that our semantic predictions during sentence comprehension
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in some respects mirror our semantic commitments in meaning-in-context resolution, a
relationship that deserves further attention.
6.2.1.3

Next Steps for the Continuation of Experiment 3

Because of the similarities between Experiment 2 and Experiment 3, many of the above
comments about stimuli (sense dominance, verb-probe associations) also apply here. Since
these two designs are quite complementary, it is worth attending closely to the fine-tuning
of stimuli to be used across both such tasks to ensure greatest comparability. While timing and stimulus presentation questions do not carry over here, since Experiment 3 did
not utilize the SAT methodology, there are other methodological fine points to be attended to here. Chief among these is the collection of norming judgments, and ensuring
that the resultant judgments are reflective of reasonable assumptions about meaning-incontext. This in turn bears on the question of decision threshold placement, which was
determined in a somewhat ad hoc manner here, to reflect the boundaries between obvious falsehood, plausibility, and certainty. This is a question that deserves a more precise
answer. Here, I also detail other issues to disentangle or explore in the context of the
work already conducted.
Asymmetric and Variable Payoff Matrices. All of the conditions discussed in Experiment 3 (Chapter 5) contained symmetric payoff matrices, meaning that a correct response
received the same gain regardless of whether it was a hit or correct rejection, and an incorrect response incurred the same loss regardless of whether it was a false alarm or a
miss. This situation is not typical of many decision making studies (e.g. Diederich and
Busemeyer, 2006; Diederich, 2008), which utilize asymmetric payoff matrices, and so one
way to extend the present findings is to explore the effects of different gains and losses
for different types of correct and incorrect responses. The language processing analogues
of these asymmetric payoff matrices, while somewhat more subtle than the general intuitions presented in Experiment 3, are still present. A condition in which there is a greater
penalty for a false alarm than a miss corresponds to a situation where the making of an
unlicensed inference is worse than the failure to recover an intended implied meaning of
an utterance. The converse – where it is worse to fail to draw an intended conclusion than
it is to draw an unintended one – could also be imagined to exist.
Additionally, in the work reported here, payoff matrices were held constant throughout the course of the task. Again, in decision making research, this is not always the case
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– payoff matrices can vary even on a trial-by-trial basis. It is more difficult to imagine a direct linguistic analogue for this manipulation. However, one possible parallel is with the
fact that changes to the decision threshold were partially motivated by the fact that different interlocutors have different interpretive biases, and this fact likely carries over into
questions of the relative badness of different kinds of inferential mistakes. Nonetheless,
trial-by-trial changes to payoff matrices typically address more fundamental questions in
decision behavior as opposed to real-world analogues of certain tasks. The possible contributions of the type of work presented here for decision making research more generally
will be taken up in greater detail below.
Relative Gain/Loss and Specific Payoff Amounts.

The gain and loss increments em-

ployed in Experiment 3 were chosen somewhat arbitrarily, to create conditions in which
potential gains significantly outweighed, or were significantly outweighed by, potential
losses, as well as were potential gains and losses were equal. However, it is worth further
attention how participant responding behavior is affected by the choice of specific payoff
values. It has been noted, for example, that in the risk-manipulated Conditions A and B,
while the ratios of gains to losses are starkly contrasted, the spread between gain and loss
are actually equal, at 6 points in each condition. This raises the question of how participants are evaluating potential gains. If they evaluate them relative to what can be gained
or lost on an individual trial, then the payoff manipulation in these conditions is wellsupported. If, however, they evaluate them relative to the maximum number of points
that can be earned in the task, the two conditions may contrast less than they could –
For example, an incorrect response in Condition A incurs a material loss of 1 point, but
this could be perceived as a loss of 6 points relative to what could have been achieved.
The fact that we did find a significant effect of payoff matrix manipulation in Conditions
A–C suggests that participants were evaluating potential gains vs. potential losses on a
trial-by-trial basis, but the issue does warrant further attention.
The question of how relative gains and losses are interpreted, and how specific
gain and loss amounts are interpreted, has been the study of a substantial amount of prior
work. Prospect Theory (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979; Tversky and Kahneman, 1981)
deals extensively with the subjective interpretation of gains and losses, and findings from
this work do support that people tend to evaluate potential gains and losses relative to
an immediate status quo, and not relative to potential long-term outcomes. For example,
Tversky and Kahneman (1981) showed that people assign a higher weight to a fixed cost
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savings when it represents a greater proportion of an item’s purchase price – a $5 savings
is perceived as “greater” on a $15 item than on a $125 item, which indicates that such
decisions are not based purely on the total amount that can be gained/retained. This
question is closely related to the topic of mental accounting, or how people evaluate and
keep track of financial activities (and possibly management of utility more generally).
Thaler (1999) points out that “transactions are often evaluated one at a time”, and that in
general loss aversion is a stronger force in financial decision making than is the pursuit of
gains. These findings are applicable here insofar as financial incentives are argued to be a
good general-purpose resource to use in decision making studies (Markman and Medin,
2002).
However, the framing of gains and losses is a complex question and the specific
subjective interpretation of these values is often difficult to predict. Additionally, there
is room for further payoff manipulations that approach gain/loss framing more directly.
In all conditions of the experiment in Chapter 5, participants began with 0 points which
corresponded to an end-of-experiment payout of half the total cash available. Conditions
could be run where participants start with no cash and can only accumulate it, where they
start with the full amount of cash and can only lose it, or where they start at one of these
extremes and can either lose what has been gained or recoup what has been lost. Again,
these questions venture increasingly away from linguistically-grounded issues and towards
more general questions of how people employ different decision making strategies. The
general point here has simply been that the specific payoffs chosen in tasks such as this
are worthy of further attention.
Decision Threshold vs. Base Rate.

As discussed above, the conditions in Experiment

3 in which we manipulated decision threshold placement partially confounded base rate
(proportion of correct “True” to correct “False” responses in the task) with the placement of a threshold tied to a specific property of the stimulus (probe truthfulness). This
is because all conditions included the full range of stimuli in the task, and so a change in
the placement of the decision threshold also changed the base rate. We saw above that
the changes to threshold placement were not exclusively attributable to base rate differences, but one useful extension of this work would be to explore the effects of threshold
placement changes when the base rate was held constant. This could be accomplished
via using a subset of the full range of stimuli, such that regardless of threshold placement
there were an equal number of correct “True” and correct “False” responses. Under these
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circumstances it would also be important to select this subset of stimuli such that the
threshold sat at the mean of included stimulus values and that the spread of stimuli was
equal on both sides of the threshold, since lower-rated stimuli would be easier to reject
with a higher threshold placement. Given the relative paucity of intermediate-rated stimuli in Experiment 3, this would likely require the introduction of some additional items
to ensure an adequate number of trials.

6.2.2

Broader Extensions

The previous section explored possibilities for further work in the direct context of the
work reported in Experiment 3. Here, I turn to discuss 4 broader extensions of the research presented in this thesis: further work on the nature of schematic lexical knowledge;
extending the connections between this work and work in experimental pragmatics; exploration of alternative implementations of gain and loss, and the potential applications
of linguistic tasks for the study of decision making more generally.
6.2.2.1

Further Work on Schematic Lexical Knowledge

Experiment 2 identified the presence of two sources of information pertaining to the
meanings of ambiguous words – an initially-activated, context-independent “default” meaning and a richer base of event knowledge that can subsequently be recruited for the resolution of meaning. The default meaning is more schematic, likely reflects the most
frequently-encountered sense of the verb, and supports a shallower but less effortful meaning resolution strategy. The richer source of event knowledge correspondingly supports
a deeper but more effortful strategy.
However, if the default meaning corresponds to the most frequently-encountered
sense of the verb, then we can imagine extensions of this scenario. For example, if a word
had two equally-frequent senses, it seems plausible that the initially-activated default information would cover both of these. If a word had three senses, one highly frequent, one
very infrequent, and one intermediate, it stands to reason that the intermediate-frequency
sense would be more readily retrieved than the infrequent one, if not as quickly as the
dominant sense. What emerges from this line of reasoning is the possibility that the
initially-activated schematic semantic knowledge may not actually be a single “default”
meaning, but rather a rough estimate over the range of possible interpretations of a word,
weighted by their frequency of occurrence (in an exemplar-type approach, the density of
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previously seen occurrences in a high dimensional semantic space).
There are at least three possibilities regarding the nature of initially-retrieved semantic information. One possibility is that, as seen in Experiment 2 and subsequently
assumed in Experiment 3, a single default interpretation is initially activated. Another
possibility is that the schematic interpretation reflects a rough estimate of the entire meaning space, weighted by frequency of occurrence (and/or some other determinant of sense
dominance). A third possibility is a constrained version of the second, wherein the estimate of the space only reflects sensitivity to interpretations that are above some threshold.
Existing work does not enable a direct evaluation of the question whether initiallyretrieved schematic semantic knowledge reflects a single sense of a verb or whether it reflects an estimate of the space of that verb’s possible meanings. This is largely because
most work on the representation and processing of lexical ambiguities – including the
work in Chapters 4 and 5 here – include only two meanings of any given word. The
verbs included in the experiments here were not matched for degree of polysemy, nor for
relative frequency of their different possible meanings. However, it would be possible
to design an experiment, e.g. an SAT semantic probe verification task, in which these
characteristics of the verbs were directly addressed, and containing stimuli with context
sentences and probes corresponding to these various interpretations. This would allow us
to begin teasing apart the three possibilities just sketched above.
Questions such as a word’s degree of polysemy and the relative frequency of its different meanings are complex (though lexicography provides insight into the first of these
question, and semantically annotated corpora can provide some insight into the second).
However, for particular verbs in an experiment these questions could also be approached
from an experimental standpoint, e.g. by examining priming from the target word to
paraphrases of various different meanings in the spirit of Williams (1992). Existing work
certainly supports the position that more frequent meanings of words exhibit stronger
activation and are more easily recalled – the question here is whether those same effects
can be observed in the rapidly-retrieved schematic representations as well.
If the initial schematic representation contained just a single interpretation, then
no difference would be expected between the evaluation of stimuli corresponding to intermediate and more deeply subordinate interpretations. Alternatively, if somewhat richer
schematic information were retrieved, then we would expect to see differences between
these cases. A further question that could ultimately be asked concerns the nature of the
estimation process that derives this schematic level of representation – are these sketches
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of meaning stored as part of our lexical knowledge, or derived very rapidly during the
course of online comprehension, or is there evidence for both processes, perhaps mediated by word frequency? It has been suggested, e.g. by Klein and Murphy (2001, 2002),
that interpretations of words that would otherwise be derived online may become lexicalized when sufficiently frequent. Since the argument for the existence of a schematic level
of semantic characterization is based in economic assumptions about effort reduction, it
seems possible that schematic representations of meanings would be stored for future use,
but only when needed sufficiently frequently to justify their encoding in memory.
6.2.2.2

Connections to Experimental Pragmatics

The work reported in Chapter 5 focused primarily on questions of lexical meaning – what
sources of information we have access to in our representations, and how we make use of
that information to determine meaning-in-context. Cases in which the default meaning
was rejected were characterized as an inference process – given available evidence, people
select a meaning appropriate to that linguistic context. The fact that this work can be
characterized as studying linguistic inference mediated by situational constraints opens up
the possibility of examining it from the perspective of experimental pragmatics (Noveck
and Sperber, 2006).
An important current topic of research in experimental pragmatics is how people deploy different strategies for interpreting the meaning of utterances. In particular,
one question is whether interpretations are all derived online in the process of sentence
comprehension, or whether there the process contains multiple stages – one, the initial
activation of more default interpretations, and the other a subsequent, more effortful, but
more precise computation. This question, primarily as it pertains to the processing of implicature, has been raised in theoretical literature (Levinson, 2000; Sperber and Wilson,
1986) as well as through experimental study (e.g. Bott and Noveck, 2004; Breheny et al.,
2006; Grodner et al., 2010; Noveck and Sperber, 2007).
At the same time, there has been a growing interest in the theoretical linguistic
literature on applying decision theory and game theory to problems of linguistic communication (Clark, 2012), and this work particularly intersects with questions in pragmatics
(Benz et al., 2006; Sally, 2003). However, despite the fact that empirical investigation of
pragmatic phenomena is growing in popularity at the same time that work in pragmatics
is growing increasingly interested in decision theory, there has yet to be much in the way
of direct experimental examination of pragmatic inference from the perspective of deci101

Figure 6.1: A spectrum of synthesized faces, ranging from sad to happy.
sion making research. While the work in Experiment 3 was conceived with the purpose
of exploring how people make use of different kinds of lexical knowledge, it can also be
interpreted as germane to two emerging areas of interest in the field of pragmatics. There
is future potential for the continuation of this work, both with regards to word-level inferences as well as the processing of pragmatic inferences more generally, including those
involving implicatures.
6.2.2.3

Naturalistic Payoffs Grounded in Facial Affect

Experiment 3, as is standard practice in many decision making studies, utilized small gains
and losses of cash as a way of manipulating risk. The use of money is well-motivated,
since it is a very general-purpose form of utility that people interact with and desire in
very similar ways overall.
In many decision situations, the use of financial payoffs to implement gains and
losses is particularly reasonable because there is not a clear alternative way to implement
the utilities associated with decisions. However, language processing represents a possible
exception to this generalization. In language, the utilities associated with proper understanding are often not material, but rather interpersonal. As such, we propose an alternative implementation of gains and losses, grounded in the fundamentally intersubjective
nature of linguistic exchange: payoffs implemented through changes in facial expressions
of affect.
Changes to decision thresholds in Experiment 3 were motivated by the observation that different situations call for more strict or more lax constraints on inference from
explicitly presented information. These manipulations can also be viewed as reflecting the
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fact that different interlocutors have different interpretive biases, which must be learned.
Participants can be familiarized with one or more “interlocutors”, as represented by faces
synthetically rendered using the FaceGen software.1 FaceGen allows fine-grained control
over a great number dimensions of facial expression, as shown in the sample images in
Figure 6.1, displaying a gradual progression from moderate sadness to happiness.
Incorrect responses by participants will yield negative affective responses, and correct responses will yield positive responses. Different “interlocutors” can be made to be
more or less emotionally volatile, and differentially sensitive to correct response or error.
Additionally, they can vary regarding how long their positive or negative affective state
perseveres before returning to neutral. These are all very well-motivated differences that
have clear analogues in actual human responses to successful and unsuccessful communication.
This implementation of payoffs has the additional appeal that feedback on response accuracy and gain/loss are in fact one and the same thing, and offers a very straightforward and well-motivated method of implementing both asymmetric and variable payoff matrices (cf. Diederich and Busemeyer, 2006) and payoffs contingent on recent prior
performance (cf. Knox et al., 2012).
6.2.2.4

Broader Possibilities for Language Processing in Decision Making Research

The primary focus of Experiment 3, and a major focus of this thesis more generally, was
the relevance of decision making research to the study of semantic processing. Another
interesting question to explore is the other side of this intersection of disciplines – we
can also ask the question of how language processing could constitute an interesting new
domain in which to study more general decision making processes.
A substantial amount of the existing body of decision making research, as discussed above, falls into two broad categories – deliberative decision making in informationrich scenarios, and speeded two-choice decision making in information-poor scenarios.
The former category encompasses the majority of financial decisions and among other
things helps to account for the importance of decision making research in understanding consumer behavior. These scenarios are those in which an individual is faced with a
decision, and has a substantial amount of information available to them in making that
decision. They are faced with the task of determining the relevance of that information
1

http://www.facegen.com
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to the decision, and how to make use of it. The decision itself is often not made under
explicit time pressure.
On the other hand, there is also a substantial body of work in cognitive psychology on decision making which focuses on rapid decisions, and in particular rapid decisions
in fairly simple scenarios. In these cases, often little information is available a priori to the
individual, and frequently they must discover this information as they progress through
the task. One main purpose of this design is to eliminate differences between the prior
experiences of different participants so that they can be assumed to approach the task in
largely similar ways. For example, in a gambling task where two options are associated
with different payoffs which change over time, a participant must explore different options in an attempt to maximize their gains and the questions of primary interest are how
they make use of available information and how this translates into their use of different
strategies. While one responding strategy in such a task may be mathematically optimal,
participants’ deviations from this strategy (or their failure to converge on it) can be informative as to how they perceive their options and their associated consequences. These
tasks shed light on the mechanics of rapid decision making processes, but are generally
(often intentionally) divorced from a naturalistic scenario characterizing these decisions
so that the mechanisms supporting them can be studied more directly.
Both of these types of decision scenarios do share substantial commonalities. Both
are concerned with how people select between a limited number of known options. Both
are concerned with how people perceive available information as relevant to their decisions, and how they make use of this information in arriving at their choice in the
task. Both are also concerned with the types of strategies people employ depending on
situational characteristics. In evaluating a purchase, this might be a choice between an
exhaustive comparison of the features of multiple options versus an approach that seeks
to eliminate options based on certain important characteristics. In choosing between
two options in a gambling task without additional supporting context, the choice might
be between exploiting the heretofore best-performing strategy or exploring other as-yet
untested strategies.
Despite these commonalities there are also clear differences between these two
broad types of decision scenarios. One principal difference between the two is the amount
of information available in the decision scenario. Corresponding to this difference is a
difference in the rapidity of the decisions being studied, where decisions in informationrich scenarios tend to be more deliberative and decisions in simpler scenarios tend to be
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in the context of a speeded task. One thing lacking in the literature is a class of decisions
that effectively bridges this gap.
Decisions related to language processing have the potential to be such a bridge. As
seen above, language processing (at least as regards the relatively effortful processing of
sentence-level and lexical meaning) is very rapid – the vast majority of processing takes
place in less than a second after being exposed to information. At the same time, language
is very rich with information – in fact, as has been seen, the linguistic input to the comprehender often contains more information than is actually being sought in a given scenario.
A comprehender must choose how, and to what extent, to make use of this available information, and in a naturalistic context must make this decision quite quickly to avoid
a disruption of the communicative scenario. Moreover, two additional characteristics
of language processing situate it in a position that should be desirable to explore from a
more general decision making perspective: (1) language processing itself spans from rapid,
partially-informed comprehension to deliberative, information-rich comprehension, and
(2) despite the presence of significant individual differences, people’s exposure to language
is generally equally extensive, and in fact relatively uniform compared to other domains.
The work reported in this thesis does not, on its own, establish language comprehension as a well-defined context in which to study more general decision processes. In
fact, it has yet to be conclusively shown that language processing actually directly depends
on more general mechanisms of decision making. However, this work does suggest that
at least there are commonalities – factors known to affect decision making more generally
appear to also affect language processing, and they appear to affect both in similar ways.
Moreover, when processing language people appear to have access to multiple meaning
resolution strategies, and they appear to employ these strategies differently depending on
situational characteristics. The parallels between decision making and semantic comprehension deserve further attention, and it is possible that, should these parallels continue
to be borne out, language processing could serve as fruitful new ground for the testing of
rapid, information-rich decision making more generally.
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Appendix A

Sample Questionnaire for
Magnitude Estimation Study
Step 1: Consider the pair of sentences below, focusing on how similar in meaning you
perceive the two instances of the verb (in bold) to be. Assign a number of your choosing
to reflect that degree of similarity. It is recommended that you choose a number that is
easy to multiply and divide.
The runner stumbles.
The conversation stumbles.

Step 2: Keep the first pair of sentences and the number you assigned in mind.
For the pairs of sentences that follow, your task is the same as for the first pair – assign a
number reflecting how similar in meaning you perceive the two instances of the verb to
be.
Assign numbers relative to the first judgment you made. Don’t restrict yourself to
just using something like a 1 to 10 scale; if you think the verbs in a pair of sentences are
twice as similar in meaning as the verbs in the first pair, assign a number that is twice
the number you provided for the first pair. If you think they are half as similar, assign a
number that is half that which you first assigned. We are interested in your first impressions, so don’t spend too long thinking about your judgment. While there are no right or
wrong answers, please be as precise as you can, and feel free to include decimal amounts
in your responses. However, you may not use zero, or numbers less than zero.
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Please note that to conserve space, items here appear without separation between
pairs. They were spaced by .5 inches in the actual experiment.
The cat wanders.

The kid turns.

The storm wanders.

The storm turns.

The rabbit wanders.

The cat turns.

The highway wanders.

The topic turns.

The insect turns.

The storm rolls.

The storm turns.

The lane rolls.

The rabbit moves.

The adult rolls.

The storm moves.

The rabbit rolls.

The adult moves.

The highway wanders.

The storm moves.

The lane wanders.

The kid climbs.

The insect climbs.

The cat climbs.

The topic climbs.

The adult wanders.

The adult wanders.

The cat wanders.

The highway wanders.

The adult turns.

The kid runs.

The insect turns.

The topic runs.

The kid moves.

The adult wanders.

The rabbit moves.

The kid wanders.

The kid rolls.

The rabbit climbs.

The insect rolls.

The insect climbs.

The insect runs.

The adult turns.

The lane runs.

The topic turns.

The kid runs.

The storm runs.

The highway runs.

The highway runs.

The cat moves.

The lane climbs.

The rabbit moves.

The topic climbs.

The cat climbs.

The storm runs.

The lane climbs.

The topic runs.

The rabbit turns.

The rabbit moves.

The lane turns.

The topic moves.
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The cat rolls.

The kid wanders.

The highway rolls.

The rabbit wanders.

The insect rolls.

The highway moves.

The highway rolls.

The lane moves.

The cat moves.

The adult turns.

The insect moves.

The rabbit turns.

The highway climbs.

The adult wanders.

The topic climbs.

The storm wanders.

The adult runs.

The rabbit wanders.

The lane runs.

The storm wanders.

The kid rolls.

The rabbit wanders.

The lane rolls.

The topic wanders.

The kid rolls.

The insect turns.

The cat rolls.

The topic turns.

The rabbit runs.

The adult climbs.

The highway runs.

The topic climbs.

The rabbit rolls.

The lane rolls.

The lane rolls.

The topic rolls.

The adult runs.

The adult climbs.

The cat runs.

The insect climbs.

The cat turns.

The kid turns.

The lane turns.

The insect turns.

The cat climbs.

The rabbit rolls.

The topic climbs.

The insect rolls.

The insect wanders.

The adult runs.

The lane wanders.

The kid runs.

The cat runs.

The adult wanders.

The storm runs.

The lane wanders.

The storm climbs.

The kid rolls.

The lane climbs.

The storm rolls.

The kid moves.

The storm moves.

The highway moves.

The topic moves.

The adult moves.

The insect rolls.

The highway moves.

The storm rolls.
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The cat climbs.

The storm wanders.

The highway climbs.

The topic wanders.

The insect turns.

The highway runs.

The highway turns.

The lane runs.

The kid moves.

The cat wanders.

The topic moves.

The rabbit wanders.

The highway turns.

The lane turns.

The topic turns.

The topic turns.

The cat runs.

The cat moves.

The insect runs.

The storm moves.

The storm moves.

The rabbit runs.

The highway moves.

The topic runs.

The cat runs.

The kid wanders.

The rabbit runs.

The highway wanders.

The kid climbs.

The insect climbs.

The lane climbs.

The storm climbs.

The rabbit moves.

The adult moves.

The highway moves.

The kid moves.

The cat rolls.

The insect rolls.

The lane rolls.

The topic rolls.

The insect moves.

The adult runs.

The lane moves.

The highway runs.

The rabbit runs.

The kid turns.

The storm runs.

The lane turns.

The kid runs.

The cat turns.

The rabbit runs.

The highway turns.

The cat rolls.

The kid wanders.

The topic rolls.

The topic wanders.

The adult rolls.

The kid climbs.

The topic rolls.

The storm climbs.

The adult climbs.

The adult moves.

The rabbit climbs.

The lane moves.

The storm turns.

The rabbit turns.

The lane turns.

The insect turns.
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The adult runs.

The insect climbs.

The storm runs.

The highway climbs.

The storm wanders.

The cat wanders.

The highway wanders.

The insect wanders.

The adult rolls.

The rabbit climbs.

The insect rolls.

The lane climbs.

The kid climbs.

The highway rolls.

The insect climbs.

The topic rolls.

The kid turns.

The adult moves.

The cat turns.

The cat moves.
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Appendix B

Stimuli from Speed-Accuracy
Tradeoff Study
Context

Probe

Type

The river bent

Something changed direction

TS

The river bent

Something was flexed

FS

The river bent

Something was burned

FV

The arm bent

Something was flexed

TS

The arm bent

Something changed direction

FS

The arm bent

Something was reflected

FV

The nose bled

Something was injured

TS

The nose bled

Something was stained

FS

The nose bled

Something was cooked

FV

The dye bled

Something was stained

TS

The dye bled

Something was injured

FS

The dye bled

Something was cracked

FV

The vase broke

Something shattered

TS

The vase broke

Something got lighter

FS

The vase broke

Something was eaten

FV

The dawn broke

Something got lighter

TS

The dawn broke

Something shattered

FS

The dawn broke

Something was soaked

FV
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The building fell

Something collapsed

TS

The building fell

Something became cheaper

FS

The building fell

Something was disguised

FV

The price fell

Something became cheaper

TS

The price fell

Something collapsed

FS

The price fell

Something was written

FV

The lawyer fought

Something was argued

TS

The lawyer fought

Something was violent

FS

The lawyer fought

Something was sewn

FV

The soldier fought

Something was violent

TS

The soldier fought

Something was argued

FS

The soldier fought

Something was painted

FV

The ice froze

Something became solid

TS

The ice froze

Something was scared

FS

The ice froze

Something was cut

FV

The deer froze

Something was scared

TS

The deer froze

Something became solid

FS

The deer froze

Something became dry

FV

The heart leapt

Something happy occurred

TS

The heart leapt

Something sprang upward

FS

The heart leapt

Something turned green

FV

The frog leapt

Something sprang upward

TS

The frog leapt

Something happy occurred

FS

The frog leapt

Something was covered

FV

The dog ran

Something moved fast

TS

The dog ran

Something followed a course

FS

The dog ran

Something was twisted

FV

The lane ran

Something followed a course

TS

The lane ran

Something moved fast

FS

The lane ran

Something fell down

FV

The market shrank

Something weakened the economy

TS

The market shrank

Something reduced in size

FS

The market shrank

Something caught on fire

FV

The shirt shrank

Something reduced in size

TS
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The shirt shrank

Something weakened the economy

FS

The shirt shrank

Something was built

FV

The ball wobbled

Something rocked gently

TS

The ball wobbled

Something changed over time

FS

The ball wobbled

Something got warmer

FV

The ratings wobbled

Something changed over time

TS

The ratings wobbled

Something rocked gently

FS

The ratings wobbled

Something was polished

FV

The stone fractured

Something cracked in two

TS

The stone fractured

Something lost unity

FS

The stone fractured

Something became clear

FV

The party fractured

Something lost unity

TS

The party fractured

Something cracked in two

FS

The party fractured

Something became smooth

FV

The sun shone

Something emitted light

TS

The sun shone

Something was impressive

FS

The sun shone

Something was carved

FV

The talent shone

Something was impressive

TS

The talent shone

Something emitted light

FS

The talent shone

Something was softened

FV

The basement stank

Something smelled bad

TS

The basement stank

Something was unimpressive

FS

The basement stank

Something was pulled

FV

The plot stank

Something was unimpressive

TS

The plot stank

Something smelled bad

FS

The plot stank

Something warmed up

FV

The cat moved

Something changed location

TS

The cat moved

Something changed the subject

FS

The cat moved

Something was ruined

FV

The topic moved

Something changed the subject

TS

The topic moved

Something changed location

FS

The topic moved

Something was washed

FV

The puppy dreamt

Something was asleep

TS

The puppy dreamt

Something had ideals

FS
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The puppy dreamt

Something was snapped

FV

The movement dreamt

Something had ideals

TS

The movement dreamt

Something was asleep

FS

The movement dreamt

Something turned sideways

FV

The rabbit hid

Something was afraid

TS

The rabbit hid

Something was unclear

FS

The rabbit hid

Something was tangled

FV

The answer hid

Something was unclear

TS

The answer hid

Something was afraid

FS

The answer hid

Something made noise

FV

The bird sang

Something used its voice

TS

The bird sang

Something whistled loudly

FS

The bird sang

Something provided shelter

FV

The kettle sang

Something whistled loudly

TS

The kettle sang

Something used its voice

FS

The kettle sang

Something became confused

FV

The patrol searched

Something was missing

TS

The patrol searched

Something was studied

FS

The patrol searched

Something was drawn

FV

The user searched

Something was studied

TS

The user searched

Something was missing

FS

The user searched

Something was scrubbed

FV

The balloon burst

Something exploded

TS

The balloon burst

Something sad happened

FS

The balloon burst

Something caught fire

FV

The sob burst

Something sad happened

TS

The sob burst

Something exploded

FS

The sob burst

Something was stacked

FV

The boat drifted

Something floated away

TS

The boat drifted

Something lost focus

FS

The boat drifted

Something was boiled

FV

The story drifted

Something lost focus

TS

The story drifted

Something floated away

FS

The story drifted

Something was filled
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FV

The arrow missed

Something flew wrong

TS

The arrow missed

Something was misunderstood

FS

The arrow missed

Something became cold

FV

The review missed

Something was misunderstood

TS

The review missed

Something flew wrong

FS

The review missed

Something was torn

FV

The ox toiled

Something was physically difficult

TS

The ox toiled

Something was intellectually difficult

FS

The ox toiled

Something was criticized

FV

The author toiled

Something was intellectually difficult

TS

The author toiled

Something was physically difficult

FS

The author toiled

Something was replaced

FV

Table B.1: Complete listing of stimuli in SAT experiment.
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Appendix C

Stimuli from Semantic Decision
Making Study
Context

Probe

Truthfulness Norm

The army advanced

Something was learned

2.85

The army advanced

Something was marched

6.3

The army advanced

Something was protected

5.1

The army advanced

Something was sung

2.15

The arrow missed

Something became cold

1.35

The arrow missed

Something flew wrong

6.2

The arrow missed

Something was bent

2.2

The arrow missed

Something was misunderstood

2.25

The ball wobbled

Something bounced

3.210526316

The ball wobbled

Something changed over time

4.15

The ball wobbled

Something got warmer

1.15

The ball wobbled

Something rocked gently

5.6

The balloon burst

Something caught fire

1.5

The balloon burst

Something exploded

6.55

The balloon burst

Something sad happened

3.263157895

The balloon burst

Something was startling

5.8

The balloon expanded

Something was born

1.2

The balloon expanded

Something was filled

6.45
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The balloon expanded

Something was reflected

1.7

The balloon expanded

Something was round

6

The band rocked

Something floated

1.4

The band rocked

Something was loud

6.3

The band rocked

Something was performed

6.75

The band rocked

Something was reset

1.35

The basement stank

Something smelled bad

7

The basement stank

Something was old

4.35

The basement stank

Something was pulled

1.35

The basement stank

Something was unimpressive

3.7

The bird sang

Something provided shelter

1.45

The bird sang

Something used its voice

6.65

The bird sang

Something was pretty

5.95

The bird sang

Something whistled loudly

5.5

The boat drifted

Something floated away

6.6

The boat drifted

Something lost focus

2.65

The boat drifted

Something was boiled

1.1

The boat drifted

Something was moored

2.65

The bug crawled

Something moved

6.8

The bug crawled

Something was boring

1.7

The bug crawled

Something was scary

3.55

The bug crawled

Something was scattered

2.1

The building fell

Something became cheaper

1.8

The building fell

Something collapsed

6.95

The building fell

Something was disguised

1.3

The building fell

Something was loud

5.95

The car crashed

Something was damaged

6.85

The car crashed

Something was lost

4.15

The car crashed

Something was loud

6.55

The car crashed

Something was pondered

1.55

The cast acted

Something was applauded

6

The cast acted

Something was decided

2.1

The cast acted

Something was portrayed

6.95

The cast acted

Something was shredded

1.2
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The cat blinked

Something closed its eyes

6.85

The cat blinked

Something flashed

3.05

The cat blinked

Something was sleepy

3.55

The cat blinked

Something was washed

1.4

The committee acted

Something was decided

6.65

The committee acted

Something was improved

4.75

The committee acted

Something was painted

1.95

The committee acted

Something was portrayed

2.5

The company merged

Something moved sideways

1.3

The company merged

Something was combined

6.95

The company merged

Something was dried out

2.1

The company merged

Something was profitable

5.65

The crowd lingered

Something was attended

6.2

The crowd lingered

Something was enjoyed

5.75

The crowd lingered

Something was glazed

1.25

The crowd lingered

Something was perfumed

1.6

The dawn broke

Something got lighter

6.8

The dawn broke

Something shattered

1.6

The dawn broke

Something was colorful

5.7

The dawn broke

Something was soaked

1.45

The deer froze

Something became dry

1.45

The deer froze

Something became solid

1.85

The deer froze

Something made a noise

3.95

The deer froze

Something was scared

6.15

The diner choked

Something was lost

2.3

The diner choked

Something was spicy

3.7

The diner choked

Something was swallowed

4.9

The diner choked

Something was symmetrical

1.35

The driver merged

Something moved sideways

6.75

The driver merged

Something was combined

3.85

The driver merged

Something was scratched

2.25

The driver merged

Something was signaled

5.75

The dust settled

Something floated

3.75

The dust settled

Something was scooped

1.3
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The dust settled

Something was still

6.3

The dust settled

Something was travelled

3

The dye bled

Something was cracked

1.210526316

The dye bled

Something was injured

1.2

The dye bled

Something was stained

6.45

The dye bled

Something was washed

5.6

The frog leapt

Something ate a fly

4.3

The frog leapt

Something happy occurred

2.25

The frog leapt

Something sprang upward

6.75

The frog leapt

Something was covered

1.9

The gambler folded

Something was creased

1.15

The gambler folded

Something was dealt

5.95

The gambler folded

Something was lost

6.45

The gambler folded

Something was sturdy

1.25

The heart leapt

Something happy occurred

6.1

The heart leapt

Something sprang upward

2.85

The heart leapt

Something turned green

1.25

The heart leapt

Something was loved

5.6

The ice froze

Something became solid

6.95

The ice froze

Something was cut

1.75

The ice froze

Something was scared

1.15

The ice froze

Something was slick

5.578947368

The immigrants settled

Something floated

1.55

The immigrants settled

Something was built

5.25

The immigrants settled

Something was exercised

2.1

The immigrants settled

Something was travelled

6.1

The insult burned

Something was mean

6.65

The insult burned

Something was rolled

1.3

The insult burned

Something was true

4.85

The insult burned

Something was warm

1.3

The kettle sang

Something became confused

1.1

The kettle sang

Something used its voice

1.55

The kettle sang

Something was cooked

4.4

The kettle sang

Something whistled loudly
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6.55

The light blinked

Something closed its eyes

2.6

The light blinked

Something flashed

6.8

The light blinked

Something was flooded

1.7

The light blinked

Something was wrong

3.1

The light faded

Something got dark

6.8

The light faded

Something was drunk

1.65

The light faded

Something was hurt

1.5

The light faded

Something was quiet

2.7

The log burned

Something fixed

1.2

The log burned

Something was dangerous

4.55

The log burned

Something was mean

1.1

The log burned

Something was warm

6.55

The market shrank

Something caught on fire

1.1

The market shrank

Something caused a panic

5.55

The market shrank

Something reduced in size

4.8

The market shrank

Something weakened the economy

6.55

The movement dreamt

Something had ideals

6.55

The movement dreamt

Something turned sideways

1.55

The movement dreamt

Something was asleep

1.55

The movement dreamt

Something was rebellious

4.7

The nose bled

Something was broken

5.1

The nose bled

Something was cooked

1.1

The nose bled

Something was injured

6.65

The nose bled

Something was stained

4.55

The pain faded

Something got dark

1.4

The pain faded

Something was cooked

1.2

The pain faded

Something was hurt

5.65

The pain faded

Something was prescribed

4.85

The paper folded

Something was artistic

3.75

The paper folded

Something was creased

6.95

The paper folded

Something was hung

1.3

The paper folded

Something was lost

1.55

The party fractured

Something became smooth

1.2

The party fractured

Something cracked in two

3.75
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The party fractured

Something lost unity

6.25

The party fractured

Something was upsetting

4.55

The plot stank

Something smelled bad

1.75

The plot stank

Something warmed up

1.3

The plot stank

Something was complicated

3.35

The plot stank

Something was unimpressive

6.05

The population expanded

Something was born

6.3

The population expanded

Something was filled

4.15

The population expanded

Something was healthy

5.05

The population expanded

Something was spun

1.35

The price fell

Something became cheaper

6.6

The price fell

Something collapsed

4.2

The price fell

Something was in low demand

6.25

The price fell

Something was written

1.8

The puppy dreamt

Something had ideals

2.45

The puppy dreamt

Something was adorable

5.6

The puppy dreamt

Something was asleep

6.95

The puppy dreamt

Something was snapped

1.15

The ratings wobbled

Something changed over time

6.25

The ratings wobbled

Something rocked gently

2.05

The ratings wobbled

Something was polished

1.3

The ratings wobbled

Something was unpopular

5.368421053

The research advanced

Something was filled

3.6

The research advanced

Something was learned

6.8

The research advanced

Something was marched

1.5

The research advanced

Something was written

6

The review missed

Something flew wrong

3.15

The review missed

Something was careless

4.3

The review missed

Something was misunderstood

5.6

The review missed

Something was torn

1.45

The rope tightened

Something was lifted

4

The rope tightened

Something was pulled

6.25

The rope tightened

Something was shuffled

1.65

The rope tightened

Something was strict

2
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The rules tightened

Something was frustrating

4.3

The rules tightened

Something was parked

1.3

The rules tightened

Something was pulled

1.45

The rules tightened

Something was strict

6.85

The scent lingered

Something was attended

1.5

The scent lingered

Something was clipped

1.45

The scent lingered

Something was perfumed

5.9

The scent lingered

Something was pleasant

4.25

The ship rocked

Something floated

6.3

The ship rocked

Something was mowed

1.55

The ship rocked

Something was performed

2.1

The ship rocked

Something was sickening

4.1

The shirt shrank

Something reduced in size

6.7

The shirt shrank

Something was built

1.15

The shirt shrank

Something was poorly made

4

The shirt shrank

Something weakened the economy

1.15

The sob burst

Something exploded

3.15

The sob burst

Something sad happened

6

The sob burst

Something was stacked

1.45

The sob burst

Something was unbearable

5.85

The stone fractured

Something became clear

1.35

The stone fractured

Something cracked in two

6

The stone fractured

Something lost unity

5.3

The stone fractured

Something was carved

2.8

The story drifted

Something floated away

2.8

The story drifted

Something lost focus

6.15

The story drifted

Something was filled

1.578947368

The story drifted

Something was long

5.25

The sun shone

Something emitted light

6.85

The sun shone

Something was carved

1.3

The sun shone

Something was hot

6.25

The sun shone

Something was impressive

3.7

The talent shone

Something emitted light

1.4

The talent shone

Something was effortless

3.95
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The talent shone

Something was impressive

6.85

The talent shone

Something was softened

1.6

The team choked

Something was lost

6.8

The team choked

Something was played

5.7

The team choked

Something was swallowed

1.2

The team choked

Something was understood

1.85

The thunder crashed

Something was bright

2.9

The thunder crashed

Something was damaged

2.4

The thunder crashed

Something was depicted

2.3

The thunder crashed

Something was loud

6.9

The time crawled

Something moved

2.6

The time crawled

Something was boring

6.55

The time crawled

Something was quiet

2.65

The time crawled

Something was staked

1.4

The vase broke

Something got lighter

2.45

The vase broke

Something got wet

3.85

The vase broke

Something shattered

6.8

The vase broke

Something was eaten

1.15

Table C.1: Stimuli from the semantic decision making task in
Chapter 5, and their associated truthfulness norms.
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